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NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR
Preparing this publication has been a labor of  love. It was particularly a joy to trace how 
original research or new ideas later became incorporated into the agency’s estimating pro-
grams and standards.

The publication is dedicated to past and present USDA statistical programs staff  members. 
Those employees have always embodied teamwork, and most new programs and activities 
resulted from many people working together.  In keeping with that teamwork philosophy, 
this report concentrates on accomplishments and minimizes mention of  specific individual’s 
names.  This approach was also taken to avoid unintentional omission of  key individuals—if  
attribution had been attempted.  Thus, past and present staff  members reading the publica-
tion will have the opportunity to reminisce and personally relish their role(s) in the develop-
ments.

This publication is a written history of  a statistical organization rather than a statistical pub-
lication.  Thus, there are no formulas, explanations of  complex estimating methods or de-
tailed graphs included.  Two types of  data tables are included for each key time period.  They 
summarize changes in U.S. cash receipts from farm marketings and per capita consumption 
of  meat, poultry, and fish as those measurements do track important changes in the supply 
of  and demand for agricultural products over time.

In preparing any detailed history, it is surprising how many contradictions are found when 
reviewing multiple documents from a specific period of  time.  When those types of  discrep-
ancies were uncovered, an effort was made to find additional sources to clarify the situation.  
However, there will be some details that individual readers disagree with—and likely some 
that escaped this research for which a reader has correct answers.

Thousands of  pages of  past publications, correspondence, and documents were reviewed 
in preparing this summary.  The goal was to be informative and evenhanded in presenting a 
picture of  the past 50 years.  It would not have been possible, in this document, to cover all 
the developments.

Any history publication is shaped by the author.  Thus, events based on my personal experi-
ences are likely covered in more detail than others. Hopefully, all accounts are treated as 
impartially as possible.

I do want to recognize the contributions and encouragement of  a number of  people.  First of  
all, there would not have been a publication without the initial invitation from Ron Bosecker 
and Jay Johnson’s coordination and liaison efforts.  

Bill Arends was my number one reviewer, clarifier, and consultant who suggested several 
alternative data sources.  I received the legendary NASS “customer service” from Customer 
Service Coordinator Pat Joyce and her staff.  Pat greatly assisted by contacting Larry Traub at 
the USDA Economic Research Service (ERS) to determine the best access to cash receipts and 
other databases that helped track U.S. agricultural changes.  Another important customer 
service contact was David Stallings of  the USDA World Agricultural Outlook Board (WAOB) 
who, in typical fashion, knew of  an obscure USDA publication that documented Federal Farm 
Program changes.
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John Ranek uniquely contributed to the research for this publication upon his retirement by 
donating two, three-ring binders of  agency staffing and position rosters.  These materials 
answered a number of  questions about timing of  specific events and subunit names at spe-
cific points in time.  Jim Olson provided an important explanation of  the reason why a large 
number of  staff  members retired just before the major increase in agency staff  that occurred 
around 1990.  Paul Walsh added a number of  reminiscences from his career, which helped to 
round out details of  Survey Division activities. 

Because this publication sought to trace ongoing themes such as technology, research, inter-
national assistance, and training, several individuals were key contributors.  Jerry Clampet’s 
draft summary of  agency technology efforts and developments up to 1986 was drawn upon 
substantially.  Bob Young, Arnie Wilcox, and Jack Nealon helped clarify technology details 
in recent years, and George Patton clarified the agency’s early electronic report access and 
Internet efforts.

Mike Craig provided invaluable details on the agency’s remote sensing research efforts—
from the earliest explorations through the significant changes in recent years.  Clare Boryan 
assisted by demonstrating how some new techniques were being implemented.  Other Re-
search and Development Division assistance came from Denise Abreu and Zulma Riberas 
working on an objective yield research history, which complemented efforts for this publica-
tion.

Paul E. Williams and Linda Raudenbush of  the Training and Career Development Office were 
willing contributors of  background information and details of  agency training developments 
over the past 20 years.  Larry Sivers provided a number of  summaries of  past international 
training and assistance efforts, as well as firsthand explanations of  recent activities that have 
not yet been fully documented.  Larry also provided comments on the short-lived Economics, 
Statistics, and Cooperatives Service, as he was in a key staff  position at that time.

Other important contributors included Rafael Sánchez, who provided agency civil rights ac-
complishments data tables; Dania Ferguson, who tracked some NASS/ERS financial arrange-
ments; and Daryl Brinkman, who created a helpful table of  annual Prices Received and Prices 
Paid Indexes.  Dave Aune also provided opinions and suggestions whenever a new topic area 
was being pursued.

I would certainly be remiss if  I didn’t thank Amanda Pomicter for her efforts to categorize 
and organize the materials that have been donated to the Charles E. Caudill Library.  Docu-
mentation for most events and activities recounted in this publication came from the library. 
Special thanks go to Karin Meyers, Debbie Norton, and Krissy Young for assisting with edit-
ing the publication, and to the staff  in Administrative Support for printing.

Rich Allen
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FOREWORD
The United States has long been regarded as having the world’s foremost official agricultural 
statistics system.  Early efforts to establish U.S. agricultural statistics starting in the late 
18th century, and the establishment of  a statistics unit in the U.S. Department of  Agriculture 
(USDA) in 1862, are well-detailed in “The Story of  U.S Agricultural Estimates,” published in 
1969 by USDA’s Statistical Reporting Service (SRS).  That publication masterfully highlighted 
key demographic, political, climatic, and agricultural factors that led to changes and im-
provements in the widely available official agricultural statistics.  

Pages 100 to 104 of  “The Story” briefly cover some USDA agricultural statistics development 
from 1957 to 1966. However, this publication starts with 1957 because it was the pivotal year 
Congressional approval was received for a long-range plan to implement probability-based 
survey procedures. Work on that plan was one factor that led to the establishment of  the 
Statistical Reporting Service—now the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS)—as a 
USDA agency in 1961.

“Agriculture Counts” follows a format similar to “The Story” by dividing the past 50 years 
into five time periods—each marked by new programs or other advances—and highlighting 
the major developments that occurred in each period. A prologue is provided for each time 
period in order to identify factors leading to the significant changes. This publication differs 
from “The Story,” however, by describing ongoing developments (such as personnel changes, 
training programs, research efforts, and new technologies adopted) in each time period. In 
this way, readers might better grasp how the working environment and staff  responsible for 
agricultural statistics have changed and evolved.

Part 1 of   “Agriculture Counts” starts with the 1957 Long-Range Plan and highlights the ef-
forts to implement probability based area frame surveys. It also describes the role of  the SRS 
in developing USDA data processing capabilities.

Part 2 of  this chronicle explains how the new area frame survey capabilities were very helpful 
for improving and stabilizing major crop estimates, but were not as successful for livestock 
estimates. The solution was to apply additional probability-based survey techniques and to 
incorporate list and area frame surveys into a new, multiple frame estimation program.

Part 3 describes another new long-range plan established for the agency in 1982. This plan 
again had significant technology and statistical implications but primarily emphasized how a 
statistical agency and its staff  should be organized for the most effective response to outside 
developments.  The plan’s emphasis on developing standards for all agency operations pro-
vided an important basis for introspection and improvement.

One lesson of  “The Story” was that factors causing great concerns in the United States (such 
as preparation for World War I, the Great Depression, the Dust Bowl of  the 1930s, and World 
War II) often led to expanding agricultural statistics needed for public policy and program 
implementation. This is again evidenced in Part 4, which describes how food safety and water 
quality concerns in the late 1980s led to funding and the creation of  new survey programs.

The last portion of  this publication (Part 5) covers the past 10 years, when U.S. census of  agri-
culture responsibility was merged with the ongoing agricultural statistics programs of  NASS. 
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The merger of  the two organizations’ staffs and their missions has been helpful in standard-
izing agricultural statistics for all data users.

Most of  this publication has been based on available program, budget, and personnel files. 
Significant budget numbers are presented both in actual dollars and in 2007 equivalents (us-
ing a simple Consumer Price Index adjustment). Another important addition was the review 
of  a vast array of  national conference summaries, task force reports, research reports, out-
side review recommendations, and other special analyses of  internal and external proposals 
throughout the 50-year period. Specific historical accounts were used to round out details of  
events during each period.
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Part 1:  Implementing Improved Survey Procedures -
                        New Directions for Agricultural Statistics

PROLOGUE

By the mid-1950s, the United States had benefi t-
ed from 90 years of United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) agricultural estimates. Th e 
statistical program had evolved from providing 
mainly annual production and price estimates at 
the national level to a system of monthly State 
forecasts of major crop yields, and monthly price 
and livestock production (e.g., milk, eggs, and 
hatchings) estimates. Sub-State estimates had 
been established for a number of commodities. 
All State offi  ces were operating under Federal-
State cooperative agreements, which avoided du-
plication of eff orts and provided additional sta-
tistical products of interest within most States.

In spite of an enviable record of timely, on-
schedule forecasts and estimates, plus top-qual-
ity security, concerns were often raised about the 
accuracy of some forecasts and estimates and the 
size of needed revisions. A major USDA statisti-
cal system limitation was the near total reliance 
on non-probability survey methodologies. Ma-
jor crop and livestock surveys employed large 
sample sizes selected from all portions of each 
State, but sampling frames that could enable 
selection of units with known probabilities of 
selection did not exist. Also, sophisticated mod-
els did not exist for predicting fi nal production 
from early season observations.

Some signifi cant concerns about the agricultural 
statistics system arose from the challenging cot-
ton crop season of 1951. A detailed explanation 
of the weather and crop conditions in 1951 and 
the subsequent hearings held by a subcommit-
tee of the House of Representatives Agricultural 
Committee is found in “Th e Story of U.S Agri-
cultural Estimates.” One major outcome of the 
hearings was the acceptance of a recommenda-
tion (and provision of funds) for establishing a 
research unit within the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics. Th at unit specifi cally focused on      

the possibility of utilizing the Master Sample 
developed at Iowa State University (then Iowa 
State College). Th e Master Sample was a coop-
erative eff ort of Iowa State, the U.S. Bureau of 
the Census, and USDA to create a probability-
based sampling frame for selecting survey sam-
ples. When completed in 1945, it provided an 
area sampling frame sample that would include 
about 300,000 farms—if all area frame segments 
were included. Th e Master Sample had been used 
to conduct the 1945 Census of Agriculture and 
for a few special national surveys.

Th e House of Representatives Subcommit-
tee on Agricultural Appropriations of the Ap-
propriations Committee had been particularly 
interested in the hearings on the 1951 cotton 
crop estimates. On July 31, 1956, Subcommit-
tee Chairman Jamie L. Whitten of Mississippi 
wrote Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson 
to express his interest. He specifi cally asked for 
USDA recommendations for development and 
improvement of agricultural estimating work. 
Th e response to Chairman Whitten provides the 
starting point for this publication—and the im-
provements that have been made in the past 50 
years.
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Th e 1957 Long-Range Plan entitled “A Program for 
the Development of the Agricultural Estimating Ser-
vice,” which was presented to the Subcommittee on 
Agricultural Appropriations of the House of Repre-
sentatives Committee on Appropriations on Febru-
ary 7, 1957, was revolutionary. Instead of off ering 
a “quick fi x” to concerns about consistency of agri-
cultural statistics forecasts and estimates (or just new 
surveys), the plan made the case for the orderly de-
velopment of probability-based surveys to establish 
State and national estimates and forecasts for major 
topics and to integrate those surveys with existing, 
large-scale surveys, which would provide improved 
sub-State estimates.

Implementing the plan would change the size, struc-
ture, and character of the agricultural statistics or-
ganization. Funding was needed for the new surveys 
and associated research eff orts. New sampling and 
survey techniques meant employees needed broader 
understanding of statistical techniques and alterna-
tive estimators. Advanced statistical skills were par-
ticularly essential for research and survey-testing ef-
forts. A cadre of part-time interviewers needed to be 
hired. Trainers needed to be developed at both the 
headquarters and State offi  ce levels to instruct and 
supervise the interviewers. New analytic skills were 
required to interpret survey estimators and marry 
probability and nonprobability surveys into the best 
possible estimates and forecasts. 

Considering its signifi cance, “A Program for the 
Development of the Agricultural Estimating Ser-
vice” was an extremely short, effi  ciently stated docu-
ment—less than 15 pages. One reason for its brev-
ity was that no timetables or budget estimate details 
were included. Instead, a detailed background of the 
improvement needs was provided, followed by de-
scriptions of the recommended new programs. (Th e 
entire document is reprinted in “AS WE RECALL: 
Th e Growth of Agricultural Estimates, 1933–1961,” 
which was published by SRS in 1977.)

Th e proposed program consisted of four “Projects” 
(A, B, C, and D, in order of priority). Project A was to 
develop operational enumerative and objective yield 
surveys (building on research eff orts already under-
way) to improve midyear and end-of-year farm 
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numbers, and crop and livestock estimates, as well as 
to form a basis for special surveys.

Project B was designed to improve agricultural price 
statistics. It called for establishment of a corps of 
price enumerators in each State and modernization 
of the prices received and prices paid by farmers sur-
vey items that would be collected. Project C had the 
goals of speeding up transmission of data from State 
offi  ces to headquarters and improving dissemination 
of reports to farmers and the general public. It also 
proposed to add procedures for creating quicker and 
more frequent evaluations of adverse impacts such 
as freezes, droughts, and fl oods. Project D broadly 
aimed to provide new or more detailed estimates of 
items of interest such as employment on farms, fruit 
tree numbers, crop variety data and other variables.

Th e presentation to the Subcommittee on Agricul-
tural Appropriations in February 1957 emphasized 
the plan itself and did not mention funding. Sub-
committee Chairman Whitten expressed apprecia-
tion for the comprehensive response to his request, 
but he stated that funding requests needed to pro-
ceed through the normal annual budgetary process-
es. In 1957, annual funding received for research and 
development had increased to about $500,000 ($3.6 
million in 2007 dollars), which allowed continued 
research.
 
Defi nition of Probability Area Sampling

To better appreciate the long-range plan and the new 
procedures to be tested, it is helpful to consider the 
basic concepts. Probability sampling requires that a 
sampling frame exist and the probability of selection 
of any specifi c sampling unit can be calculated. Th e 
basic sampling frame to be used for the agricultural, 
statistics improvements was the Master Sample for 
agriculture, which had been constructed at Iowa 
State College between 1943 and 1945. Th e Master 
Sample covered all land in the 48 States (incorporat-
ed and unincorporated areas, as well as open country 
areas where most farms were located).

Physical boundaries were used for defi ning all sam-
pling units (segments). Th e original total sample of 
the Master Sample was expected to include 300,000 
farms if all segments were visited. Th e sample design 

Chapter 1:  Th e 1957 Long-Range Plan
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was defi ned such that smaller sample sizes could be 
selected and still maintain the probability selection 
criteria.

Two basic estimators were created from the inter-
view results. Th e fi rst was referred to as the “open” 
segment. For this estimator, data were summarized 
and expanded only for farms that had their physical 
headquarters within the segment. Th is estimator was 
particularly appropriate for estimating total farm 
characteristics, such as farm numbers, economic 
data, and livestock numbers. For the “closed” estima-
tor, expansions were made of all data located within 
the segment. Th is approach was effi  cient for estimat-
ing crop acreages, as all fi elds in the segments were 
drawn out on aerial photos and enumerated whether 
the headquarters compound was in the segment or 
elsewhere. Th e fi eld-by-fi eld collected data also pro-
vided an up-to-date frame of the current season’s 
fi elds and crop types used to select objective yield 
samples for observation during the growing season.

Research in the Mid-1950s

Using funds provided earlier ($100,000 added to 
the base in 1954, an additional $104,000 in 1956, 
and an additional $289,000 in 1957), an ongoing 
research and development program was underway. 
Th e spring 1954 sample size was 703 area segments 
in 100 counties within 10 Southern States. A Decem-
ber 1954 survey of actual acreage planted and yields 
was conducted in 325 “tracts” (i.e., areas operated by 
one entity within a sample segment) selected from 
the spring survey. 

Modifi cations to procedures were made annually 
based on experiences to date. For example, it was 
soon found that a “skip” technique, in which resi-
dents within a segment were asked about the farming 
status of neighbors within the segment, was helpful 
in reducing the costs of developing a list of possible 
farm operators if a random segment fell into a small 
town. Th e pilot work was extended to additional 
States each year in order to study possible diff erences 
in application of the new procedures by region of the 
country.

In 1954, a selection of 200 cotton fi elds in 76 counties 
was made from the spring acreage contacts. Monthly 
counts and observations were made in those fi elds in 
order to develop models for forecasting the average 
yield of cotton. Similar objective yield research proj-

ects were implemented in subsequent years for corn, 
soybeans, and wheat. In addition to the studies on 
these major fi eld crops, exploratory research work 
was conducted on potatoes in several States, oranges 
in Florida, hazelnuts in Oregon, tobacco in Ken-
tucky, and a number of crops in California including 
peaches, pears, lemons, grapes, and walnuts. 

Objective Yield Approaches

Th e concept of determining crop yields per unit of 
area had long attracted attention in many countries. 
In some areas of the world where producers have 
very small holdings of land and may not know their 
amount of area harvested or their total production, 
some type of objective approach might be the only 
way to get a meaningful estimate of the total crop. In 
those situations, an approach called crop cutting is 
often employed. Th e actual boundaries of a produc-
er’s crop fi elds are marked and the area is carefully 
measured. At harvest, yield per unit of area is esti-
mated by physically harvesting a portion of the crop. 
For small grains in areas where the crop was ran-
domly sown instead of being in fi xed rows, sample 
harvest areas are often determined by tossing a hoop 
and harvesting all the plants with stems within the 
boundaries of the hoop. Th en the grain from those 
plants is weighed.

In the United States, the normal goal of an objective 
yield survey was to develop an early-season indica-
tion (at least two to three months ahead of harvest) 
of the yield at harvest time. Because the June Enu-
merative Survey pilot testing provided a probabil-
ity-selected listing of fi elds of major crops, most ob-
jective yield research was done by selecting samples 
from those fi elds. Cotton, corn, and soybean fi elds 
were selected, and fi eld visits were made in late July 
to provide yield indications for the annual August 
“Crop Production” report. Sample fi elds were visited 
each month until harvest in order to provide infor-
mation for new monthly yield forecasts. Some fi elds 
were revisited after harvest to measure harvesting 
losses. 

To control nonsampling errors, the sample units in 
major fi eld crop yields were quite small. Th e original 
operational-size sampling units were two adjacent 
rows, 15 feet long for corn; two adjacent rows, 10 
feet long for cotton; two adjacent rows, 3 feet long 
for soybeans; and three adjacent rows 26.1 inches 
long for wheat. Metal U-shaped frames of exactly 
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the right length were developed for the soybean and 
wheat samples to further control nonsampling 
errors. 

Separate models were developed for projecting both 
the number of fruit (soybean pods, cotton bolls, 
wheat heads, and corn ears) to be harvested and the 
weight per fruit. All information from previous years 
was retained and forecast models were created based 
on those data. It was easier to forecast the number of 
fruit to be harvested (particularly for corn) than the 
weight per fruit. Th e simplest August forecast model 
for ears at harvest was to multiply the current year’s 
number of plants per acre by the previous fi ve-year 
ratio of ears harvested per plant. Th e simplest August 
weight per ear forecast model was to use the previ-
ous fi ve-year average ear weight. Statistical analyses 
of previous years’ data were able to improve on these 
simplistic fruit and weight-per-fruit models. Objec-
tive yield approaches forecast biological yield for a 
sampling unit. It is essential to adjust that yield for 
the expected harvesting losses. 

Many other factors were used to improve objective 
yield forecasts. When samples of fi elds were select-
ed, each producer was asked for permission to visit 
his/her fi elds. Additional information was collected 
about the fi eld, such as: the acreage of any areas 
within the fi eld that were not planted with the crop 
of interest or that had been destroyed after planting; 
planting date; variety planted; and other data. Th e 
collected data were important in making sure that 
the sample plots would be established within areas 
of the fi eld that would be harvested for the crop of 
interest. For example, if part of a corn fi eld was to 
be harvested for silage instead of grain, that portion 
would be excluded from sampling and an adjust-
ment in the forecast of acres for corn for grain would 
be made.

One important factor in formulating forecasting 
models was maturity stage of each unit at the time of 
the observation. Late-developing fi elds might have 
lower yield potential than normal fi elds. By retaining 
all information from previous years, diff erent models 
were developed by monthly maturity stage in order 
to create appropriate forecasts in case of an early or 
late planting season.

Sample optimization calculations for objective yield 
surveys usually indicated that fi eld-to-fi eld variation 
had greater impact than within-fi eld yield variation. 

Th at would argue for observing only one plot per 
fi eld. However, because the cost of visiting a second 
unit in the same fi eld was so much less than driv-
ing to a new fi eld, the operational procedure was to 
establish two random plots in each fi eld. Th is also 
permitted calculation of within-fi eld variation for 
future optimization studies. 

U.S. Agriculture, Circa 1957

American agriculture was undergoing a number of 
signifi cant changes by the mid-1950s. Mechanical 
tractors, mostly very large steam tractors best suited 
to plowing and harvesting of small grain crops in the 
Great Plains, had been introduced about the turn of 
the 20th century. Th ey were not practical for most 
farms, and the number of horses and mules on farms 
to provide power for fi eld operations peaked at about 
27 million at the end of World War I. Gasoline trac-
tors that were smaller and more suited to tillage op-
erations of row crops were developed around 1930, 
but the dire fi nancial climate of the Great Depres-
sion limited the adoption of this new mechanization. 
Animal power was still the primary mode of opera-
tion for many U.S. farms up to and through World 
War II, with some 12 million horses and mules still 
used on farms. 

Following World War II, raw materials were again 
available to increase the production of tractors and 
related machinery, and gasoline was in good supply. 
Use of the smaller tractors allowed many small farms 
to move away from animal power. Th e number of 
tractors on farms increased from 2 million in 1945 
to nearly 4.5 million in 1957. Along with more trac-
tors came the increased use of grain combines and 
hay balers.

Farm numbers declined rapidly after World War II, 
as many farmers turned to other vocations. Th e total 
number of U.S. farms declined from nearly 6 million 
in 1945 to less than 4.4 million in 1957—a decline 
of nearly 1.6 million (26.7 percent) in the 12 years. 

In general, crop yields increased greatly in the post-
war years as farmers increased the use of hybrid and 
other improved seeds. Th e use of commercial fertil-
izers also became more common. Th e U.S. average 
yield of corn for grain increased from 36 bushels per 
acre during 1945–49 to 48.7 bushels per acre aver-
age during 1955–59, an increase of 35.3 percent. 
Th e U.S. yield per acre for all winter wheat increased 
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from 17.8 bushels per acre during 1945–49 to 23.2 
bushels per acre during 1955–59, an increase of 30.3 
percent.

Th ere were two signifi cant changes occurring in 
U.S. cotton production. Average acreage harvested 
declined some 32.5 percent between the 1945–49 
average of 21.3 million acres and the 1955–59 av-
erage of 14.6 million acres. At the same time (and 
possibly due in part to not planting much of the less 
productive acreage), average yield per harvested acre 
increased from 270 pounds per acre to 428.2—an in-
crease of 58.6 percent.

Perhaps the biggest postwar-period fi eld-crop story 
was the tremendous increase in acreage planted and 
harvested of soybeans for beans. Soybean production 
had increased during World War II when imports of 
fats and oils to the United States were cut off . After 
the war, the Nation became an exporter of oils, pro-
teins, and oilseeds. At that time, soybean meal was 
also becoming an important ingredient in balancing 
animal and poultry feed rations. Th e average acreage 
harvested of soybeans for beans increased from 10.5 
million acres during 1945–49 to 21.3 million acres 
during 1955–59, an increase of 102.9 percent. 

Much of the acreage increase was due to shifts from 
corn for grain to soybeans. Soybean production af-
fi xes nitrogen in the soil, so it is a benefi cial crop to 
use in a planting rotation with corn. In spite of the 
huge increase in soybean acreage from 1945 to 1949 
and from 1955 to 1959, the combined total acres 
harvested of corn for grain plus soybeans for beans 
changed only from an average of 87.3 million to 
87.8 million. Th e average yield of soybeans increased 
from 19.7 bushels per acre during 1945–49 to 22.6 
bushels per acre during 1955–59, a 14.7-percent in-
crease.

Th e second largest postwar agricultural crop theme 
was likely the decline in the harvest of oats. A good 
share of the traditional oat harvest went to the feed-
ing of horses and mules being used for power on 
farms. With the rapid replacement of horse power 
with tractors, the average acreage of oats harvested 
in the United States declined from 39.9 million acres 
during 1945–49 to 33.1 million acres during 1955–
59, a 17-percent decrease. 

One livestock story in the making was the behind-
the-scenes developments in the broiler chicken in-

dustry. Before World War II, chickens were mainly 
produced for eggs. Most farms purchased baby 
chicks in the spring to become the laying fl ocks for 
that fall through the following summer. Th e baby 
cockerels were sought after for meat when they were 
large enough because chicken meat available later 
in the year was not usually very tender or fl avorful. 
Poultry was not rationed during World War II, and 
interest had developed in growing chickens for meat. 
New self-feeding and watering technologies were de-
veloped along with improved disease-control tech-
niques. Around 1955, some national feed companies 
started contracting with farmers to produce broiler 
chickens. Before that time, no operations were sell-
ing 100,000 broilers per year, but by 1964, 12.5 per-
cent of all chicken farms were selling 100,000 birds 
or more.

Table 1.  Per Capita Consumption of Meat, Poultry,  
    and Fish, United States, 1957  
  
Total Population  171,274,000 
  
Category                              Total     Percent
              Consumption    of Total
                       (Pounds/person)    
  
  Beef    65.6       37.6
  Veal      7.8         4.5
  Lamb      3.7         2.1
  Pork    56.7       32.5
  Chicken   24.5       14.0
  Turkey     5.9         3.4
  Total Fish   10.2         5.8
       
Total Meat, Poultry & Fish       174.4         100.0

Table 1 summarizes the U.S. average per capita con-
sumption levels of various “meats” in 1957. Beef 
and pork accounted for more than two-thirds of the 
meat, poultry, and fi sh consumption. Th e country 
was primed to eat more meat, poultry, and fi sh in 
total, but the relative shares of consumption were go-
ing to change.
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Table 2.  Cash Receipts from Farm Marketings, by                
                Commodity Groups, United States 1957
  
Category                    Total Cash      Percent
                        Receipts      of Total 
                (Million dollars)    
   
All Cash Receipts   29,692       100.0
  
Total Crops   12,312         41.5
  
  Food Grains     1,868           6.3
  Feed Grains       2,394           8.1
  Cotton     1,755           5.9
  Oil-bearing Crops    1,181           4.0
  Tobacco        971           3.3
  Fruits and Tree Nuts    1,287           4.3
  Vegetables     1,711           5.8
  Nursery, Greenhouse, Flowers       529           1.8
  Other Crops        616           2.1
  
  
Total Livestock and Products     17,380         58.5
   
  Cattle and Calves   6,187         20.8
  Hogs and Pigs    2,854           9.6
  Sheep and Lambs      297           1.0
  Dairy Products   4,630         15.6
  Eggs     1,686           5.7
  Broilers and Farm Chickens  1,041           3.5
  Turkeys and Other Poultry     349           1.2
  Wool        104           0.4
  Other Livestock and Products      232           0.8

As shown in Table 2, 58.5 percent of all 1957 farm 
cash receipts came from livestock and products (such 
as eggs and milk). Th e 41.5 percent of cash receipts 
from crops included 5.8 percent from vegetables; 4.3 
percent from fruit; and 1.8 percent from greenhouse, 
fl oral, and other nursery products.

Th e average U.S. value of farmland in 1957 was 
$97 per acre. However, there was great fl uctuation 
from State-to-State. Average values per acre were in 
the $70 to $80 range for many Plains States such as 
Kansas, Nebraska, and Texas. Average value per acre 
was $276 in California and $275 in Illinois. In Indi-
ana and Iowa, 1957 average farmland values per acre 
were $230 and $221, respectively.

Agricultural Statistics Staffi  ng, Circa 1957

Th e USDA Agricultural Marketing Service’s (AMS) 
Agricultural Estimates Division State fi eld offi  ces in 
the late 1950s were specifi cally staff ed for the survey 
and summarization procedures at the time. Each of-
fi ce had a relatively small staff  of statisticians who 
reviewed the survey summaries, submitted recom-
mended forecasts and estimates to headquarters, 
and prepared State releases for most reports after the 
national reports were published. Field offi  ce Federal 
statisticians were all male. Field offi  ce directors re-
cruited most of the new professional employees at 
agricultural colleges and, at the time, few women 
studied agricultural fi elds. Th ere were a few women 
in statistician positions in headquarters and some 
in State payroll statistician or analyst positions in a 
small number of fi eld offi  ces.

Each offi  ce had a sizable cadre of experienced Comp-
tometer operators who sorted survey questionnaires 
as they were received, added survey responses to sub-
totals and totals for each geographic division, and 
calculated State totals, averages, and percent chang-
es, as appropriate. All calculations were checked by 
another person. 

For greater computational speed and to improve 
accuracy, a technique known as pegstripping was 
used for many surveys. Questionnaires were printed 
on paper that had a series of precisely placed holes 
across the top of the page. Questions to be answered 
were on the left side of each page, and the answer 
blanks were placed in a column along the right bor-
der. When completed questionnaires were returned 
to the offi  ce, they were sorted by county (i.e., for ma-
jor surveys requiring county estimates). Th e sorted 
questionnaires were then placed on special metal 
bars that had a row of embedded pegs matched to 
the pattern of holes in the questionnaires. A fully as-
sembled pegstrip was held in place by another bar, 
which clamped tightly over the row of pegs. A sum-
mary questionnaire from a specifi c county (often a 
diff erent color than the survey questionnaire) was 
placed fi rst and returned questionnaires from that 
county were overlaid such that only the answer cells 
were visible. 

A pegstrip could hold only about 20 questionnaires, 
so multiple subtotals were needed for counties with 
many responses. Each pegstrip was not taken apart 
until all item counts and totals had been added and 
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checked. County subtotals were added to county to-
tals, if necessary, and the county answer sheets were 
placed on pegstrips by Crop Reporting Districts 
(CRDs). Similarly, after calculating CRD item counts 
and totals, those answer sheets were assembled in the 
same fashion in order to calculate State results. Th e 
process proceeded effi  ciently, as most offi  ces utilized 
many large tables as staging areas to coordinate all 
the pegstrips during various stages of the tabulation 
process.

Offi  ce Comptometer operator staff s were usually 
large enough to handle monthly operations, but ad-
ditional help was needed for large-sample quarterly, 
semiannual, and annual surveys such as crop-planted 
acreage in the spring and crop acreage and produc-
tion surveys at harvest. To handle the added volume 
of tabulation work, each offi  ce had a separate cadre of 
individuals who would work during those peak pe-
riods. Th ose individuals were known as WAE (when 
actually employed) employees. WAE employees did 
not receive some benefi ts of full-time employees and 
were limited in the number of total days they could 
be employed each year.

When the enumerative survey and objective yield 
research eff orts began, fi eld enumerators and super-
visors were hired under the WAE provisions. It was 
not envisioned that the new enumerative approaches 
would become a source of full-time employment.

Training in the 1950s

Until work started on the enumerative and objective 
yield procedures, there was little need for ongoing 
training schools. Survey due dates and submission 
schedules were transmitted in written instructions. 
Whenever a national or regional conference was held, 
there might be topics on analysis techniques, such as 
interpreting statistical regression relationships when 
submitting recommendations to headquarters after 
conducting mail surveys. In addition, training ses-
sions on modern statistical methodology had been 
held for statisticians in charge of State offi  ces at Iowa 
State College in 1939 and 1940.

Th e addition of personal interview and fi eld observa-
tion surveys, as well as the use of part-time enumera-
tors, meant that training schools would be needed on 
an ongoing basis. Th ere were some past experiences 
to draw upon, as some special surveys had been con-
ducted using the Master Sample area frame sample. 

Th ree nationwide interview surveys on farm employ-
ment and wages had been conducted in 1945. In 
1946, a Special Statistics Branch had been created in 
order to better focus on improvement of survey pro-
cedures. Branch employees took the lead in planning 
and carrying out a nationwide Enumerative Survey 
in January 1947; about 10,000 short-form question-
naires and 5,000 long-form questionnaires were col-
lected. Th e Branch also assisted on special projects 
such as corn yield surveys in Virginia and North 
Carolina in 1949, 1950, and 1951, and the census of 
agriculture pretests. 

Other major projects included the Farm Housing 
Survey of 1950 and the 1955–56 Farm Expenditure 
Survey, which provided information for updating 
the indices of prices paid and received. Th e Expendi-
ture Survey had two components—farm production 
expenses and family living expenses—with about 
two-thirds of the sample devoted to farm production 
questionnaires. As a result of the USDA 1953 reor-
ganization—which abolished the Bureau of Agricul-
tural Economics and established the statistical work 
at AMS—the planning of and training for enumera-
tive surveys fell under the Special Statistics Branch.
 
Th e Special Statistics Branch led the training for 
the 1954 June Enumerative Survey by conducting a 
training school in the spring for State supervisors. 
Each subsequent year, questionnaires and instruc-
tions were improved and updated in time for new 
training sessions. Trainers soon realized one of the 
most diffi  cult tasks was to reorient experienced enu-
merators to new practices when required. 

Testing Project A Approaches

Although the implementation of probability-based 
surveys was defi nitely the right course for improving 
agriculture statistics, there was no unanimous agree-
ment within the Agricultural Estimates Division 
about this new approach. One concern was cost; pro-
posals in the late 1940s for an annual sample census 
of agriculture (which would have involved the Cen-
sus Bureau and USDA) were dismissed when it was 
discovered that operational costs would be about 10 
times the original projections.

Another concern in many State offi  ces was the pos-
sible disruption of the present data series and data 
relationships. Many offi  ces had annual State farm 
census programs that provided detailed district and 
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county data for crops and livestock and served as 
convenient sources of new names for mail- survey 
sample replacements. An additional and likely con-
cern was that direct adoption of new probability in-
dications as estimates might lessen the role and pres-
tige of State statisticians.

Perhaps one of the biggest underlying issues was that 
a new culture might be taking over. Most statisticians 
in the State offi  ces at the time had developed their 
skills mainly through on-the-job training. Th erefore, 
they were skeptical of having mathematical statisti-
cians, who lacked the same practical experience, di-
recting the new procedures.

Given the internal concerns in the agency, it was for-
tunate that a measured approach was taken in devel-
oping and proving the value of the new surveys. As 
mentioned earlier, the initial research sample size in 
1954 was 703 area segments in 100 counties in 10 
Southern States. A number of States were involved 
in learning the new procedures and there was oppor-
tunity for comparing results and survey problems 
across States. Th e scope was not overwhelming—a 
small group of survey trainers could keep in good 
contact with all 10 States. A similar approach was 
taken in testing cotton objective- yield procedures in 
1954; a subsample of only 200 cotton fi elds were se-
lected from the spring enumerative survey fi eld list-
ings.
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Chapter 2:  A New Agency Is Formed

From 1922 (when the Bureau of Markets and Crop 
Estimates became part of the Bureau of Agricultur-
al Economics (BAE )) through 1960, the statistics 
function within USDA was part of another parent 
organization alternately called the Bureau of Agri-
cultural Estimates or the Agricultural Marketing 
Service (AMS). When Orville L. Freeman became the 
Secretary of Agriculture in 1961, he reorganized the 
functions of the Department into four groupings of 
program agencies, plus a fi fth grouping to include 
statistical reporting and agricultural economics re-
search. Th is grouping was under the director of agri-
cultural economics, instead of the Assistant Secretary 
of Agriculture.

Th e reorganization established two new agencies: the 
Statistical Reporting Service (SRS) and the Econom-
ic Research Service (ERS). SRS’s functions included 
those that had been performed by the Agricultural 
Estimates Division and the Statistical Standards Di-
vision of the former AMS. ERS combined a number 
of activities formerly under AMS with some functions 
of the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS) 
and the USDA Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS). 
Th e reorganization was eff ective April 3, 1961.

When SRS was formed, it essentially received only 
one new professional employee, Dr. Harry C. Trelo-
gan, who was named as its administrator. Dr. Tre-
logan received his Ph.D. in Agricultural Economics 
at the University of Minnesota in 1938 and subse-
quently served in a number of USDA positions. At 
the time of the reorganization, he was serving as the 
assistant administrator for marketing research in 
AMS. Dr. Trelogan was quite familiar with the statis-
tics programs of the Department, though formerly 
he had had no responsibility for those programs.

Th e original SRS structure was comprised of three 
divisions and the Crop Reporting Board (CRB). Th e 
Agricultural Estimates Division had fi ve branches: 
Agricultural Prices, Dairy, Field Crops, Fruit and 
Vegetables, and Livestock and Poultry. Th e Field 
Operations Division included 43 State offi  ces and 
the Survey Operations Group. Th e Standards and 
Research Division included the four branches of 
Research and Development, Special Surveys, Statis-
tical Clearance, and Data Processing. Th e Statistical 
Clearance Branch carried out a number of functions 

for the Department and coordinated all Department 
forms and surveys with the Bureau of the Budget.

Th e First SRS National Conference

In February 1961, at the same time that Secretary 
Freeman issued a Secretary’s Memorandum estab-
lishing the SRS, the Agricultural Estimates Division 
State statisticians and branch chiefs were meeting in 
Biloxi, MS. Word of the upcoming change came dur-
ing the Biloxi meeting, but participants continued 
their discussion of the important issues of proceed-
ing with implementation of the 1957 Long-Range 
Plan. Th ey were working to explore alternatives for 
better using producer lists and discussing ways to au-
tomate data processing. 

Because of the reorganization, another national con-
ference was scheduled for Denver, CO, in March of 
1962. Th is conference again included all State statis-
ticians, with wider participation from headquarters 
units.

One conference highlight was Dr. Trelogan’s fi rst 
address to the agency. He used the title “To Acquire 
and Diff use Information” based on wording from 
the Organic Act that created USDA. He emphasized 
throughout the presentation that all staff  members 
in the agency were important to its mission and suc-
cess.

Dr. Trelogan compared the agricultural statistics sys-
tem to electrical wiring in a house. Houses once ex-
isted without electricity and were built with just ba-
sic features when circuits were fi rst installed. As new 
housing features such as improved appliances, heat-
ing devices, and air conditioning were installed, im-
provements were made in the capacity and effi  ciency 
of the wiring. He added that the house’s existing wir-
ing could not be discontinued as new improvements 
were awaited.

Th e speaker provided a good summary on the size 
and scope of the estimating and publication pro-
gram as of 1961 and the basic methods being em-
ployed. Th e presentation then turned to the goals of 
the Long-Range Plan, the present status of research 
and funding, and his vision for the advantages and 
likely outcomes of implementing Projects A, B, C, 
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and D.

Dr. Trelogan would become particularly associated 
with eff orts to expand the use of modern data pro-
cessing technology, and during his presentation he 
did touch on the need to adopt improved procedures. 
However, his emphasis then was that automatic 
data processing (ADP) techniques were specifi cally 
needed to best calculate sampling errors and create 
improved estimating models, rather than for all the 
current procedures of the day.

Making Project A Fully Operational

Th e funding levels received since 1957 had permit-
ted the expansion of enumerative and objective yield 
pilot eff orts from 10 Southern States to include two 
more Southern States, 12 North Central States, and 
4 Mountain States. Th e pilot eff orts were generally 
encouraging. Th ey demonstrated that enumeration 
was successful when enumerators used an enlarged 
aerial photograph to show interviewees the defi ned 
segment and to mark the boundaries of operations 
and fi elds within each individual’s holdings. Th e 
enumerative survey approach also allowed calcula-
tion of sampling errors. Th e aerial photograph pro-
vided fi rm control of potential non-sampling errors, 
such as enumerating the wrong location, including 
too much land, or missing areas that should have 
been enumerated. 

No additional funding was received until the 1961 
budget. In that year, the AMS submitted a request for 
$2.2 million specifi cally for Project A. USDA sub-
mitted $500,000 in its request to the Bureau of the 
Budget, but noted it would be willing to recommend 
an increase of $700,000 for a total of $1.2 million if 
additional ceiling positions would be allowed. Th e 
Bureau of the Budget allowed only the request for 
$500,000, but the House Committee on Appropria-
tions provided a total of $750,000. Th is appropria-
tion was actively supported by Senator Milton Young 
of North Dakota. Th us, $750,000 ($5.1 million in 
2007 dollars) became available July 1, 1960. It was 
the fi rst funding installment needed to fully imple-
ment the new survey methods.
 
Th e 1961 funding allowed the enumeration of oper-
ational size samples in 15 States: Alabama, Arkansas, 
Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, 
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas. In addition, 

expansions were also made for Ohio, as a signifi cant 
amount of research work on Project B price-improve-
ment approaches was happening there.

Th e 1961 summary approach required State offi  ces 
to add data responses within sample segments to seg-
ment totals and to expand those totals to State totals. 
Segment listing sheets were transmitted to Washing-
ton, DC, for conversion to input into the available 
electronic computer used for calculating sampling 
errors at the State and 16-State levels. Th e computer 
summaries also provided a check on the State expan-
sions. Th e timing was tight because the June Enu-
merative Survey was conducted between May 27 and 
June 9, and the CRB needed the hog inventory and 
pig-crop expansions for the report to be issued June 
19.

Expansions and sampling errors from the 1961 sur-
vey fell mainly within expectations, except for high 
sampling errors in Oklahoma and wider diversity 
than expected between traditional survey results and 
the enumerative survey acreage for cotton in Texas 
and Georgia. Intentions-to-farrow expansions also 
were hard to interpret compared to ongoing survey 
levels. Th e coeffi  cient of variation (relative sampling 
error) for total numbers of farms in the 16 States was 
an encouraging 1.5 percent.

Th e high sampling errors in Oklahoma may have 
been symptomatic of problematic relationships 
noted in early testing of the enumerative survey 
procedures in Western States. Th e Master Sample 
of Agriculture was based on a concept of segments 
containing somewhat uniform numbers and types 
of farm operations. Th e approach worked quite well 
in the Midwest, Eastern, and Southern States in the 
1940s and 1950s, but many of the Western States 
had a dichotomy of cropland and rangeland agri-
culture. In addition, many of those States had large 
areas devoted to American Indian Reservations, Fed-
eral parks and installations, and State land holdings. 
Th e answer for the Western States was to create area 
frames that fi rst stratifi ed land based on the inten-
sity of cultivation. Sample selections would then be 
made within each of the land use strata. 

Th ere was quite a diff erent concern in the Northeast-
ern States. As those States became more and more 
urbanized, traditional segments varied considerably 
in the number of farm operations. For sampling ef-
fi ciency, those States were also stratifi ed by land use 
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before sample selection, but the key stratifi cation 
variable was the amount of urbanization.

Th e basic enumerative survey design called for a sys-
tematic rotation of segments (normally one-fi fth of 
the segments per year) to prevent respondent fatigue. 
Because of the new area frame construction work 
that was needed in addition to the preparation of 
new rotation segments between 1961 and 1965, an 
area frame unit was created in headquarters to sup-
plement work continuing at Iowa State University.

Th e June Enumerative Survey was operational in 48 
States in 1965; it provided the fi rst probability-based 
estimates of national crop acreages.

New Technology in the 1960s

Th e biggest technology emphasis in the 1960s was 
to improve the summarization of agency data col-
lection eff orts by automating data processing proce-
dures. Th e enumerative and objective yield surveys 
required statistical measures of survey variances and 
changes from previous surveys, which could only be 
provided in a timely manner through automation.

One of the earliest discussions of data processing ad-
vances occurred at the 1957 AMS Agricultural Esti-
mates Division (AED) National Conference. Glenn 
Simpson, Agricultural Estimates Division deputy 
director, “spun a little pipe dream” as part of his pre-
sentation on “Possibilities for Electronic Comput-
ing.” Although Simpson expressed his view that no 
one could foretell all innovations to come, his think-
ing was based on technology that had recently come 
into being. His vision was that the agency might 
develop a regional approach with small or midsized 
computers in three or four locations, each serving 
about 10 States. Individual offi  ces would create sur-
vey outputs on paper tape and send the tape over-
night to their regional center. Results would then be 
sent back to the originating offi  ces on paper tape for 
the creation of estimates and recommendations for 
headquarters. In addition, the submission of materi-
als on paper tape would be summarized on the larger 
computer—an IBM 650.

Th ere were many complicating factors in addition to 
the technology itself. All State offi  ces operated un-
der Federal-State cooperative agreements and some 
State departments of agriculture were interested in 
computer technology. In some cases, State-owned 

computers became available to fi eld offi  ces and some 
offi  ces received State funding and staffi  ng that would 
allow them to take a leadership role.

Computer operations actually began in 1958 when 
AMS acquired an IBM 650 computer and established 
a Data Processing Branch within the Agricultural Es-
timates Division. Much of the initial staffi  ng came 
from the Division, but many employees, including 
the branch chief, came from other parts of AMS. 
Some of the earliest programming eff orts were to de-
velop routines for processing monthly surveys such 
as for cold storage and livestock slaughter. However, 
a major priority was to automate summarization 
of the enumerative and objective yield surveys that 
were being pilot tested and that required detailed 
calculations for evaluating various estimators and 
approaches.

By 1961, when SRS was formed, at least 26 fi eld of-
fi ces had some access to computing facilities. Howev-
er, the types of equipment and formats for input and 
output varied greatly; many of the capabilities used 
electronic accounting machine (EAM) equipment 
instead of what was normally considered as a com-
puter. Th e State processing capabilities were largely 
used for State or cooperatively funded projects, or 
for Federal surveys that did not have specifi c formats 
for submitting results to headquarters in machine-
readable media. One decision made in 1961 was to 
install EAM equipment in two States (Illinois and 
Wyoming) to determine the types of applications 
that might be feasible for other States.

Th e 1961 June Enumerative Survey pilot testing for 
16 State offi  ces was processed in headquarters by hav-
ing those offi  ces submit all segment-level raw data on 
listing sheets. Th ose data were keyed and processed 
on an IBM 360 computer. Th e processing time for 
data from 12,000 farms in the pilot study was 150 
hours, which required around-the-clock shifts. Th e 
need for extra shifts continued for several years. In 
spite of incremental increases in computing power, 
the June Enumerative Survey size and workload was 
increasing each year, as the agency worked towards 
an operational 48-State implementation.

Th e data processing role of SRS was broadened 
in 1962 when the Washington Computer Center 
(WCC) was created by USDA from the original Data 
Processing Branch. A few months later, USDA de-
fi ned the WCC as one of three USDA computer 
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centers around the country.

Th e WCC was originally located outside the USDA 
South Building, but for greater data security was 
eventually relocated to here in 1966 to a space ad-
jacent to the Crop Reporting Board (CRB). At that 
time, the WCC was renamed as the Washington Data 
Processing Center (WDPC) and was established as a 
division in the new reorganization of SRS.

Training in the 1960s

One of the major culture changes for USDA’s statisti-
cal eff ort in the 1960s was the largely expanded em-
phasis on training. As mentioned, regional training 
schools operated each year to prepare State fi eld of-
fi ce supervisors for conducting the enumerative and 
objective yield surveys and training of enumerators. 
Th ose schools were expanded each year up to 1966 as 
more fi eld offi  ces were added.

Th e agency developed a new program to provide 
selected staff  members with a yearlong program of 
graduate-level statistics training. Th e program start-
ed with two people attending North Carolina State 
University (NCSU) for the 1960–61 academic year, 
followed by two people each at NCSU and Iowa State 
University (ISU) for 1961–62. NCSU and ISU were 
specifi cally chosen for their strong sampling pro-
grams. Th e selected participants started during the 
summer session in order to get more familiar with 
the school, and then they were transferred to head-
quarters to work on research and methodology is-
sues after completing their studies the next spring. 
Th e program was designed for up to four slots per 
year and is still in operation. A variety of graduate 
schools have been used over the years, but most par-
ticipants have attended or currently attend either 
NCSU or ISU.

In addition to the full-time program, the agency 
developed two statistics correspondence programs 
(basic and advanced). For those hired under an al-
ternative standard because of a defi ciency of under-
graduate statistics coursework, the completion of 
both programs met the additional training require-
ments. For someone who met the college coursework 
requirements, the advanced correspondence course 
off ered good background for the statistical appli-
cations being adapted for the enumerative and ob-
jective yield programs. Taking the correspondence 
courses might also encourage an individual to apply 

for the full-time training program. Approximately 
222 staff  members took these courses between 1963 
and 1968; an undetermined number took local 
mathematics and statistics courses. Many staff  mem-
bers in headquarters also took courses at the USDA 
Graduate School.

Th e new surveys and statistical applications not only 
aff ected the work of statisticians in the State offi  ces, 
but also changed workloads and procedures for the 
clerical support staff s. In recognition of these facts, 
training sessions were provided for the support staff  
leaders in each State offi  ce.

Supervision and management training was another 
agency priority. A summary presented at the 1968 
SRS National Conference showed 187 training ses-
sions in the broad category of administration, man-
agement, and supervision; 151 of those were semi-
nars organized and presented by USDA in which 
SRS participants were exposed to other USDA agen-
cy personnel.

During the 1960s, however, more people probably 
received training in data processing than in any 
other subject. Nearly every fi eld offi  ce and headquar-
ters staff  unit provided some basic data processing 
training for their staff  members. From 1957 on-
ward, some individuals received specifi c program-
ming training to assist with computer and EAM 
equipment being acquired. In 1964, fi ve agency staff  
members were selected for an intensive six-month, 
full-time ADP Systems training program; they were 
then assigned to the fi ve branches in the AED. A year 
later, a 12-month WCC intern program was started. 
It provided eight months of language and computer-
concepts training and four months of WCC experi-
ence. Th e intern program was geared for four to six 
participants a year, and 15 SRS staff  had completed 
the program by the time it ended in 1970. 

Th e 1966 SRS Reorganization

During its fi rst fi ve years of operation, SRS experi-
enced nearly constant change. Project A pilot test-
ing involved additional States and new geographic 
challenges each year. Th ese surveys were creating 
new indications that needed to be evaluated and in-
terpreted in concert with the traditional survey indi-
cations. Total staff  numbers were rapidly increasing 
and many new staff  members had more diverse back-
grounds than members hired 10 to 30 years earlier. 
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Data processing techniques were becoming more 
and more important for the smooth transition to the 
probability-based surveys and estimators. In addi-
tion to SRS priorities, the establishment of the WCC 
meant that attention had to be paid to a number of 
outside demands. 

Concerns about these demands and about how to 
best manage communications and the technical sta-
tistical programs for the next 10 years or so were a 
major topic for the State statisticians in charge of 
fi eld offi  ces and branch chiefs who attended the SRS 
regional conferences in early 1965. Comments and 
discussions from those conferences led to a detailed 
study of the agency and a reorganization that was ef-
fective November 10, 1966.

Subsequently, many suggestions for improving agen-
cy structure and communication were received; one 
included grouping the fi eld offi  ces into regions led 
by regional directors. Th e 1966 reorganization con-
tinued to have all State fi eld offi  ces reporting to one 
person, but that position was given to an assistant 
administrator instead of a division director from the 
former structure. 

Th e AED now included the Methods Staff , with re-
sponsibility for the enumerative and objective yield 
survey specifi cations and summaries. Th e former fi ve 
commodity branches were reduced to three by in-
cluding Dairy in the new Livestock, Dairy, and Poul-
try Statistics Branch, and creating a new Field Crop, 
Fruit, and Vegetable Statistics Branch by combining 
two former branches. To recognize the growing in-
terest in farm labor statistics, the Agricultural Prices 
Branch became the Agricultural Prices and Farm La-
bor Branch. 

A new Survey and Data Division included the fol-
lowing: the Data Collection Branch with respon-
sibility for questionnaires, instructions, manuals, 
and training for the new surveys; the Data Services 
Branch, with responsibilities for receiving data and 
recommendations from fi eld offi  ces, preparing ma-
terials for the CRB, and printing and issuing all na-
tional SRS statistical publications; and the Systems 
Development and Programming Branch, which took 
the lead role in all agency data processing applica-
tions. Th e Standards and Research Division no lon-
ger oversaw the WCC but retained the Research and 
Development Branch, the Special Surveys Branch, 
and the Statistical Clearance Branch. Th e WCC was 

renamed as the Washington Data Processing Center 
(WDPC) and was considered to be the fourth agency 
division. 

U.S. Agriculture, Circa 1967 
 
Th e number of farms in the United States continued 
to decline at a rapid rate. By 1967, the total was down 
to about 3.2 million—a decline of 1.2 million (27.7 
percent) from 1957 and about one-half the number 
remaining at the end of World War II. Th e amount 
of land for farms had not changed at the same rate. 
In 1967, 1.1 billion acres were dedicated to farms, 
down about 5 percent from 1957.

Crop yields were continuing to increase signifi cantly 
as farmers planted improved varieties and increased 
the use of fertilizers. Th e fi ve-year average corn yield 
for 1965–69 was 78.5 bushels an acre, an increase of 
more than 60 percent from 10 years earlier. Acres of 
corn harvested for grain declined in the 1960s com-
pared to the 1950s (the 1965–69 average harvested 
acreage was 56.7 million acres compared to 66.4 
million acres 10 years prior). But, acreage would in-
crease again in the 1970s. A good part of the corn 
acreage decline was due to provisions of the Farm 
Bill in eff ect. Because of corn surpluses, acreage di-
version programs were in place during most of the 
1960s; farmers would receive dollar payments or 
“payments-in-kind” (i.e., titles to certain amounts 
of corn in Federal Government storage) for diverting 
specifi c amounts of their corn base to conservation 
practices. Th is type of program was not in place in 
the late 1950s. 

Th e soybean crop average yield for 1965–69 was 25.7 
bushels per acre, up nearly 14 percent from 10 years 
earlier. Acreage of soybeans harvested continued to 
increase signifi cantly. Th e 1965–69 average of 38.7 
million acres refl ected an increase of more than 80 
percent from 10 years earlier. Th e increased acreages 
and yields resulted in the fi rst 1-billion-bushel soy-
bean crop in 1968.

Cotton yields for the 1965–69 period averaged 480.8 
pounds per acre, up 12.3 percent from 10 years pri-
or. Acres harvested fl uctuated greatly during the 10-
year period from the late 1950s to the late 1960s, 
and declined to less than 10 million acres in 1966 
and 1967. For the 1965–69 period, the average acres 
harvested were 10.5 million, down nearly 28 percent 
from 10 years earlier. 
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Winter wheat yields continued to increase in the 
1960s. Th e fi rst U.S. average yield above 30 bush-
els per acre occurred in 1969. Th e average yield for 
1965–69 was 28.2 bushels per acre—a near 22-per-
cent increase from 10 years earlier. 

Production of oats in the United States continued its 
rapid decline. Acres harvested during the 1965–69 
period averaged only 17.6 million acres, down nearly 
50 percent from 10 years earlier. Yield per acre was 
increasing to an average of 50.4 bushels per acre for 
1965–69, but the total annual production dipped 
below 1 billion bushels in 1962 for the fi rst time 
since the 1930s. Total annual production will prob-
ably never reach that level again. 

Table 3.  Per Capita Consumption of Meat, Poultry,
                and Fish, United States  1967  
  
Total Population             198,712,000 
  
Category                      Total     Percent
    Consumption     of Total
             (Pounds/person) 
  
  Beef    79.8        40.4
  Veal      3.3          1.7
  Lamb      3.4          1.7
  Pork    55.0             27.8
  Chicken   36.7        18.6
  Turkey     8.7          4.4
  Total Fish   10.6          5.4
   
Total Meat, Poultry & Fish       197.5      100.0

 As shown in Table 3, total per capita consumption of 
meat, poultry, and fi sh in 1967 was up considerably 
from 174.4 pounds noted in 1957. Consumption of 
poultry was up almost 50 percent to 36.7 pounds per 
person. Inspection of all broilers traded across State 
lines had started in 1959, and retail broiler prices 
were very low between 1958 and 1961 when the 
industry was overproducing. Per capita consump-
tion of beef rose from 65.6 pounds in 1957 to 79.8 
pounds in 1967 (partly due to a decline in veal con-
sumption from 7.8 to 3.3 pounds), and turkey con-
sumption was up from 5.9 to 8.7 pounds during the 
same period. Th ere were only small changes in pork 
(56.7 to 55 pounds), lamb (3.7 to 3.4 pounds), and 
fi sh (10.2 to 10.6 pounds) consumption during the 

1957–67 period.

Farmland values were up considerably across the 
country from 1957. Th e average U.S. value per acre 
was $168 ($1,018 in 2007 dollars) compared to $97 
($699 in 2007 dollars) 10 years earlier. Prices in-
creased 50 percent or greater in almost all States.

Table 4.  Cash Receipts from Farm Marketings, by
                Commodity Groups, United States  1967 
   
Category         Total    Percent 
    Cash Receipts    of Total
             (Million dollars) 
  
All Cash Receipts             42,817      100.0
  
Total Crops             18,434        43.1
  
  Food Grains   2,361          5.5
  Feed Grains     4,393        10.3
  Cotton   1,095          2.6
  Oil-bearing Crops  2,795          6.5
  Tobacco   1,391          3.2
  Fruits and Tree Nuts  1,817             4.2
  Vegetables   2,680          6.3
  Nursery, Greenhouse, Flowers    861             2.0
  Other Crops   1,041          2.4 
  
Total Livestock and Products   24,383           56.9
  
  Cattle and Calves            10,550        24.6
  Hogs and Pigs               3,809          8.9
  Sheep and Lambs                 302          0.7
  Dairy Products              5,742        13.4
  Eggs                1,765              4.1
  Broilers and Farm Chickens    1,314           3.1
  Turkeys and Other Poultry   460           1.1
  Wool        75           0.2
  Other Livestock and Products    268           0.6

Cash receipts from farming in 1967 were signifi -
cantly higher than in 1957, even when Consumer 
Price Index changes were factored in. Th e 1957 cash 
receipts had been $29.7 billion (in 1957 dollars) 
and the 1967 total was $42.8 billion (in 1967 dol-
lars). In 2007 dollars, the totals are $213.9 billion 
and $259.5 billion for 1957 and 1967, respectively. 
Livestock cash receipts again accounted for more 
than half the total (56.9 percent). Some of the big-
gest percentage total increases from 1957 were for 
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feed grains (mostly corn), oil-bearing crops (mostly 
soybeans), and cattle and calves.

Research in the 1960s

A wide variety of research studies were conducted 
during the 1960s. Even though the enumerative and 
objective yield surveys were becoming operational, 
there were signifi cant research eff orts underway to 
improve procedures. One of the most important 
studies concerned the count units used for soybean 
objective yield plots. Th e original design called 
for detailed fruit counts for each plant per month 
within each of the 3-foot row spaces that made up 
the sample plots. Often by the fi rst visit in late July, 
the plants had not yet started to bloom, so only the 
number of plants was counted. However, many fi elds 
might have been in full bloom by late August, and 
it might have taken four hours or so to count all the 
blooms on the plants in the four 3-foot sections of 
row. In later months, when only pods were present, 
the counts would not be as high. (Pods were easier 
to count.) Enumerators with a large soybean sample 
assignment might not be able to complete the full 
workload, and State offi  ce personnel were often as-
signed to help them. 

Th ere were two other major concerns: working out-
side in a hot crop fi eld for three to four hours was a 
potential health issue, and the accuracy of diffi  cult, 
detailed counts was in question.

Controlled, detailed studies were conducted using 
plant-by-plant counts compared to the plant aver-
ages from the 3-feet units. Th e studies searched for 
an optimum number of plants or fi xed length of row 
(smaller than 3 feet) to use for counting fruit. After 
studying all correlation analyses, a new 6-inch fruit-
count section was added. All plants were counted 
in each 3-foot section every month. Detailed fruit 
counts were made only in the next 6 inches of each 
row. To maintain strict control of nonsampling er-
rors, new metal soybean frames were fabricated with 
three fi xed tines (i.e., one at the start of the unit, 
one at the 36-inch point, and the third at the 42-
inch mark). Because the tines were 4 inches long, the 
frame clearly indicated which plants should be in-
cluded in each count. 

Another important type of soybean analysis was pro-
ceeding in the Research and Development Branch. 
Detailed monthly counts of blooms, pods, pods with 

beans from previous years, and the fi nal yield results 
from the same fi elds were subjected to a vast number 
of regression analyses. Th e goal was to fi nd maturity 
breakpoints better related to the fi nal yield levels 
than to just group all samples as pre-bloom, bloom-
ing, and podding. New maturity categories were cre-
ated based on the relative percentages of fruit present 
in the bloom, the pods without beans, and the pods 
with beans stages. Th ose maturity categories were an 
important advance in creating improved forecasts of 
yields, particularly for the September 1 “Crop Pro-
duction Report.”

A few key 1960s corn objective yield research stud-
ies were yield validation eff orts. Forecasted yields per 
acre tended to be higher than farmer-reported aver-
age yields for the same fi elds, particularly in the case 
of corn. Two types of studies were conducted. Th e 
fi rst type was a 1965 corn-weighing project in which 
portable scales were used to measure all the corn har-
vested from special samples of fi elds in four States. 
Numerous objective yield units were laid out and 
harvested in those sample fi elds just ahead of harvest 
to form the objective yield estimate of average yield 
per acre. 

A second type of study involved row-by-row, plant-
by-plant inventory of two corn fi elds in Maryland 
and the establishment of 80 sample units in each fi eld 
in 1969. Many Research and Development Branch 
offi  ce staff  members, including the area frame con-
struction unit staff , assisted in those detailed counts. 
Th at study also checked the weekly afterharvest to 
determine how fast the grain left on the ground at 
harvest time disappeared. 

One interesting conclusion came out of the corn-
weighing eff orts. Although the calculated yield per 
acre was normally higher than the farmer-reported 
yield per acre for the same fi eld, the calculated pro-
duction from the objective yield approach was often 
close to the weighed production. Th e diff erence was 
in the acreage concepts. When a fi eld was selected 
from the June Enumerative Survey for objective yield 
observations, the fi eld and crop acreage fi gures from 
June were used as starting points. Th e farm opera-
tor was then asked about the size of any areas within 
the fi eld that were not in the crop area planted (e.g., 
lanes and waterways). Th e operator was also asked 
about planted areas that would not be harvested at 
all (e.g., areas drowned out or destroyed by some me-
chanical problem). Th e resulting objective yield crop 
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fi eld often had less net acreage than operators origi-
nally thought. When operators reported production 
fi gures at the end of the season, they were still using a 
larger acreage and, thus, a lower yield per acre.
 
Th e gross versus net acreage diff erences did not ac-
count for all diff erences between objective yield and 
farmer-reported yields, but they did narrow the gap. 
Another reason cited for possible diff erences in har-
vested yield levels is that the objective yield approach 
calculates biological yield and then subtracts out an 
estimate for harvesting loss. Th ere was a concern that 
all harvesting losses could not be measured, especial-
ly as corn harvest shifted from harvesting in the ears 
to using combines that shelled the kernels from the 
ears. 

One intriguing theory about diff erences in objective 
yield and farmer yield levels concerned treatment of 
the units themselves. Enumerators were trained to 
not do any damage within the count units. (Th ey 
also were not to enhance the unit by pulling weeds 
or making other changes.) Enumerators did all 
their observations and counts from outside the unit 
and did not get between the two rows of the unit. 
(It should not be a factor for corn, but for soybean, 
wheat, and cotton units it has been speculated that 
working around the units tends to push back the 
plants in the adjoining rows and perhaps gives the 
plants within the unit the added benefi t of more sun-
light and even more rainfall. Th us, there might be a 
positive conditioning eff ect.)

Although defi nite evidence could not be found to 
support any theory of nonsampling errors when 
enumerators were establishing the initial units, an 
additional precaution was added. Th e original in-
structions were to walk the predetermined number 
of paces, lay down a dowel stick at that point, and 
then mark out the unit. Enumerators were not to no-
tice anything about the plants before stopping and 
were not to increase or decrease their fi nal steps to 
avoid anything atypical. To deter any human ten-
dency to pick a convenient stopping point, a buf-
fer-zone concept was added. Th e enumerators would 
proceed with their rows and paces as before and lay 
down their dowel sticks. However, they would then 
measure an additional 15 feet down the row to fi nd 
the starting point for the unit.

Research into some diff erent objective measurement 
approaches started in the early 1960s. Apple and 
peach objective yield studies in Virginia were con-
ducted largely using Research and Development Di-
vision staff  members who could drive out to one of 
the main fruit-growing areas. In addition to the usu-
al limb count and fruit-size observations, these stud-
ies incorporated ground-based color photography. 
Th e concept was that if fruit could be counted from 
the photos, then a double sampling approach could 
be used. Many trees could be photographed, which 
would require less detailed limb counts of fruit. Be-
cause many photos could be taken in a day’s time, 
the counts from the photos could be made in the eve-
nings and on rainy days, thus increasing productiv-
ity over a set number of days. One approach was to 
use a lightweight aluminum frame in the shape of 
a large plus sign to divide the side of each tree into 
four quadrants for the photos. Photos were taken of 
diff erent sides of the trees to determine if the counts 
varied by quadrant and by side.

A feasibility study using low-level aerial photogra-
phy to count livestock was conducted in 1966 over 
a 3,800-square-mile area in California. Th e study in-
cluded enumeration of sample segments within that 
area, and ground-level oblique photos were taken of 
all visible livestock in the segments. Several photo-
graphic shortcomings were noted, such as: no pres-
ence of livestock in vast portions of the area; large 
numbers of non-visible livestock taking shelter from 
the Sun in shaded areas; and animals lying on the 
ground in some areas being confused with large 
rocks.

One of the most successful objective yield research 
eff orts was the development of procedures for es-
timating Florida citrus production. Research was 
originally conducted on a number of diff erent citrus 
fruits, but the eff orts had been focused on forecasting 
the size of the early and midseason orange crop and 
the Valencia orange crop. Th ere was such great inter-
est in Florida that the Florida Department of Citrus 
provided funding to the SRS Florida fi eld offi  ce by 
levying a tax on every fi eld box of oranges harvest-
ed. Th at funding provided for a complete fruit-tree 
inventory every two years as well as the fi eld work 
for making sample fruit counts on random trees and 
monthly surveys to determine fruit-size development 
and droppage. By the end of the 1960s, the Florida 
orange estimates had been completely converted to 
the objective methods. With the continuous surveys 
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in place, Florida also had a good base for special 
follow-up surveys that could determine the impact 
of freezes, hurricanes, and other widespread crop 
stresses.

Remote Sensing Research 

A major addition to the research program started in 
midyear 1968 when a remote sensing research unit 
was formed. Th e fi rst satellite designed for measur-
ing crop-related phenomena would not be launched 
for another four years, but some remote sensing pro-
ponents were already predicting what major changes 
would occur because of satellite-based observations. 
Th ese claims were based on very broad assump-
tions, without regard to the diffi  culties of obtaining 
and processing the vast amounts of data created by 
sensors on an earth-rotating satellite or the rigor 
required to interpret the signals and create quality 
estimates. 

Most initial remote sensing research conducted by the 
agency was in conjunction with the ARS laboratory 
at Weslaco, TX. ARS specialists had done pioneering 
studies that demonstrated how diff erent living plants 
varied in their refl ection of light across the spectrum 
of wavelengths. Th eir studies started with just one 
leaf at a time, and they were planning to test the re-
fl ection signatures under fi eld conditions. Th e labo-
ratory had an aircraft and a variety of cameras that 
could collect photographic data in the near-infrared 
light range as well as normal true color. Th e statisti-
cians hoped to persuade the ARS scientists to set up 
specifi c experiments ahead of photo acquisitions so 
that defensible conclusions could be reached.

Th e important crops in the Rio Grande Valley were 
citrus, cotton, sorghum, and vegetables. Samples of 
the four types of crops were selected and objective 
yield procedures used to estimate crop yields or fruit 
per tree. For the citrus studies, counting fruit from 
current photography (as had been tried with Virgin-
ia apple and peach trees) was explored. In addition, a 
new two-stage sampling approach to selecting limbs 
for fruit counts was developed as an alternative to the 
traditional random-path selection method, which 
required counting about 10 percent of the fruit on 
each sample tree. One unexpected result of the Rio 
Grande Valley remote sensing research was that a 
pilot test of an operational objective yield program 
was performed in the third year of research. Propos-
als for creating an operational program were then 

presented to members of the Texas Citrus Mutual to 
see if they would be willing to fund the new opera-
tions approach. 

Estimating Program Additions in the 1960s

Although the implementation of the enumerative 
and objective yield survey programs greatly changed 
the culture of the 1960s, there were a number of oth-
er modifi cations to the overall agricultural statistics 
program. Some changes were prompted by new or 
increased Congressional funding. In the mid-1960s, 
funding became available to expand the annual cut-
fl ower estimation program to 11 States. As a result, 
77 percent of fi ve fl ower types produced in the U.S. 
and surveyed at the time were covered by detailed 
estimates. During the same period, a mushroom-es-
timation program was funded for the major produc-
ing States of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Delaware. 
Later in the decade, a quarterly farm-labor pilot pro-
gram and quarterly probability surveys for estimat-
ing grain stocks were launched. In addition, respon-
sibility and funding for the annual fertilizer program 
were transferred from ARS to SRS. 

Some new or enhanced surveys came about through 
the AMS Matching Fund Program. Th e program 
provided Federal funding if a State department of 
agriculture (or State extension service or State ex-
periment stations) initiated an approved project and 
contributed at least as much funding as the budget 
request to AMS. Th e AMS goal was the creation of 
either one-time or continuous data summaries that 
would improve the marketing of agricultural prod-
ucts. Projects usually were approved for two years 
with the understanding that matching funds for a 
specifi c project would not be provided for more than 
fi ve years (though longer-term projects could be re-
newed after an intensive review). Some approved 
projects were for industry structure analyses, such as 
separating egg production into hatchery fl ocks and 
commercial egg-production fl ocks. Th e Matching 
Fund Program was instrumental in starting wheat-
quality surveys for many major winter wheat-pro-
ducing States in the 1960s and a potato-grade and 
yield survey in Idaho in 1965.

One important program addition in 1965 was the 
fi rst-ever Agricultural Chemical-Use Survey that 
provided three signifi cant features. First, there had 
not ever been any eff ort to evaluate which insecti-
cides, herbicides, and other chemicals were actually 
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being used by farmers—and at what rates. Secondly, 
this survey was conducted for (and in conjunction 
with) ERS, SRS’s sister agency. ERS had economists 
assigned to many of the State land-grant institutions, 
but they normally did not work directly with the 
State SRS offi  ces. ERS fi eld staff  members attended 
the national training with SRS state supervisors and 
were expected to help with State training schools and 
data review. Th e third interesting aspect was the ap-
proach used to create the edit specifi cations. As this 
was truly the fi rst survey of its type, there was no 
previous set of edit limits available. SRS state super-
visors were encouraged to do a preliminary edit/re-
view of early survey returns and develop suggested 
edit parameters by crop and type of chemical. Th ose 
suggestions were shared with the Survey Operations 
Group staff  members in charge of the survey, and a 
fi nal set of edit specifi cations was created.

Some estimating programs were enhanced based on 
analyses of the quality of the existing survey data 
even if new funding did not become available. For 
example, the “Pig Crop Report” was renamed the 
“Hogs and Pigs Report,” and features were added 
such as estimates by weight groups in June and esti-
mates of quarterly farrowings for all states. Another 
important new feature for data users was the creation 
of cattle slaughter estimates by sex.

Congressional funding did not always increase from 
year to year. Several specifi c estimates were discon-
tinued in Fiscal Year (FY) 1969 because of funding 
shortfalls. However, almost all of the cuts were re-
stored in FY 1970. Th ese included early-season lamb 
crop estimates for Kansas, Texas, and California; the 
May maple syrup estimate; and May and September 
broomcorn production forecasts. Additional restora-
tions were the annual estimates and two forecasts for 
apricots and nectarines, as well as annual estimates 
for avocados, dates, fi gs, limes, persimmons, pome-
granates, and tung nuts. 
 
International Assistance Before 1970

Th e National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) 
and its predecessor organizations did not have re-
sponsibility for creating agricultural estimates for 
any country other than the United States. However, 
the agency has always been quite open to hosting 
foreign visitors and discussing survey and estimation 
procedures. In addition, assistance has been provided 
to foreign countries through reimbursable programs 

sponsored by organizations such as the U.S. Agency 
for International Development (USAID), the Food 
and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations 
(FAO), the World Bank, and development organiza-
tions in specifi c countries. Agency personnel also as-
sisted with the Bureau of the Census international 
training center, which included conducting training 
on area frame construction.

Most foreign assignments included assistance to 
create area sampling frames as a starting point for 
improving agricultural estimates. However, some 
projects have concentrated more on evaluations of 
existing survey and estimation programs and mak-
ing improvement suggestions.
                                                         
Some assistance has been provided via resident as-
signments of two years or more in a specifi c country. 
Since the 1960s, however, assistance has usually been 
provided through a series of temporary duty visits 
by a team of NASS employees, which is occasionally 
supplemented by other USDA staff  members.

Th e fi rst documented resident assignment was to 
Puerto Rico starting in 1949, followed by a Gua-
temala assignment that began in 1957. During the 
1960s, resident assignments included two residents 
to Argentina and one each to Turkey and Pakistan. 
Five people participated in six-month assignments 
to Vietnam, which began in 1967. Other single-resi-
dent assignments included Chile, Ecuador, Domini-
can Republic, and Paraguay.

Staffi  ng in the 1960s

At the time SRS was formed as an agency, the Civil 
Service Commission (CSC) issued new standards for 
statisticians. Th e basic hiring requirements were 15 
semester hours of mathematics and statistics, with at 
least nine semester hours of statistics. A person could 
be provisionally hired if they had the combined 15 
semester hours with only three semester hours of sta-
tistics, but they needed to complete two more statis-
tics courses within the fi rst three years of being hired. 
Th e new standards allowed the hiring of qualifi ed 
candidates who met the mathematics and statistics 
requirements at the GS-7 pay level if they had more 
than a 3.0 grade point average (on a 4-point scale). 
One other provision allowed an individual hired as a 
GS-5 to progress to a GS-7 in six months by complet-
ing a qualifying training program.
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Many new statisticians were needed to implement 
the additional workloads as the phased implementa-
tion of the enumerative and objective yield surveys 
progressed. With the annual additions to the budget 
($500,000 for 1962; $780,000 for 1963; $860,000 
for 1964; $591,000 for 1965; and $112,000 in 1966 
specifi cally for the Long-Range Plan) considerable 
new hiring occurred, particularly in 1963 and 1964. 
Most new hires came from State land-grant insti-
tutions with which State statisticians were used to 
working.

Th ere had been signifi cant expansion of the profes-
sional staff  during the testing of the Project A proce-
dures. Th ere were 246 statisticians on board in 1955 
(183 in fi eld offi  ces). Th at number had increased to 
317 by 1961, along with the fi eld offi  ces count total-
ing 249. By early 1965, the total professional staff  
had grown to 451 (331 in the fi eld offi  ces and 120 
in headquarters), which represented a 43-percent in-
crease from 1961. Much of the staffi  ng increase in 
headquarters was due to the evolving data processing 
work and expansion of the mathematical statistician 
ranks.

Many new fi eld offi  ce statisticians were assigned to 
enumerative and objective yield surveys, as well as 
to other duties. Th is meant they were attending re-
gional and national training schools and had the 
opportunity to meet many of their new peers. One 
of their fi rst tasks was to organize and present the 
training program to the fi eld enumerators and su-
pervisors. To be out of college for a year or so and 
then be asked to present a training program to expe-
rienced workers possibly three times your age could 
be a daunting task. 

A number of guidelines for conducting state train-
ing schools were given at the regional and national 
schools, such as sample agendas and training tips. 
However, the newly hired statisticians usually were 
given a lot of latitude as well as responsibility for the 
entire school. 

Participation in enumerator training schools by the 
fi eld offi  ce directors varied by State. Some direc-
tors enjoyed participating and would openly engage 
questions from the enumerators. Others felt that 
enumerators should not be given much information 
about the sensitive work that went on in the offi  ce 
(i.e., estimating and forecasting); their presentations 
were normally not as well-received by enumerators.

Promotion and transfer decisions in the 1960s were 
made through a committee deliberation process, not 
via an announcement and application procedure. All 
employees at each grade level were evaluated based 
on annual performance reviews. A data table present-
ed at the 1968 National Conference summarized the 
evaluations of 292 professional employees between 
the grade levels of 7 and 14. Of the total, 185 (63 
percent) were on the best-qualifi ed lists. More than 
half of the remaining employees (61 percent) were 
considered as having potential for promotion. Th e 
CSC had just issued guidelines for ranking employ-
ees for promotion, which closely paralleled the SRS 
approach. Th e National Conference presentation 
used a case study to illustrate how an employee pre-
viously considered to have no promotion potential 
could improve their work habits and advance to the 
best-qualifi ed list.

Promotions were made only from the best-qualifi ed 
lists. Th e assistant administrator, deputy administra-
tor, agricultural estimates director, survey and data 
division director, and staff  offi  cer for career develop-
ment would identify individuals from the best-quali-
fi ed list who they felt were best suited for specifi c va-
cancies in branch chief, section head, and fi eld offi  ce 
director positions. From that selection, they created 
a ranked list. Th at list would be discussed with the 
administrator, and possibly adjusted based on his in-
put, before off ering the position to the fi rst person 
on the list. If that person did not accept the posi-
tion, off ers would be made to the other candidates 
in ranked order. 
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PROLOGUE

Th e enumerative and objective yield survey proce-
dures tested and implemented between 1957 and the 
late 1960s were more successful for crop estimates 
than for livestock. Because livestock holdings vary 
greatly from operation to operation, it was diffi  cult 
to pinpoint estimates levels—and sampling errors 
were larger. Th e shortcomings of making livestock 
estimates from the ongoing nonprobability surveys 
and the June and December enumerative surveys 
were evident when livestock estimates for the 1960–
65 period were made following release of the 1964 
Census of Agriculture (which was completed by the 
Bureau of the Census). 

Th e 1964 Census data were released later than ex-
pected and revisions were published in late 1966 that 
covered six years instead of the normal fi ve-year peri-
od. Th e upward revision in the total U.S. cattle herd 
received much attention and criticism. Th e January 
1, 1965 estimate of total cattle and calves was raised 
from 107.2 million head to 109 million. Analyses of 
all survey indications and livestock movement data 
(e.g., slaughter and exports) revealed that estimates 
had been too low throughout the period. Also, the 
discrepancy was widening because too much reliance 
had been placed on year-to-year, survey-level chang-
es. (Th erefore, the January 1, 1966 total rose by more 
than 2 million head.) Many people in the cattle in-
dustry were extremely critical of the new estimates 
and at least one person wrote about “the phantom 
cattle herd” that SRS must have found. 

SRS was already aware of an improved procedure for 
livestock estimates— the development of a multiple 
sampling frame approach that would combine list 
sampling with the area frame. Plans were already in 
the works to request Congressional funding for mul-
tiple frame testing, and the livestock industry frus-
trations infl uenced approval of the funding request.

Th ere were also some crop estimation concerns. Th e 
June Enumerative Survey estimates were not dem-
onstrating the same sampling effi  ciency that was 
initially expected. Th e Master Sample of Agriculture 
was developed in the early 1940s when there were 
roughly 6 million farms in the United States. By the 

late 1960s, the number of farms was down to 3 mil-
lion, which resulted in fewer operations being con-
tacted for the June Enumerative Survey and fewer 
choices being available for follow-on surveys.

Part 2:  Improving Survey Procedures by Creating Multiple Frame       
             Estimators and an Enhanced List Frame
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Chapter 3:  Changes and Improvements in the Early 1970s

Multiple Frame Estimation Description 

Although some use of combined-area and list frame 
sampling had been applied as early as 1949 and the 
SRS June Enumerative Survey area frame procedures 
did use a small list of livestock extreme operators to 
minimize sampling variances, the defi nitive theoreti-
cal work on multiple frame sampling was performed 
at Iowa State University by Professor H.O. Hartley 
(with support from USDA). Hartley’s early results 
were published in 1962. In 1966, he was a keynote 
speaker at a dinner that celebrated 100 years of 
USDA statistical programs.

Multiple frame estimation requires two or more sam-
pling frames. One frame must contain all sampling 
units, and it must be possible to determine overlap 
between the other frame(s) and the complete frame. 
Th e SRS area-sampling frame was a complete frame 
of all land in the United States, and it was possible to 
determine operators of land within sample segments. 
However, it is expensive to conduct area frame sur-
veys because of the costs for materials and for vis-
iting new segments to fi nd the farm operators. If a 
good list frame was available, it should be possible 
to collect highly sought data directly by mail or by 
telephone at lower costs.

Hartley’s original multiple frame survey approach 
was based on new surveys from all frames at each 
point in time. However, SRS wanted to limit area 
frame surveys to just June and December due to 
cost. Th us, the SRS approach was to sample from 
both the area frame and list frame for the base June 
survey. Farm operators found in the area frame were 
matched against the entire list, which had been sam-
pled. Any area frame operators not found on the list 
frame would constitute the “non-overlap” (or, “not 
on list”) domain. Selection and expansion factors for 
the non-overlap domain were known, and follow-up 
surveys consisted of sampling both the list frame and 
non-overlap domains. Expansions were made for 
each domain, and the results were aggregated for the 
total estimates.

Th e multiple frame theory is relatively straight for-
ward. However, actual practice requires clear, easy-
to-apply rules for accurately determining overlap. 
Also, if the list frame is not very complete, then the 

process will not be very effi  cient; expansion factors 
and sampling variances are usually higher for the 
area frame. 

Fine-Tuning Enumerative Survey Applications

From 1965 on, the June Enumerative Survey was 
regarded as the largest and perhaps most important 
survey eff ort of the year. Its acceptance as an excel-
lent measure of U.S. agriculture was evidenced by 
the request from the Bureau of the Census to use the 
1969 June Enumerative Survey as a quality- control 
measure for the periodic census of agriculture.

Th ere were still a number of June Enumerative Sur-
vey adjustments and improvements made in the late 
1960s and 1970s. Th e smaller-than-expected num-
bers of farm operators in the area frame segments 
meant that individual operators were contacted 
more often than desired for follow-on contacts, such 
as the objective yield, December Enumerative, and 
farm employment surveys. As an interim improve-
ment, a faster rotation of segments (50 percent per 
year instead of 20 percent) was employed for the 
North Central States by 1970. Th is change in rota-
tion pattern did not increase costs greatly or require 
the creation of many new materials because the orig-
inal sample allocation created “clusters” of four seg-
ments, and rotation was within the original clusters. 
New land-use area frame samples were also created 
for those States, starting with Iowa in 1971.

In addition to calculating both the “closed” estima-
tors (which accounted for crops and livestock only 
within the segment boundaries) and “open” estima-
tors (which accounted for the total operations of farm 
operators living within each segment), SRS started 
creating weighted estimators in the late 1960s. For 
this estimator, whole farm information is needed for 
each farm operation that has any land within a sam-
ple segment. In creating expansions, those totals are 
adjusted by the proportion of the operation located 
in the segment. Th e weighted-segment estimator has 
smaller sampling errors than the open estimator, but 
it does require more information collected from the 
nonresident operators. Th is estimator can also in-
crease nonsampling errors if a nonresident operator 
can not be found and if estimates are entered for the 
total operation data.
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By 1970, the June Enumerative Survey was regarded 
as mainly a crop and farm-numbers data collection 
survey; data collection had been moved back about 
a week to occur around the fi rst of June. Also, only 
livestock inventory and calves born data were col-
lected instead of detailed livestock information. 
Th is change provided less information for both the 
June hogs-and-pigs estimates and the July cattle-
and-sheep estimates, but it did provide more current 
crop-acreage data. However, all plantings were not 
completed by the June Enumerative Survey inter-
views, and a July Update Survey was used to create 
harvested acreage estimates. 

Initiating Multiple Frame Surveys

SRS started some evaluations of multiple frame sur-
veys as early as 1963 in Ohio and Mississippi. Evalu-
ations began in Wyoming and Mississippi in 1965, 
and in Texas between 1966 and 1967. Th e Research 
and Development Branch started quarterly research 
eff orts to improve hog estimates studies in Illinois, 
Iowa, Missouri, and Nebraska in 1968 and in Kan-
sas in 1969, which resulted in quite favorable results. 
Th e fi rst Congressional multiple frame sampling ap-
propriation of $250,000 ($681,000 in 2007 dollars) 
was received in 1970, and a January 1 Cattle Survey 
was added for the fi ve States that had been in research 
mode. Th e major multiple frame funding of $1.05 
million ($2.7 million in 2007 dollars) was received 
in 1971. Five additional hog States were added to the 
March 1971 Hogs Survey, and six more States were 
added to the July Cattle Multiple Frame Survey. By 
1974, multiple frame livestock surveys had expanded 
to 14 hog States and 28 cattle States. 

In addition to improving the precision of multiple 
frame survey estimates, the multiple frame appropri-
ation had one important and permanent impact on 
SRS. At the time the multiple frame appropriation 
was received, the agency also received strict ceilings 
on the numbers of Federal Government employees. 
Because the intent of the multiple frame approach 
was to conduct more surveys and all enumerators 
were Federal employees, it seemed that Congress had 
thrown the agency quite a curve. Th e agency estab-
lished a contract-work task force to explore alterna-
tives that could provide the necessary enumerator 
corps.

Th e task force considered many alternatives for pro-
viding and paying enumerators, including agree-

ments with State departments of agriculture, uni-
versities, private businesses, or with the National 
Association of State Departments of Agriculture 
(NASDA). Because there would be signifi cant cost 
and paperwork benefi ts by contracting with one or-
ganization that covered all States, the NASDA-type 
approach was particularly appealing. Th e task force 
also identifi ed desirable contract features such as 12-
month contracts that spanned Federal Government 
fi scal years and fi xed administrative costs for each 
contract year, instead of payments to the contrac-
tor being determined by the total amount of survey 
work in a specifi c year. 
  
A formal contract was prepared and issued through 
Federal Government procedures. Organizations bid-
ding on the contract needed to show that they had 
the administrative structure to handle hiring and 
employee payroll in all States. NASDA bid on and 
received the initial contract, and it has been able 
to keep the contract ever since. Th e initial contract 
covered work in the 12 North Central States, but it 
worked so smoothly that new predator loss surveys 
in eight Western States were added to the contract 
in 1974. Th e agreement was eventually extended to 
cover all enumerator hiring. 

It was necessary for the agency to alter operating 
procedures to properly implement the contract. Hir-
ing of enumerators in each State is done by NASDA 
through one designated coordinator. Supervisory 
enumerators hire new enumerators in their areas as 
needed for specifi c surveys. Th e NASDA agreement 
allows for a new person to be interviewed today and 
then be on the payroll tomorrow—a great advantage 
over the typical Federal hiring process. Staff  mem-
bers in each fi eld offi  ce determine the total enumera-
tion workloads and the NASDA coordinator distrib-
utes the workloads to the supervisory enumerators. 
Even though fi eld offi  ces do not hire enumerators, 
they are involved in evaluation and can request that 
poorly performing interviewers not be used for fu-
ture surveys. 

Program Modifi cation Proposals

Two interesting and important SRS priorities in 1970 
were a detailed program review and the wide distri-
bution of proposals for modifi cations in the content 
and timing of reports, primarily to collect comments. 
Th e reviewing programs and activities concept was 
a key topic at the SRS National Conference in Sep-
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tember 1968. Th e SRS Planning Committee, in a 
December 1969 report to the administrator, called 
for a careful and objective evaluation of the entire 
program of reports because of changes in agriculture 
and statistical methodology. Th at evaluation was to 
include changes needed to CRB laws and regulations 
and to the frequency of estimates and forecasts.

Administrator Harry Trelogan established a plan-
ning committee subcommittee on program priorities 
and laid out nine historic concepts (e.g., frequency 
of reports, coverage by States, and survey indications 
to use) that should be evaluated. Th e fi rst subcom-
mittee responsibility was to evaluate the fi eld crops 
program—nine hypotheses were provided as the 
starting point for evaluation. Th e subcommittee was 
given one constraint: total cost of the new program 
of reports was not to exceed current budget levels.

Preliminary subcommittee recommendations were 
presented to an April 1970 SRS National Confer-
ence and discussed in small group break-out ses-
sions. Th ere were considerable diff erences of opin-
ion among the statisticians in charge and the deputy 
statisticians in charge at the conference, which were 
infl uenced by the location and types of agriculture in 
their respective States.

In August 1970, SRS distributed a series of proposals 
for changes in the statistical reports for fi eld, fruit, 
and nut crops. Th e proposals were sent to nearly 800 
contacts by the administrator’s offi  ce, and fi eld of-
fi ce statisticians in charge were encouraged to also 
distribute the materials. A memo from the planning 
committee to the administrator in January 1971 sum-
marized 285 written responses. A small group of 28 
responses showed opposition to any changes; 94 fa-
vored all listed changes and perhaps some additional 
changes; and 163 responders provided thoughtful 
evaluations of the proposals.

A fi nal list of program modifi cations was published 
February 4, 1971. Major changes and recommenda-
tions included continuing the December “Winter 
Wheat Seedings Report” and the March “Planting 
Intentions Report;” discontinuing the “Rye Seeding 
Report,” the April winter wheat production fore-
cast and the July forecasts of corn and selected other 
crops; and continuing to publish acres planted and 
acres to be harvested, in July. Also, the date for the 
“Crop Production Annual Summary” was changed 
to mid-January from mid-December. 

Perhaps the two most signifi cant conclusions of the 
review process were not to replace the September 
and October “Crop Production” reports with one 
late September report but to shift to a limited-fore-
cast concept. For States with less than 1 percent of 
the total U.S. production of a crop, only one early-
season forecast and end-of-season estimate would be 
published. Th e total production of limited-forecast 
States was capped at no more than 5 percent of U.S. 
production for each crop. 

Th e subcommittee continued its review activities. 
A detailed set of proposals for the livestock, dairy, 
and poultry programs was sent to a wide set of data 
users whose comments were requested by August 1, 
1971. Th at review resulted in the closing of the Chi-
cago dairy offi  ce; its duties were divided between the 
Wisconsin fi eld offi  ce and headquarters. [Histori-
cal note: Th e Chicago dairy offi  ce was created dur-
ing World War II by Dr. Trelogan when he was in 
charge of War Food Orders covering dairy products.] 
Other changes included classifying cattle invento-
ries by weight and sex (instead of the traditional age 
and sex) and starting a midyear inventory report by 
classes in 1973. Th e agency also adopted the national 
board concept for setting national and regional live-
stock estimates in 1972. Use of the national board 
approach held up well when 1973 and early 1974 
cattle-and-hog estimates were criticized by some in-
ventory sources. 

Th e livestock review was followed fi rst by similar ef-
forts for the seeds, vegetables, and potato programs 
and then by the farm labor and wage-rates program. 
Th e fi nal review was of the prices program, which 
began in 1975. 

New Technology in the Early 1970s

Th ere was tremendous interest and considerable ac-
tivity related to data processing advances in the early 
1970s, but little agreement and progress. An SRS re-
quest for proposal (RFP) was issued in 1968 to ac-
quire IBM 360/20 computers for fi eld offi  ces, and a 
machine was acquired for the Mississippi fi eld offi  ce.  
However, USDA delayed additional equipment pur-
chases until SRS developed long-range ADP plans.  

Th e fi rst proposed long-range ADP plan was very 
ambitious; it had six major subsystems and 44 proj-
ects.  It was regarded as a working plan and a new 
RFP was prepared that called for six regional centers 
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with IBM 360/40 type computers and either 360/20 
computers or data terminals for other fi eld offi  ces 
and headquarters.  However, USDA would not issue 
that RFP either.  Similarly, SRS proposed buying a 
360/40 machine that the WDPC had been renting, 
but USDA would not agree due to the cost and the 
fact that part of the SRS justifi cation involved non-
USDA needs.

Th ere was interest around 1970 in sharing computer 
programs across fi eld offi  ces, but existing programs 
had been written for a wide variety of equipment and 
often would need considerable reworking to be used 
in other offi  ces.  Th ere was also interest in creating an 
agency mailing system, but the fi eld offi  ces did not 
want to give up systems they had developed.

An ADP Priority Committee was created in 1971, 
led by a division director and populated with staff  
members from each division.  A task force to create 
a universe fi le system to build and maintain a list 
sampling frame was chartered in 1971.  One eff ort 
that paid very quick returns was a push to create a 
parameter-driven generalized edit system that could 
be adapted to any type of statistical data.  Work on 
specifi cations and coding started in September 1971, 
and the system was used in June 1972 for processing 
the farm production expenditure survey.  Th e system 
was further tested that August by rerunning the 1972 
June Enumerative Survey data and was used op-
erationally to edit the 1972 December Enumerative 
Survey.  A companion generalized summary system 
was also created.

A variety of diff erent programming languages had 
been used by various individuals and agency offi  ces.  
Th ose included Assembler Language, COBOL (Com-
mon Business-Oriented Language), FORTRAN 
(Formula Translator Language), and RPG (Report 
Program Generator).  In 1972, COBOL was adopted 
as the agency’s standard programming language and 
most new programs were developed in COBOL.  Sta-
tistical analysis software (SAS) was introduced to SRS 
in 1971 by the Research and Development Division 
and installed at the WDPC.  SRS contracted with the 
SAS developers to enhance SAS for the agency’s sur-
vey processing needs (e.g., handling multiple input 
data sets to support edit and analysis of data from 
multiple States).  New division statisticians learned 
to use SAS to conduct complex data analysis.  As stat-
isticians rotated to other SRS positions, such as those 
in Methods Staff , they spread the use of SAS into the 

operational program.  In the decades to follow, SAS 
would serve as the primary survey processing system 
to sample, edit, analyze, and summarize survey and 
census data.

An organizational meeting was held in February 
1972 to create the fi rst multi-State data processing 
and mailing center.  Th is Common Services group 
included the Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma, 
and Wyoming fi eld offi  ces; Colorado was deemed the 
hub offi  ce.  Arizona was later added to the group.  In 
June of that year, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Ne-
braska entered into a diff erent type of cooperation 
eff ort called the “4-State Project” where each fi eld 
offi  ce created computer programs to be used in all 
four States.  Another key 1972 eff ort was a task force 
to implement the use of the generalized edit and gen-
eralized summary systems for all acreage surveys.

A signifi cant change came about in 1972 when the 
WDPC was transferred to the USDA Offi  ce of Infor-
mation Services, thus ending SRS’s role and respon-
sibility for data processing activities for USDA and 
other Federal agencies.  Th e change did not impact 
the SRS operational budget since nearly all data pro-
cessing work had been paid for through reimburse-
ments from other organizations.  

Separate from the transfer of the WDPC, SRS began 
testing use of INFONET, a commercial nationwide 
teleprocessing network.  Th e testing was success-
ful and SRS proceeded by adding a few offi  ces ev-
ery few months.  Th e new system provided much of 
the standardized processing capability that had been 
lacking and would provide additional security and 
backup for SRS data and systems.  It also provided 
temporary increases in storage and computer power 
available for SRS peak processing needs, which were 
diffi  cult for WDPC to accomplish. Additionally, 
with terminal access to the central computers, the 
new system provided quicker transmission of CRB 
reports and instructions from headquarters to the 
fi eld offi  ces.  In 1973, fi eld offi  ces received general-
ized edit training, and 19 offi  ces were operational in 
time for the June Acreage Survey.  An Automation of 
County Estimates Task Force was created to identify 
desirable features to include in a system that could 
handle county estimate processes for all fi eld offi  ces.  
After the main features were identifi ed, a separate 
Systems Design Subgroup was named to outline the 
needed programs and interfaces.  A few fi eld offi  ce 
programmers were then assigned to write the new 
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programs under the subgroup’s direction.  Th e key 
new advance in the county estimates system was the 
creation of composite estimators.  Th e system cre-
ated estimates for yields, birth rates, and total pro-
duction, as well as acreages and livestock inventories.  
As long as survey or check-data indications could be 
converted to ratios of previous indications or esti-
mates, the new system created composite estimates 
using various options for weighting factors.

By 1974, all CRB reports were sent directly to data 
terminals in each fi eld offi  ce through the INFONET 
connections.  Work started on designing an SRS data 
system that would operate from an offi  cial estimates 
database.  Th is eff ort led to a shift to a database sys-
tems approach for creating new programs such as for 
the new “Export Sales Report.”

Training in the Early 1970s

As in the 1960s, much of the agency training empha-
sis in the early 1970s was on data processing. Staff  
members took courses from universities, vocational 
schools, data processing vendors, and programmed 
instruction sources, which were helpful for the 
most basic introductory courses. A wide variety of 
regional and national agency training sessions were 
provided for fi eld-offi  ce ADP staff  members. Early 
in the decade, courses covered basics such as job con-
trol language and systems analysis techniques. Later, 
training sessions emphasized network processing 
techniques.

One new training emphasis in the 1970s was civil 
rights training that focused on equal opportunity. 
Civil rights was one of the six themes for the 1970 SRS 
National Conference. At the conference, Administra-
tor Trelogan presented strong support for expanding 
employment opportunities across the country. One 
signifi cant part of the conference presentations was 
a resource panel of SRS professionals and support 
personnel sharing their fi rst-hand experiences with 
civil rights issues. Training programs were developed 
for supervisors, which included suggestions for de-
veloping civil rights sessions for all employees in the 
fi eld offi  ces. 

A new, upward mobility program for computer train-
ing was announced. Field offi  ces needed considerable 
data processing assistance, so existing support offi  ce 
staff  members could apply for training opportunities 
to develop the needed skills.

Response to a Crop Disease Emergency

Th e 1970 national corn crop was struck by a severe 
outbreak of southern corn leaf blight (SCLB). Th is 
disease, caused by the Helminthosporium maydis 
fungus, had normally been a minor problem, but a 
new fungus race adapted itself by 1969 to Texas male-
sterile (TMS) cytoplasm corn. Hybrid corn breeders 
had used TMS to eliminate the need for hand de-
tasseling the plants, which was costly and not error 
proof. By 1970, an estimated 85 to 90 percent of all 
corn was based on TMS cytoplasm. Th e disease was 
noted early in the 1970 crop year in Southeastern 
States, as spores were carried by southerly winds to 
the Corn Belt during July and August.

Th e blight problem was noticed shortly after the Au-
gust 1 crop production forecast. Th e U.S. September 
1 corn yield forecast was reduced by fi ve bushels per 
acre (from 80.9 to 75.9) from August, but there were 
concerns that the situation was still greatly deterio-
rating. SRS conducted a special forecast as of Sep-
tember 23, which was based on visits to the corn ob-
jective yield samples in the 24 States in the program, 
and it released the results on October 2. Th ere was 
additional crop-condition deterioration, but that 
special forecast was within 2 percent of the fi nal crop 
size. In total, the crop prospects declined 15 percent 
from August 1 to harvest, but this was due in part to 
drought conditions in some producing areas.

SRS conducted seed corn surveys to determine what 
supplies of hybrid corn would be available for the 
1971 crop and what percentage would be suscep-
tible to SCLB. Industry surveys were conducted in 
September and October 1970 and in January 1971. 
In spite of eff orts to produce additional non-TMS 
cytoplasm seed, more than half of the hybrid seed 
available in 1971 was either TMS or blends of TMS 
with normal cytoplasm. SRS also conducted an in-
tentions-to-plant survey in January 1971.

Th e disease problem presented an ideal scientifi c 
research opportunity. Th e launch of the fi rst Earth 
Resources satellite was not scheduled until 1972, 
but the SCLB concerns for the 1971 crop encour-
aged the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (NASA) to sponsor a major research project 
to simulate information that would be available in 
the future from the new satellite. Th e SCLB experi-
ment was a complex, well-designed study that was 
conceived, planned, and delivered on a tight timeta-
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ble. SRS took the lead for USDA and worked closely 
with NASA and the Laboratory for Applications of 
Remote Sensing at Purdue University in program 
planning and execution. In total, some 17 Federal 
and State agencies and more than 1,000 people par-
ticipated in the eff ort.

Th e experiment’s goal was to observe and track the 
severity of SCLB throughout the 1971 crop year. 
One of the fi rst decisions was to defi ne the area of 
the Corn Belt. Th e study area was determined as the 
entire States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa; the 
southern three Minnesota Crop Reporting Districts 
(CRDs); the eastern three Nebraska CRDs; and the 
northern Missouri three CRDs as well as the State’s 
eastern and southeastern CRDs. Th is provided a 
study area that normally had at least 60 percent of 
U.S. corn production; it spanned 1,500 miles from 
east to west and up to 1,000 miles from south to 
north. Since the satellite simulations were going to 
be provided by high-altitude, near-infrared photog-
raphy across the entire Corn Belt and low-altitude 
scanner data in western Indiana, north-to-south 
fl ight lines were needed to simulate the paths of 
Earth-rotating satellites.

Data collection plans were based on the SRS June 
Enumerative and Corn Objective Yield surveys. SRS 
created the sample of areas to be observed and all sur-
vey materials; led the training of ground observation 
personnel; and summarized ground data collected 
every two weeks. It was fortunate that a temporary 
area frame construction unit had been established in 
Hagerstown, MD, to create a new economic-surveys 
area sample. Th at unit created 6-mile wide (east to 
west) fl ight lines with sample segments that were 6 
miles wide and 1 mile from north to south. Th e June 
Enumerative Survey type interviews, which mainly 
concentrated on identifying all 1971 crop fi elds in 
the sample segments on the baseline aerial photo-
graphs, were conducted by county employees of 
USDA’s Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation 
Service. Th is group was particularly experienced in 
working with aerial photography.

Once the basic data on all corn fi elds were collected, 
samples of the fi elds in each segment were selected for 
observations by Extension Service personnel. Obser-
vations were made every two weeks—about the same 
day that the aerial photography and scanner data 
were acquired. Th e main sample-plot data collected 
were blight-severity ratings on a 4-point scale, which 

ranged from “none” to “slight” and up to “severe.” 
Photos of 1970 plants in the diff erent severity ranges 
were included in the training materials.

SCLB was indeed prevalent in 1971, but farmers were 
able to plant early in most producing areas. Early 
season growing conditions were quite favorable, and 
the weather was cool and dry from mid-July to mid-
August—all of which contributed to minimizing the 
blight’s impact. By late August, only 5 percent of the 
acreage had “very severe” infections, and less than 20 
percent was in the “moderate” or “severe” categories. 
Th e crop matured earlier than normal in most pro-
ducing areas, and infections that occurred late in the 
growing season had little crop yield impact.

Early Satellite Remote Sensing Research 

Because of the early SRS remote sensing work and its 
lead role in the SCLB experiment, SRS was selected 
by NASA to study the potential of satellite imagery 
to collect agricultural data. Specifi cally, SRS was to 
focus on developing methods for identifying crop 
species and estimating crop areas. 

Th e fi rst project selected CRD study sites in Idaho, 
Kansas, Missouri, and South Dakota. High-altitude 
photography was collected in addition to the satel-
lite data. June Enumerative Survey segments were 
used as the data collection units within each study 
site. A sample of segments was used for training pho-
to interpreters and a computer classifi cation model. 
Th e remaining segments were then classifi ed by the 
two methods. Th ose results were compared with the 
actual crop acreages. Monthly fi eld visits to observe 
crop conditions were made from August 1972 to Oc-
tober 1972 and from August 1973 to October 1973. 
Th e 1972 satellite data were not usable for the key 
months of interest, but the 1973 satellite data were 
nearly cloud-free, especially for Kansas and South 
Dakota. Overall, satellite data crop-classifi cation re-
sults in Kansas and Missouri were nearly as good as 
photo interpretations based on aircraft data.

Some basic conclusions had become obvious. Nearly 
cloud-free satellite data would be needed for accept-
able crop classifi cations. Atmospheric conditions 
varied enough from day-to-day and from one satel-
lite overpass to the next; specifi c training was needed 
for each satellite-data acquisition, rather than apply-
ing classifi cation parameters from one date or one 
satellite scene to other dates and scenes. Th e most en-
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couraging conclusions were that June Enumerative 
Survey segments were ideal for developing training 
samples for analyzing satellite data, and that most 
satellite scenes in the North Central States had large 
numbers (20 or more) of segments per scene.

SRS was asked to participate in and help evaluate 
a project called the Large Area Crop Inventory Ex-
periment (LACIE). Th is eff ort primarily focused on 
wheat, and it selected large segments (5 miles by 6 
miles) that would be studied each year in an eff ort 
to estimate U.S. and Canadian wheat acreage, yield, 
and production. A secondary goal of LACIE was to 
be able to use the segment information and satellite 
data to draw conclusions about other areas of the 
world that produced the same crops, but normally 
did not publish any crop yield information. 

Estimating Program Additions in the Early 1970s

One signifi cant new survey in the 1970s was initia-
tion of an annual farm production expenditure sur-
vey (FPES). Th e last data collection of farmers’ ex-
penditures had been in 1955. Congress appropriated 
$80,000 for FY 1971 ($398,000 in 2007 dollars) for 
the survey preparation eff orts. One of the keys was 
work at Hagerstown, MD, to create a new area frame 
sample (separate from the June Enumerative Survey 
sample) for the survey program. Congress appropri-
ated $1.15 million ($5.57 million in 2007 dollars) in 
FY 1972 to begin the operational program.

At the request of the U.S. mink industry, Congressio-
nal funding of $40,000 was provided in the FY 1970 
budget. Most survey information came from lists pro-
vided by the mink industry, but the grower lists were 
compared with all respondents in the June Enumera-
tive Survey to measure possible list incompleteness. 
Another example of Congressional funding based on 
industry input was $100,000 in the FY 1971 budget 
for white corn estimates in 10 States. White corn was 
added to the March Prospective Plantings and July 
Acreage surveys.
 
An operational Michigan tart cherry objective yield 
survey began in 1972. Th e survey used fruit-size 
growth and fruit-droppage parameters from tart 
cherry research eff orts in the 1960s to forecast total 
crop size from spring fruit counts to harvest. How-
ever, a two-stage sampling technique developed for 
Texas grapefruit in the remote sensing work was used 
to estimate the initial fruit set. Each randomly select-

ed sample tree was divided into primary limbs based 
on cross-sectional area measurements; one primary 
limb was randomly selected on a probability propor-
tional-to-size basis. All count limbs on the selected 
primary limb were then marked, and two limbs were 
randomly selected for the fruit counts. Th e Michigan 
fi eld offi  ce arranged to have limb-selection gauges 
fabricated from quarter-inch Plexiglas®. Each gauge 
was 8 inches long and 3 inches wide at the widest 
point. Th e gauge looked like a large key with a con-
venient handle at one end and two sets of step-down 
openings—one at the end of the gauge and the oth-
er on one side. If a limb did not fi t into the larg-
est opening, it was too large to be a count limb and 
needed to be subdivided. If a limb fi t into the larger 
opening but was too large for the small opening, it 
was the right size to be marked as a possible count 
limb. Having the openings at both the end and the 
side made it easier for an enumerator on a ladder to 
reach the limbs at all angles.

Potato objective work was started in 1970. It was 
not feasible to collect much data during the grow-
ing season in order to forecast numbers and weight 
of potatoes per plant, so the survey was essentially 
an objective- harvest survey. Numbers of potatoes, 
size distributions, and weights were determined. 
Samples were often taken for grade and yield deter-
minations. Much of the original funding for potato 
objective yield work came from the AMS Matching 
Funds Program. Congress did appropriate $100,000 
($203,000 in 2007 dollars) in FY 1974.

In late 1973, SRS received a new USDA responsibil-
ity. Th ere was great interest to improve the monitor-
ing of U.S. export trade, and a new export sales re-
port was requested. SRS staff  members created the 
procedures to receive, edit, and summarize all weekly 
certifi cates relating to planned shipments. Th e fi rst 
weekly report was issued November 2, 1973. SRS 
issued the reports until October 7, 1974, when the 
responsibility for the report and the staff  members 
working on it were transferred to USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service (FAS). 
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Dr. Harry Trelogan, the fi rst SRS administrator, re-
tired in late 1975, and was replaced by William E. 
(Bill) Kibler. In contrast to Dr. Trelogan, Administra-
tor Kibler had an almost exclusively USDA statistics 
career, starting as a Georgia fi eld offi  ce student assis-
tant in 1951. After graduation, he joined the North 
Carolina fi eld offi  ce and later transferred to Georgia. 
He was in the fi rst Math/Stat program during the 
1960–61 school year at North Carolina State. After 
the year in school, he transferred to the Standards 
and Research Division (SRD) in headquarters and 
subsequently held several positions, including chief 
of the Research and Development Branch. He was 
selected as the Research and Development Division 
director in 1970 and became the Survey and Data 
Division director in 1972. Kibler had transferred to 
the North Carolina fi eld offi  ce as state statistician in 
late 1974 before being called back to headquarters to 
take over as administrator in November 1975.

Selecting a new administrator from within might 
have meant few changes in the agency. However, 
there were a number of other retirees in 1975 and 
many changes in headquarters and fi eld offi  ce as-
signments. At the September 1976 National Confer-
ence, Kibler remarked that nearly 30 percent of con-
ference participants were in diff erent positions than 
12 months earlier. One-fi fth of the state statisticians 
had changed during that period. In a small front-of-
fi ce reorganization, the former program planning of-
fi cer and career development offi  cer positions were 
phased out. Th e assistant administrator was now re-
sponsible for agency administrative management as 
well as managing State statistical offi  ce operations. 
A new deputy assistant administrator position was 
established to aid with the new duties. Th e deputy 
administrator continued to direct the agency’s tech-
nical program and chair the CRB. 

List Sampling Frame—the Next Major Improve-
ment

Since its inception in the 1860s, the USDA statis-
tics unit had utilized list surveys. Th e earliest pro-
cedures contacted lists of county reporters monthly 
and utilized township reporters lists for the bigger 
acreage surveys. A hundred years later, headquar-
ters and fi eld offi  ces had multiple lists for diff erent 
purposes. In the 1960s, a monthly farm report list 

was maintained, along with larger lists for plantings 
and acreage and production surveys. Separate lists of 
livestock, fruit, vegetable, and specialty crop produc-
ers were also maintained. 

Th e Bureau of the Census also relied on lists of farm-
ers—particularly since they shifted to conducting 
the periodic census of agriculture almost entirely by 
mail. A new list of farmers was created for each cen-
sus of agriculture by acquiring lists, such as USDA 
Farm Program participants, and adding to the list 
used for the previous census four or fi ve years earlier. 
In the early 1970s, it appeared that Bureau of the 
Census (Census Bureau) and SRS might be able to 
work together and develop one list of farm opera-
tors. A Presidential Executive Order of January 17, 
1973 created the standard statistical establishment 
list (SSEL) concept. SSEL would allow Census Bu-
reau, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and other organi-
zations that did business surveys to create common-
standard sampling lists. Part of the SSEL would be a 
farm operators list that both the Census Bureau and 
SRS could utilize. List creation and maintenance 
costs should have been lowered and list coverage im-
proved.

However, the SSEL concept could not be pursued for 
agriculture since it was determined that the special 
provisions that allowed the Census Bureau to receive 
names and addresses of farm income tax fi lers from 
the Internal Revenue Service would prevent the Bu-
reau from sharing any lists with SRS. If SRS was to 
improve its lists of farm operators—and thereby im-
prove its multiple frame surveys—it must develop its 
own procedures.

Th e list sampling frame concept went well beyond 
just an improved list of farm operator names. An 
effi  cient list sampling frame would be complete, 
have detailed and correct contact information such 
as address and telephone numbers, and have up-to-
date information on commodities being produced 
and size of production. Operation size information 
would be especially important. With such a frame, 
eff ective stratifi cation could be used to select effi  cient 
surveys for specifi c purposes, as well as to provide 
good coverage for multi-purpose surveys. It would 
be the perfect partner, in conjunction with the SRS

Chapter 4:  A Leadership Change in the Late 1970s
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area frame, to create top-quality multiple frame 
estimates. 

Th e February 1975 SRS National Conference themed 
“Maintaining Statistics with Integrity” introduced 
the SRS list sampling frame (LSF) approach. One 
presentation discussed the model to be used to cre-
ate an unduplicated list. Th e underlying record link-
age theory had been created by I.P. Fellegi and A.B. 
Sunter of Statistics Canada and had been published 
in the Journal of the American Statistical Association 
in 1969—but had not been used operationally for 
as challenging an application as the SRS LSF. Fund-
ing for developing the LSF was included in the FY 
1976 budget submission, and new funding of nearly 
$1.23 million ($4.36 million in 2007 dollars) was 
received.

Th ere were a number of greater problems in creating 
a top-quality farm operators list frame, compared 
to creating a list frame for other types of businesses. 
Many farms did not have a name, and ones that did 
often conducted business using individual names. 
Many farm business transactions were relatively in-
formal; companies dealing with farmers might keep 
records under nicknames instead of given names 
used for farm programs and other formal purposes. 
Many farms were family operations where transac-
tions might take place under various family mem-
bers’ names. Many individuals on farm program lists 
were farm owners instead of active farm operators. In 
addition to these problems, many lists that contained 
farm operators were being kept in relatively informal 
fashions and in many diff erent formats. Another dif-
fi culty for SRS was that many fi eld offi  ce lists were 
maintained on State-owned computer systems and 
needed to be converted.

A fully integrated system of software programs and 
subsystems was needed, but there were few commer-
cially available programs. (SRS was able to acquire a 
version of Soundex software that was used by law en-
forcement agencies to help match names that might 
have been misspelled.) Th us, many agency program-
mers were added to the eff ort along with mathemati-
cal statisticians working on specifi cations of each 
subsystem and agricultural statisticians preparing 
instruction manuals and helping fi eld offi  ces with 
research, testing, and implementation.

List Sampling Frame Development

Th e initial subsystem standardized names and ad-
dresses within each list source and classifi ed each 
record as individual, partnership, or other (mainly 
corporate). Th e next major subsystem was record 
linkage, which used the agreement and disagreement 
of name and address information in the records to 
create linkage groups that should have referred to the 
same record. Agreement/disagreement weights were 
the key to the entire approach and would be set for 
each State based on a detailed analysis of input list 
samples. For example, two similar records from the 
same town would not get much agreement weight if 
each was listed just as RFD or RR1. However, if they 
had diff ering mailbox numbers, they would have a 
high disagreement weight. Once all list sources for 
a State were standardized and run through record 
linkage, manual resolution was used to determine if 
all records in a linkage group did actually relate to 
the same person (or operation), and if the automat-
ed-resolution computer programs had created the 
best name and address. A separate program matched 
records specifi cally on address to identify names that 
appeared to be diff erent, but were likely related to 
the same operation. 
 
In addition to the necessary features needed to build 
a list frame, additional subsystems were needed for 
overlap/non-overlap checking, sample select, mail-
ing, maintenance, and others. Th ose routines were 
to have enhanced features, such as improved stratifi -
cation capabilities, and the possibility of using a re-
sponse-burden index during sampling to reduce the 
numbers of surveys for which an operation would be 
contacted. Work on all aspects of the total system was 
progressing at one time because it was hoped that the 
early programs could be written and tested in rela-
tive short periods of time.

South Carolina was the LSF test bed. An extremely 
wide collection of possible list sources was identifi ed 
and acquired. Th ese included rural electric power-
user mailing lists, State commodity association lists, 
marketing program lists, a Farm Program tobacco 
list, County Extension agents’ lists, and all exist-
ing South Carolina fi eld offi  ce mailing lists. Nearly 
200,000 mail records were used as input at a time 
when South Carolina was estimating 47,000 farms. 
One conclusion from the South Carolina experience 
was that using so many marginal list sources created 
excessive workload for little or no benefi t.
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Much of the September 1976 National Conference 
was devoted to detailed explanations of the list sam-
pling frame system and plans. Some contractors had 
been brought in to help with the programming ef-
fort. At the time, it was projected that most list-build 
routines would soon be fi nished and an interim up-
date system would be available within a year. How-
ever, the contract programmers were not eff ective, 
and additional agency staff  members were added. 
Programming and testing of nearly every subsystem 
took much longer than expected due to complexity 
challenges, and most schedules for fi eld offi  ce opera-
tions were missed. 

Frustrations grew during 1977, and an intensive re-
view session was held in February 1978 to re-evalu-
ate plans and consider alternatives. During that ses-
sion, it was recommended that nonessential features 
of the system should be dropped or postponed for 
future consideration. Following the review session, 
Administrator Kibler announced the formation of a 
temporary agency unit, named the List Frame Proj-
ect Team (LFPT), to fi nish the LSF. Few personnel 
assignment changes were made, but all Survey Di-
vision and Research Division employees working 
on the system were now assigned to the same team 
and not reporting to diff erent supervisors. Since the 
South Agriculture Building area frame construction 
and maintenance staff  had recently been relocated 
to Fairfax, VA, there was space to co-locate all LFPT 
members in the same area. Formerly, the mathemati-
cal statistician designers and the agricultural statis-
ticians assisting the fi eld offi  ces were located three 
fl oors away from the data programmers and system 
analysts.

Th e most important LFPT adjustment was having 
the key specifi cations designer and the main pro-
gramming supervisor share the same physical offi  ce. 
Th e timelag in getting these two individuals together 
whenever a new idea or problem arose was now elim-
inated. Th ey also now had the responsibility—and 
authority—to make fi nal decisions.

Th e LFPT approach was quite successful in encour-
aging improved communications within the team 
and with fi eld offi  ces. Th e team was soon able to 
have the resolution subsystem outputs ready for fi eld 
offi  ce action and to reschedule fi eld offi  ce training 
sessions. Additional thinking solved some techni-
cal problems, such as creating an aff ordable cross-
matching of individual type records with partner-

ship and other records. Th e LFPT was dissolved in 
early December 1979, and all members returned to 
their operational unit positions. 

U.S. Agriculture, Circa 1977 
 
One illustration of how U.S. agriculture had changed 
by the mid-1970s occurred in 1975 when milk pro-
duction, egg production, and farm labor and wage 
rates questions were removed from the monthly farm 
report survey. Milk and egg questions had been asked 
since the late 1920s, and labor questions started in 
the 1930s. During those eras, most U.S. farms pro-
duced much of their own food and needed consider-
able human power (family supplied or other) to op-
erate a farm. As agriculture changed with fewer and 
larger farms, more mechanization, and specialization 
of commodities produced, the nonprobability farm 
report survey was no longer an eff ective vehicle for 
these questions. Th us, the farm report survey now 
had no standard monthly questions, but it focused 
on crop production, grain stocks, and special once-
a-year questions.

Th e rate of decline in total numbers of farms slowed 
somewhat between 1967 and 1977. Th ere were near-
ly 2.46 million farms in 1977, down 705,900 farms 
or 22.3 percent from 1967. During that same pe-
riod, the numbers of hog farms dropped almost 40 
percent, sheep farms dropped 50 percent, and cattle 
farms fell nearly 25 percent. However, the total num-
bers of both hogs and cattle on farms increased dur-
ing those years. Th e number of farms with at least 
one dairy cow decreased less than 5 percent during 
the period. Th e total number of dairy cows on farms 
did decline by nearly 25 percent, but milk produced 
(per cow) increased by about a third, so milk produc-
tion remained almost constant.

In the 1970s, most feed companies left the broiler 
contracting industry, but poultry processing plants 
were increasingly taking over ownership of the birds. 
Th is concept, referred to as vertical integration, 
ensured the processors steady supplies of broilers. 
Farmers were paid on a contract basis, with specifi c 
provisions based on weight gains and survivability of 
the birds that were placed on their farms. Some pro-
cessors also were acquiring feed mills and hatcheries, 
in order to integrate the whole process from birth to 
slaughter. 
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Table 5.  Per Capita Consumption of Meat, Poultry,  
    and Fish, United States  1977  
  
Total Population  220,239,000 
  
Category                   Total     Percent
                Consumption    of Total
            (Pounds/person)    
  
  Beef                        91.5        44.2
  Veal                 3.2          1.5
  Lamb                 1.5          0.7
  Pork               46.7        22.6
  Chicken              42.7        20.6
  Turkey                8.7          4.2
  Total Fish              12.6          6.1
   
Total Meat, Poultry & Fish     206.9     100.0

Table 5 indicates that 1977 per capita consumption 
of beef was 91.5 pounds, up more than 14 percent 
from 1967. Beef supplies were at a record high in 
1976, and per capita consumption of beef peaked 
at 94.1 pounds in that year. Chicken consumption 
in 1977 was 42.7 pounds per person, up 16 percent 
from 1977. Pork consumption in 1977 was 46.7 
pounds, down 8.3 pounds, or 15 percent, from 1967. 
Lamb consumption per person continued its decline 
in the 1970s, dropping to 1.5 pounds per person. 
Veal per capita consumption in 1977, at 3.2 pounds, 
was nearly the same as in 1967, but it would quickly 
drop after 1977. Turkey per capita consumption in 
1977 (8.7 pounds) was the same as in 1967, but fi sh 
consumption was up 2 pounds to 12.6 pounds.

In general, crop yields continued their steady increase 
from the late 1960s to the late 1970s. Average corn 
yields for 1975–1979 were 94.1 bushels per acre, up 
15.6 bushels (or 20 percent) from 1965–1969. Av-
erage acreage of corn harvested was also up about 
25 percent to more than 71 million acres. Th e com-
parable yield increases for soybeans and all wheat, 
respectively, were 3.7 bushels (14 percent) and 4.6 
bushels (16 percent). Average acres of soybeans har-
vested increased more than 50 percent during the 
period to an average of 59 million acres—and a re-
cord of more than 70 million acres in 1979. Average 
acreage harvested of all wheat in 1975–1979 (at 46.3 
million acres) returned to the approximate levels of 
the early 1950s, and they were up 6.4 million acres 

(16 percent) from 10 years earlier. Th e average yield 
of all cotton per acre was essentially unchanged be-
tween the two periods, but the acreage harvested did 
increase 11 percent.

In 1977, about 30 percent of the corn utilized was 
being exported. A new use for corn in the 1970s was 
the production of high-fructose corn syrup (HFCS). 
Th is thick liquid made from corn starch tasted sweet-
er than refi ned sugar, so smaller amounts could be 
used compared to sugar. It was also easier to blend 
into beverages than sugar. A specifi c total of the corn 
used for HFCS was not found for 1977, but 165 mil-
lion bushels of corn were used in 1980.

Prices received by farmers increased rapidly from 
1970 to 1974, then leveled off  before increasing 
again in 1978. In 1977, the cash receipts to farmers 
from crops were slightly higher than from livestock 
and livestock products ($48.6 billion vs. $47.6 bil-
lion), a reverse from the usual relationship. Because 
of the higher crop yields, proportional marketings of 
feed grains, oil-bearing crops, and food grains were 
all higher than 10 years earlier. Fruit and nursery 
cash receipts made up slightly higher percentages of 
the total cash receipts than 10 years earlier.

Table 6.  Cash Receipts from Farm Marketings, by
                Commodity Groups, United States  1977 
 
Category                    Total   Percent
                          Cash Receipts   of Total
                      (Million dollars) 
  
All Cash Receipts             96,235     100.0
  
Total Crops                           48,600       50.5
  
  Food Grains                6,055         6.3
  Feed Grains                            11,906       12.4
  Cotton                3,470         3.6
  Oil-bearing Crops               9,722       10.1
  Tobacco                2,331         2.4
  Fruits and Tree Nuts               4,603         4.8
  Vegetables                            5,609         5.8
  Nursery, Greenhouse, Flowers 2,251         2.3
  Other Crops                            2,652         2.8

                  [table continues on next page]
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Total Livestock and Products      47,635          49.5
  
  Cattle and Calves                20,225          21.0
  Hogs and Pigs                                7,281           7.6
  Sheep and Lambs                     386            0.4
  Dairy Products                11,752          12.2
  Eggs                                             2,919            3.0
  Broilers and Farm Chickens    3,235            3.4
  Turkeys and Other Poultry    1,059            1.1
  Wool                                                  77            0.1
  Other Livestock and Products        700            0.7

Th e average value of U.S. farmland in 1977 was $474 
per acre, more than double the $168 for 1967. In 
2007 dollars, the value was $1,583, which repre-
sented a 50-percent increase from 1967 and a higher 
fi gure than those for 1987 and 1997. Average farm-
land value from 1967 to 1977 in California increased 
only about 50 percent, but average values in Illinois, 
Indiana, and Iowa more than tripled. Average values 
in the Plains States were up about 2.5 times the 1967 
averages.

Estimating Program Additions in the Mid- to Late 
1970s

One government-wide emphasis in the mid-1970s 
was “metrifi cation.” Because of added interest in in-
ternational trade, government agencies were to pre-
pare for possible conversion to metric units or the 
necessity of providing information in both metric 
and English units. SRS responded by adding metric-
converted data summary tables to its “Crop Produc-
tion” reports. No questionnaire or data collection 
procedure changes were made. Th e philosophy was 
that questions about metric units would only be 
added if American agriculture started conducting 
domestic trading in metric units.

Th e wheat marketing year was changed to begin 
June 1 instead of July 1, in order to better measure 
changes occurring in harvest and marketing prac-
tices. With the change in wheat, all other grain and 
soybean stocks reports were changed from July 1 to 
June 1. 

Th e farm labor surveys were changed to a probability 
basis in the mid-1970s. Broad nonprobability sur-
veys were not eff ective when so few farms were actu-
ally hiring labor most months of the year.

In 1975, the white corn program was expanded by 
adding an acreage and production survey in the 12 
estimating States. However, two years later, Congress 
withdrew the annual white corn and mink funding. 
Within three years, Congress again provided funding 
for mink statistics.

A signifi cant portion of the SRS total budget each 
year came from reimbursements from other orga-
nizations (mostly Federal agencies and State coop-
erators). Around 1970, reimbursements (exclud-
ing work done by the WDPC) exceeded $3 million 
and added nearly 19 percent to the agency budget. 
By 1979, reimbursements exceeded $5 million and 
added 14.4 percent to the total budget. One impor-
tant ongoing reimbursements source was funding of 
county estimates by the USDA Federal Crop Insur-
ance Corporation and the Agricultural Stabilization 
and Conservation Service, which needed the esti-
mates to administer their programs.
 
Another important source of reimbursable funding 
was ERS. Some 1970s ERS funding was for fertilizer 
practices, cropland use, and farm population num-
bers. In the late 1970s, funding came from ERS for 
cost of production surveys (of specifi c commodities) 
mandated by Congress. In addition, ERS sponsored 
and funded a number of special and one-time data 
collection eff orts, such as a survey in the late 1970s 
on the extent of farmers’ direct marketing practices. 
Because of the wide variety of survey and analysis ef-
forts for ERS and its status as a sister agency, both 
agencies established data coordinator positions. Th is 
change improved communications about defi nite 
and possible upcoming projects, and led to better 
survey planning and execution.

Th e increased numbers of requested surveys for ERS 
and other organizations led to a reorganization of 
the Data Collection Branch. A new Economic and 
Special Surveys Section was created with responsibil-
ity for the annual farm production expenditure sur-
vey (FPES) and cost of production surveys, as well to 
take the lead in most new survey requests. Th e mail 
surveys and objective yield sections were combined. 
Th e enumerative surveys section now concentrated 
on all SRS surveys involving enumeration, except for 
FPES. 
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Crop Reporting Board Improvements

Th e Crop Reporting Board (CRB) had been known, 
since its inception in 1905, for its strict attention to 
security and for providing equal access to all users of 
published information. It also continually examined 
its procedures for possible improvements.

Once the June and December Enumerative Surveys 
became operational, the CRB adopted a national-
board approach for major crop acreages, yield, and 
production estimates, as well as for cattle and hog 
inventory reports. Because the probability surveys 
were selected separately by State, there was no be-
tween-States sampling variance component when 
summarizing expansions to regional or national lev-
els. Th us, State sampling variances were additive and, 
when divided by the national expanded totals, sam-
pling errors were often in the order of 1 or 2 percent. 
State sampling errors for most of the major States 
might be on the order of 2–4 percent and higher for 
other States.

In a national-board approach for crop-planted acre-
age, the national indications are presented along 
with the sum of the State recommendations. CRB 
members then concentrate on reviewing the cur-
rent, indicated level and performance of the surveys 
in past years compared with end-of-season revisions, 
and a tentative national (or regional) recommended 
total is set. If there is a large discrepancy between 
the national target and State recommendations, the 
entire board might review comments from the States 
that seem to be contributing to the diff erence. If not, 
a subset of CRB members closely reviews the indica-
tions and recommendations from each State offi  ce. 
Once the review of the State indications and the set-
ting of a total for each State are fi nished, the new 
summed total should be within rounding of the tar-
get; that summed total becomes the estimate to pub-
lish.

Th e national-board approach has performed quite 
well for the agency. Even in the case of severe droughts, 
fl ooding, or other unusual conditions, having a stan-
dard, disciplined approach provides a helpful start-
ing point for reviewing the new information.

In the mid-1970s, an important change in CRB 
analysis procedures was made. Past analyses were 
mainly based on linear regression of indications on 
fi nal estimates. Th e change was shifting to a time 

series-based approach. Th ere had been a number of 
concerns with reliance on the regression approach. 
If past indications had not shown much variation, 
regression tended to provide estimates that were al-
ways close to the average. If there had been an ex-
tremely unusual year in the data set, it likely had too 
much infl uence and distorted future regression in-
dications. Another time-series benefi t was improved 
crop-breeding technology, which meant that yields 
were constantly improving for the same crop-condi-
tion appearance levels. 

Most textbook time-series procedures preferred to 
have at least 30 time periods of observation. Howev-
er, since crop yields, milk per cow, and other factors 
were changing so rapidly in U.S. agriculture, time-
series analysis for SRS usually meant a review of the 
past 10 years (or 10-20 quarters, in the case of hog 
and pig estimates). 

Th e time-series approach was particularly helpful for 
setting crop yield forecasts. Farmer responses early in 
the growing season were known to be quite conserva-
tive, with the level of conservatism declining as the 
harvest neared. Th us, the hope (and reality) was that 
farmer reporters were consistently conservative from 
year to year.

A more visible CRB improvement occurred in 1977 
when a feature referred to as the root mean square 
error (RMSE) was added to report summary tables. 
Th e RMSE calculates the diff erence between past 
forecasts or estimates (such as the August 1 U.S. corn 
yield forecast) and the fi nal estimate (such as the 
end-of-season corn yield estimate, after revisions a 
year later). Th ose diff erences are squared, summed 
to a total, and divided by the number of years in the 
data set. Th e square root of this calculation becomes 
the RMSE. Presenting the RMSE provided an answer 
to data users who wanted to know how a particular 
data series had performed in the past. For additional 
information, an accompanying table was usually in-
cluded, which summarized the average change from 
the forecast to fi nal, the largest and smallest past 
changes, and the number of times a forecast had 
been below and above the fi nal.

Project B Breakthroughs

Most of the funding, research, and new innovation 
following the introduction of the 1957 Long-Range 
Plan through the mid-1970s was devoted to Project 
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A (Introduction of Enumerative and Objective Yield 
Procedures). Signifi cant progress was also made on 
Project C goals to improve data communications 
between headquarters and State offi  ces and to pro-
vide CRB reports to State offi  ces within minutes of 
release. Th e new enumerative and objective yield sur-
veys in place also provided excellent approaches for 
quickly responding to adverse weather impacts, as 
called for under Project C. Quite a variety of new es-
timating programs, such as for farm labor, had been 
established as specifi ed under Project D. At the 1975 
SRS National Conference, one speaker referenced 34 
Project D data needs that had been identifi ed during 
a 1963 review of the 1957 Plan. Th ose data needs 
had been placed in four priority groups, from high-
est to lowest. By 1975, 12 of the 34 priority items 
had been essentially satisfi ed and four were now high 
priority. It was suggested that eight of the original 34 
should be retained at a lower priority level, and 10 
might be deleted.

However, in the fi rst 15 years after the 1957 plan, 
little was accomplished toward the major Project 
B goals of improving the prices paid and prices re-
ceived programs. Some early research on using enu-
merators was done in Ohio in the late 1950s, and 
the farm production expenditure survey was tested 
and implemented in the early 1970s, but little work 
was done on improving the methods used for prices 
paid and received. At the same time, SRS-published 
price estimates were being used for the administra-
tion of many Federal Government programs such as 
the milk price program and target price programs 
for cotton, soybeans, and grain crops.

Starting in late 1974, a probability survey of cotton 
buyers was tested, and operational surveys for cotton 
and rice were started in 1976. Funding of $310,000 
(a little more than $1.10 million in 2007 dollars) 
was received in FY 1977; $500,000 (more than $1.55 
million in 2007 value) in FY 1978; more than $1.16 
million (nearly $3.24 million in 2007 terms) in FY 
1979; $800,000 (almost $1.97 million in 2007 value) 
in FY 1980; and $341,000 ($759,000 in 2007 terms) 
in FY 1981. Th e new funding covered probability 
grain price and probability livestock price surveys, 
special point of sales surveys (to create better weights 
for probability surveys), and improvements in prices 
paid surveys.

Th e probability grain price survey concept was quite 
simple. Major purchasers of grain directly from farm-

ers, such as local rural elevators and soybean crush-
ers, were identifi ed and stratifi ed by size and type of 
operation. Samples were selected in each strata and 
each operation was asked to report monthly on the 
amount of grain purchased from farmers, and the 
total dollars paid. Since both the grain amount and 
dollars were expanded by the inverse of the sampling 
fractions, the resultant total expansion provided an 
average price weighted by volume. Sampling errors 
of the calculated averages were often less than one 
percent of the calculated price. Th e new grain price 
survey meant that one third of U.S. cash receipts from 
farming were now collected on a probability basis.

Th e concept was simple, but because dealings be-
tween farmers and rural elevators often involved 
storage of grain, drying, and other arrangements, it 
was essential to determine the actual price for just 
the grain. Each selected sample operation was visited 
to explain the program and to discuss proper han-
dling of items, such as drying and storage costs.

Th e original 1957 Plan concept of collecting most 
price information through the use of enumerators 
was abandoned. However, enumerators were used 
for collection of some data, such as sales at selected 
livestock auction markets when no summaries were 
available, and it was necessary to copy specifi c re-
cords.

Other signifi cant prices work was also progressing 
during the same period. SRS worked closely with 
agricultural price experts at the University of Min-
nesota to review all price indices and update them to 
a 1971–73 base period. As part of that review, some 
minor prices received estimates were discontinued, 
and States that had very minor levels of production 
and sales were dropped from the monthly prices re-
ceived estimating program. In total, the number of 
monthly State estimates was reduced from 1,178 to 
787.

Another signifi cant prices program change was im-
plemented in 1977. SRS had traditionally conducted 
a number of family-living surveys, such as the prices 
farmers paid for food and clothing. Analyses of those 
price levels in the 1970s indicated that the levels and 
shifts in prices for farm families were now similar 
to all U.S. families. Th us, the decision was made to 
discontinue the SRS surveys and use the appropriate 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) sub-indices for calcu-
lating indices of farmers prices paid.
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Remote Sensing Research in the Mid- to Late 1970s

Th e early CRD studies in four States, which matched 
SRS ground data from June Enumerative Survey seg-
ments with satellite data, were quite encouraging. 
Improvements were quickly made in the procedures 
for digitizing fi eld boundaries and handling such 
large data fi les. A joint agreement was written with 
the University of Illinois Center for Advanced Com-
putation (CAC) to design and enhance a software 
system to process such large fi les. Various alterna-
tives were considered for processing the satellite data 
fi les. Initially, computers at CAC were used. Th en, 
larger computers at the Bolt, Beranek, and Newman 
Data Processing Center (BBN) in Cambridge, MA, 
were employed. Finally, even larger supercomputers 
at the NASA-Ames facility in California were used. 
Both the BBN and NASA-Ames computers were ac-
cessed through the ARPANET, which was the origi-
nal version of the present Internet. 

Th e SRS approach for making land cover type and 
crop acreage estimates from satellite data was not 
based on classifying whole fi elds correctly. Instead, 
all satellite data pixels (with each pixel representing 
the refl ectance reading of a ground area of 60 by 80 
meters in size for the fi rst satellites) falling within the 
boundaries of a June Enumerative Survey corn fi eld 
would be classifi ed as corn. All pixels within each 
segment used for training would be labeled in the 
same fashion. Th e multivariate data routines being 
used would then determine various clusters of energy 
readings in 4-dimensional space; energy refl ectance 
readings in 4 wavelengths were collected for the sen-
sors aboard the early satellites, which was increased 
to 7 wavelengths for advanced sensors on some 
later satellites, which corresponded to each crop or 
fi eld type. Once clustering of the training samples 
was completed, all satellite pixels within all coun-
ties wholly contained in the same data pass would 
be classifi ed. A regression estimation approach was 
used to form acreage estimates for each crop type, 
which were based on the relative percentages of pix-
els of each type in the whole population relative to 
the training data. 

A major 1975 research project was the collection and 
classifi cation of satellite data for the entire State of 
Illinois. Th e Illinois State statistical offi  ce was ex-
tremely interested in the project, and it added to 
the eff ort by developing data processing programs 
that captured fi eld-level data (normally only tract-

level fi eld data were keypunched) during the June 
Enumerative Survey. Th is was so forms could be 
automatically printed for follow-up visits to verify 
original crop data before training the satellite data 
classifi er. 

Th e Illinois experiment was quite successful. Satel-
lite data with acceptably low cloud-cover levels and 
close-to-optimum crop progress dates were acquired 
for all but two counties. State-level estimates of acre-
ages for all crop types could still be created by using 
the June Enumerative Survey data relationships for 
the missing counties.

As SRS had expected, satellite data could not replace 
the existing data series based on sample surveys. For 
example, data users expected planted acreage esti-
mates by early July at the latest, and the fi rst yield 
forecasts for major crops by about August 10. Re-
mote sensing studies indicated that the optimum 
time for satellite acquisition of corn versus soybeans 
diff erentiation data in the Midwest States was late 
August. Th ere still would be lag time as satellite data 
were acquired, registered against the ground train-
ing data, and run through the training and cluster-
ing routines to form estimates. Th us, satellite data 
could not match the timing of the existing statisti-
cal reports, but the tremendous information value of 
collecting data for entire States could likely be used 
to improve major crop acreage estimates by the end 
of the crop-season estimating cycle. Th e relative ef-
fi ciencies calculated by dividing the June Enumera-
tive Survey sampling error estimate by the regression 
estimator sampling error) of using the satellite data 
in the 1975 Illinois study in most analysis districts 
were about 3.0. Achieving the same improvement in 
precision of the acreage estimates by using conven-
tional survey procedures would require nine times 
(3.0 squared) as many resources to hire enumerators, 
collect data, and create estimates from ground-based 
surveys. 

Th e Illinois pilot research project took nearly two 
years to complete. To determine if satellite data 
could be obtained and processed in time for fi nal 
end-of-season estimates to be published in early 
January, a full State study was conducted in Iowa in 
1978. Estimates of major crop acreages were created 
and available to the Iowa State statistical offi  ce and 
the CRB in time for the “Annual Crop Production 
Report.” Improvements in data handling and other 
procedures between 1975 and 1978 meant that the 
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Iowa pilot study cost only 40 percent of the Illinois 
research eff ort conducted three years earlier.

Th ere was another benefi t from the remote sensing 
research that aided ongoing procedures. Improve-
ments in digitization equipment and software that 
aided the satellite interpretation eff orts were used to 
digitize area frame land-use strata and primary sam-
pling-unit boundaries starting in 1979. Doing so 
resulted in more accurate and cost-effi  cient measure-
ments, and the storage of critical materials on com-
puter fi les, as well as paper.

Other Research Eff orts in the Mid- to Late 1970s 

As multiple frame survey procedures became the norm 
for major data series, there were many continuing re-
search eff orts to study and minimize non-sampling 
errors. Re-interview surveys were commonly used to 
verify original survey responses on enumerative sur-
veys. Th ese commonly showed that the respondent 
was often the major source of nonsampling errors. If 
the primary farm operator was not available during 
the survey interview, another family member or farm 
employee might answer the questions. Th is alternate 
respondent might know most information for crops 
and land use within the segment, but did not have 
complete information on the total farm size, live-
stock breakouts, and other details. Th ere normally 
were not many diff erences in the answers given by 
the primary respondent at both the time of the initial 
survey and on a re-interview survey.

A special type of re-interview survey involved inten-
sive review of the procedures and rules used for de-
termining if list frame names were overlapping with 
the operations contacted on the current area frame 
survey. Studies showed that even small changes in 
the instructions or the rules for determining overlap 
could change the resulting estimates more than the 
sampling errors of the original estimates. Th is led to 
even more rigor used for defi ning overlap/non-over-
lap procedures. 

A related line of research was how to handle overlap 
determinations when a person contacted in the area 
frame was involved in a partnership operation. Th e 
issue was complicated because some individuals did 
have separate individual farming operations, as well 
as involvement in partnership arrangements. Study 
of many operating arrangements led to the decision 
to consider a partnership as overlap with the area 

frame if any of the partners were in the area frame 
survey.

Several techniques were tried in eff orts to reduce non-
sampling errors. Original June Enumerative Survey 
questionnaires contained all possible questions, and 
enumerators needed to follow somewhat-complicat-
ed skip instructions for items that did not apply to a 
particular respondent, such as a nonresident opera-
tor. A later approach was to have supplies of separate 
questionnaires for resident, nonresident, and non-
overlap operators, along with a screening form used 
to direct the enumerator to the correct form. An even 
later approach was to use only one questionnaire ver-
sion to improve the internal coding.

For more effi  ciency, programs were written to cap-
ture all area frame tracts in one master fi le, which 
could be used for sample selections and to create ex-
pansion factors. Various methods of imputation for 
missing tracts or missing items were tested. It was 
quickly found that imputation was greatly improved 
by having enumerators indicate the presence or ab-
sence of various crops and livestock species for tracts 
that were refusals, or for which no respondent could 
be found. If livestock presence was noted, imputation 
would be based on the average livestock numbers for 
that species in the survey, rather than the average of 
all reports, which would include zeroes. 

Another key methodological study aspect was how 
to handle new information received on follow-on 
surveys. Incorporating all corrections for previously 
missing or incorrect information could greatly alter 
expansion weights and new survey expansions. Test-
ing indicated that the most prudent approach was to 
freeze the original sampling rates, and the tract and 
farm acres, during an estimation cycle.

Additional research was devoted to area frame sam-
ple-selection alternatives. Starting in 1974, repli-
cated sampling was used for all samples. Th is meant 
a number of independent subsamples or replicates 
were selected instead of one fi xed-sized sample. Se-
lecting the replicates provided benefi ts such as al-
lowing for simpler rotation schemes, providing 
fl exibility to quickly increase total sample size, and 
providing information to determine within land-use 
stratum-sampling variances. Study also went into de-
termining the most effi  cient approach for arraying 
primary sampling units within land-use strata be-
fore sample selection. Th e fi nal approach was to cre-
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ate paper strata, rather than using a strict ordering 
scheme for each sample selection. Use of the paper 
strata led to interpenetrating samples, which again 
provided minimum estimation variance.

New Technology in the Mid- to Late 1970s

In addition to the remote sensing research and the 
list sampling frame (LSF) development eff orts, there 
were many other initiatives to improve the use of 
data processing technology in the mid-1970s. Sev-
eral of these had goals of improving transmission of 
fi les and creating more effi  cient estimates and reports 
with fewer chances for errors.

In 1974, the SRS data system was designed with the 
major component being the offi  cial estimates data-
base (OEDB). Besides the estimates, the OEDB was 
to contain survey data and indications. It would 
have diff erent levels of access, as it could be used 
by agency personnel for creating new estimates and 
forecasts. However, public users could only access 
the published estimates. It was hoped that use of the 
new data-system approach would allow electronic 
transmission from and to State statistical offi  ces, and 
replace reliance on the U.S. Postal Service (USPS).

In 1977, the June Enumerative Survey was processed 
on INFONET for the fi rst time—the last major proj-
ect to be moved from the old WDPC. Some major 
reports were now available through INFONET. 

Training in the Late 1970s

In 1977, a new ADP training plan was issued. Agri-
cultural and mathematical statisticians could apply 
for specifi c training to become qualifi ed as ADP stat-
isticians, and they could be considered for positions 
throughout the agency. Support staff  could be select-
ed for upward-mobility ADP training for positions 
in their present fi eld offi  ce.

Th e annual training calendar in the late 1970s pro-
vided for national or regional June Enumerative Sur-
vey training schools each year, along with objective 
yield survey schools for wheat and a combined corn, 
soybeans, and cotton school. Th e latter school was 
held in a southern location each year that had fi elds 
of all three crops available for fi eld practice. All State 
survey coordinators were trained regardless of how 
many years they had already attended those same 
training schools. 

By the late 1970s, a program of new statistician ori-
entation programs was in place. New professional 
employees were brought to headquarters when they 
had at least six months agency experience. Th ese ses-
sions were held whenever there were enough new em-
ployees to form two groups of 20 or so participants. 
Employees spent the week learning more about agen-
cy history and structure, receiving briefi ngs on the 
headquarters units’ functions, and participating in 
a question-and-answer session meeting with agency 
managers.

A diff erent type of training program was started 
around 1974—a live presentation on the SRS pro-
gram and procedures. It was dubbed the “Road 
Show,” and it usually involved the administrator and 
two or three agency offi  cials, including the statisti-
cian in charge of the State where a session was being 
held. A large number of 35mm slides had been pre-
pared, which illustrated the agency’s history, organi-
zational structure, and policies. Security in handling 
individually reported data and the release of infor-
mation to everyone at the same time were always 
stressed.

International Assistance in the 1970s

Th e increasing interest in improving agricultural 
statistics around the world led to more coordination 
of SRS assistance eff orts in the 1970s. Several books 
for use in international assistance were written, and 
some were translated into Spanish. Th ose included 
“Expected Value of a Sample Estimate,” “Area Frame 
Sampling in Agriculture,” and “A Training Course 
in Sampling Concepts for Agricultural Surveys.” 
Many foreign visitors visited SRS offi  ces for train-
ing in Washington, DC, and often visited State fi eld 
offi  ces. SRS also had a cooperative training program 
with the Bureau of the Census International Statisti-
cal Program Center. One SRS employee was detailed 
to that center, and other staff  members participated 
in teaching fi ve courses.

Th e in-country emphasis on training largely shifted 
to providing assistance on a temporary duty (TDY) 
basis in the 1970s. However, resident assignments 
continued in some countries such as Afghanistan, 
Liberia, Paraguay, Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, 
and Saudi Arabia.
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When a TDY approach was used, the team usually 
started with a mathematical statistician and a sam-
pling frame technician. Teams often found that it was 
easier to get meetings scheduled and activities started 
when they were in the country for only specifi c peri-
ods, in contrast to when a person was stationed full 
time and country counterparts did not feel a need to 
rush. If a TDY project got off  to a good start, team 
personnel would change as help was needed on ques-
tionnaires, manuals, and supervision. In some cases, 
a TDY approach was used following an earlier resi-
dent assignment.

TDY projects in the early and mid-1970s included 
work in Bolivia, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Paki-
stan, Panama, Paraguay, Th ailand, and Tunisia. Th e 
Jamaica area frame project resulted in an unusual 
construction sidelight. Area frame construction in 
the United States normally started by creating pri-
mary sampling units (PSUs), which contained about 
10 possible segments. Normal sampling rates were 
about 1 in 150 segments, so only every 15 PSUs 
would need to be divided into actual segments. 
When the Jamaica project was conducted, the U.S. 
PSU size was used, but it turned out that the opti-
mum segment sampling rate was 1 in 10, so all PSUs 
had to be divided.

In 1979, the U.S. Agency for International Develop-
ment (USAID) started funding the Remote Sensing 
for Agriculture Program, which led to projects in a 
number of countries. Th e SRS approach was that 
four stages of development were needed to build an 
agricultural statistics system. First was area frame 
construction, followed by data collection, analysis, 
and summarization. If the country moved through 
the fi rst two stages, computerized classifi cation of 
agricultural areas using remote sensing data would 
be added. Th e fi nal stage was the development of 
agricultural crop yield models, including the use of 
weather data.

Staffi  ng in the 1970s

By 1975, about 10 percent of SRS professional staff  
members were mathematical statisticians, which 
was largely due to the full-time Math/Stat training 
program and direct hires. Th ere was also a marked 
need for experienced data processing specialists, so 
13 staff  members were hired from a Department of 
Defense (DOD) location in Ohio that was closing 

down and from the USDA Agricultural Stabilization 
and Conservation Service (ASCS). 

An emphasis on hiring minority agricultural statisti-
cians for fi eld offi  ces began in 1965. In 1973, an SRS 
employee was stationed at Tennessee State University 
in a cooperative eff ort to broaden that institution’s 
mathematics and statistics off erings, with the goal 
of developing minority graduates qualifi ed for SRS 
statistician positions. 

Th e fi rst professional women staff  members for fi eld 
offi  ces were hired in the late 1960s. By 1975, at least 
25 women were in professional statistician or data 
processing positions in the fi eld offi  ces, and a num-
ber of women had been hired as mathematical statis-
ticians for headquarters positions.

A summary in 1979 showed that the agency had 
406 agricultural statisticians on board, including 
14 women and 23 minority employees. At the same 
time, eight of the 68 mathematical statisticians were 
women, and two were minorities.

By the end of the 1970s, all of the State statisticians 
from 1961 (the year SRS was founded) had retired or 
moved to other positions. One development unfore-
seen in 1961 was that some individuals completing 
the Math/Stat full-time training program in order to 
strengthen the agency’s research and methodology 
capabilities had become State statisticians or deputy 
State statisticians.

Adjusting to a New Organization Structure

In 1977, Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland want-
ed to reduce the number of agencies that reported to 
his offi  ce, and he announced a USDA reorganization. 
Many existing agencies were merged into new orga-
nizations. For example, ARS, Extension Service, and 
Cooperative States Research Service were combined 
as the Science and Education Administration (SEA). 
SRS was combined with ERS and Farmer Coopera-
tives Service (FCS) to form the Economics, Statistics, 
and Cooperatives Service (ESCS). Th e new organiza-
tional structure was eff ective January 1, 1978.

Th e ESCS structure led to new titles with the agency 
administrators becoming deputy administrators who 
reported to the ESCS administrator (a former ERS 
administrator). However, day-to-day statistical pro-
gram and the State offi  ce operations did not change.



One key consistency was that all statistical reports 
from headquarters were still released through the 
CRB, thus avoiding confusion to data users.

Th ere now was a sizable infrastructure at the top lev-
el of ESCS. A Program Evaluation and Development 
Staff , a large Information Staff , and an Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Staff  were all part of the ESCS 
front offi  ce. One aspect of the new structure that was 
very positive was continuation and strengthening 
of the Economics Management Staff  (EMS). EMS 
had been formed earlier to coordinate many of the 
personnel, budget submission, and other necessary 
administrative duties for SRS and ERS. By having a 
larger size and serving more than one agency, EMS 
was able to attract more highly trained staff  members 
and to develop backup procedures when staff  mem-
bers left or were promoted.

From the start, there was considerable feeling that 
the cooperatives function did not logically fi t within 
ESCS. In 1980, the cooperatives function was re-
moved, and the agency was now known as the Eco-
nomics and Statistics Service (ESS).

In 1981, ESS was disbanded, and ERS and SRS were 
once again designated as individual agencies report-
ing to the Assistant Secretary for Economics. Th e 
EMS organization continued to provide manage-
ment services to the two agencies and the Assistant 
Secretary.

44
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 PROLOGUE

Improvements to the prices received and prices paid 
programs in the mid- to late 1970s essentially com-
pleted work on the 1957 Long-Range Plan. At least 
as early as 1976, at the fi rst SRS National Conference 
after Dr. Trelogan retired as administrator, there was 
interest expressed in creating a new long-range plan. 
At that conference, Deputy Administrator Bruce 
Graham outlined the benefi ts of a long-range plan, 
recounted the agency’s strengths, enumerated cur-
rent problems facing the agency, and listed alterna-
tive activities that might be appropriate for the SRS 
of the future.

One key benefi t highlighted was that a formal plan 
sets a direction and provides consistency for creating 
annual plans. For example, the detailed 1957 Plan 
goals had been helpful in presenting coordinated 
funding requests to Congress. Another benefi t cited 
was that such a plan essentially marked SRS territory 
and possibly avoided duplication of eff orts within 
the statistical agencies. It was also mentioned that a 
long-range plan would be essential for setting priori-
ties and allocating scarce resources.

SRS statisticians were described as highly compe-
tent employees who exercised informed judgment 
and creativity in handling subject matter problems. 
Agency personnel were particularly skilled in deal-
ing with quantitative biological and economic issues. 
SRS had developed eff ective survey design, sampling, 
and data processing techniques. Th ose had been ap-
plied to collecting information for other State and 
Federal agencies’ needs as well as for the SRS esti-
mating program. In particular, SRS was a leader in 
crop yield forecasting, international agricultural 
statistics assistance, and agricultural remote sensing 
applications. One of the agency’s greatest attributes 
was its ability to respond quickly to weather or other 
emergency situations.

Th e number one problem cited in Graham’s presenta-
tion was deteriorating response rates at a time when 
the numbers of farms were declining. Infl ation aff ect-
ing both Federal and State cooperators’ budgets was 
another concern. A perennial weakness mentioned 
was the inability to forecast future weather and mea-
sure its potential impact on crop yields.

Th e fi rst alternate activity mentioned was the cen-
sus of agriculture. Although not advocating that 
SRS seek the census, Graham pointed out that SRS 
should have a contingency plan in case Congress 
suddenly shifted the census responsibility. Because 
of the SRS remote sensing expertise, expanding to 
international agricultural statistics was suggested 
as a possible future role. New reports and services 
to better meet emerging agricultural industry needs 
was another broad area of future activities. Th e pre-
sentation ended with an interesting discussion of ap-
propriate policy considerations should the Federal 
Government shift to requiring data users to pay for 
products.

In early 1978, the USDA Offi  ce of Audit issued its 
survey results that identifi ed a large number of is-
sues that aff ected agricultural statistics, such as the 
impact of refusals and low response rates, the exclu-
sion of outliers, and the use of statistical judgment. 
An audit conducted about the same time by the Gov-
ernment Accounting Offi  ce (GAO) recommended an 
outside review be conducted of SRS procedures. A 
contract was issued for a review by a small group of 
nongovernment statisticians, and a task force was es-
tablished in 1980 to evaluate the fi ndings from that 
review group.

Th us, as the agency entered the 1980s, the climate 
was right to create a new long-range plan and set 
new directions for the agency. As it turned out, it 
was benefi cial to get an early start because the 1980s 
presented a number of budget and weather-related 
challenges.

Part 3:  Creating and Implementing a New Long-Range Plan
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Redesigning the Estimating Program Over a Week-
end

Th e FY 1982 budget year was extremely challenging. 
Agency budget levels had been determined, but there 
were concerns and rumors about a possible funding 
rescission. A fi nal decision was presented to agencies 
March 5, 1982, nearly half way through the budget 
year. Th e 4-percent rescission amounted to more 
than $2 million (more than $4 million in 2007 dol-
lars) for SRS.

Administrator Kibler and other agency offi  cials had 
reviewed and evaluated all estimating program as-
pects in preparing earlier years’ budget submissions 
and had anticipated that rescissions might be made. 
However, most scenarios assumed that cuts and ad-
justments would be made at the start of a fi scal year 
and not at a time when much of the budget had al-
ready been spent.

Kibler and Estimates Division Director Don Barrow-
man reviewed and reshaped the agency’s estimates 
program over the weekend. Th e emphasis was on “…
maintaining timely and reliable data series judged to 
be the most important in monitoring changes in the 
agriculture sector.” Th us, many changes were made 
that individually conserved relatively small resourc-
es, instead of taking out large programs that would 
have saved more enumerator salaries and travel costs, 
but would have had critical impacts on major esti-
mating series. Also, much of the savings would come 
from reducing hiring and not fi lling vacancies, so it 
was benefi cial to remove programs and activities that 
required considerable offi  ce time. At a national pro-
gram review meeting held in June 1982 to discuss 
the budget realities with all agency managers, Kibler 
pointed out that the number of permanent, full-time 
staff  members had declined from 1,061 at the start 
of FY 1982 in October 1981, to 1,030 in mid-May 
1982. He expected that fi gure to drop to approxi-
mately 1,000 members by the end of September and 
to be about 990 for most of FY 1983. 

A typical budget adjustment process is to announce 
proposed changes and allow public comment before 
making fi nal changes. However, delaying changes 
meant more money would be spent and even larger 
program cuts would be needed. Th us, a press release 

was issued March 10, 1982, which specifi ed changes 
to be made immediately. All changes were announced 
as permanent—not just for the 1982 budget year—
because the reduced funding level would be the new 
base for future agency operations.

A total of 26 reports were eliminated. Some like “Flo-
riculture Crops,” “Honey,” “Maple Syrup,” “Mink,” 
“Popcorn,” “Sheep and Lambs on Feed,” “Sugar 
Market Statistics,” “Catfi sh,” “Trout,” and eight dif-
ferent seed reports provided the only information for 
specifi c commodities. Other eliminated reports such 
as the weekly “Butter and American Cheese Produc-
tion” and “Field Crops Production, Disposition, and 
Value” had provided additional breakouts for com-
modities about which some information would still 
be available.

Some data series were removed from ongoing re-
ports. Th ose included forecasts of winter wheat yield 
and production for the following year from the De-
cember “Small Grains Report;” July 1 forecasts of 
corn, durum wheat, and other spring wheat yields; 
and estimates of 13 fresh market vegetables and six 
processing vegetables from upcoming “Vegetables” 
reports. Information that was not to be published 
would not be collected. 

Perhaps the biggest impact on most agricultural 
data users came from cutting back the frequency 
of a number of reports. Report series that changed 
from monthly to quarterly included “Cold Storage,” 
“Dairy Products,” “Livestock Slaughter,” “Milk Pro-
duction,” and “Eggs, Chickens, and Turkeys.”  Th e 
“Peanut Stocks and Processing Report” was changed 
from monthly to twice yearly.

Th e coverage frequency for some commodities was 
also reduced. Th ese included cranberries, tobacco, 
and peppermint and spearmint for oil.

One aspect not mentioned in the press release was 
the review and trimming of objective yield sample 
sizes to save enumeration costs. For example, cotton 
samples were reduced from 2,400 in 1981 to 1,650 
in 1982; soybean samples went from 2,400 in 1981 
to 1,765 in 1982; and 1,920 corn samples were se-
lected in 1982, compared with 2,000 for 1981. 

Chapter 5:  Developments in the 1980s
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Th e press release emphasized that SRS would still 
publish over 300 reports annually. It also clarifi ed 
that USDA would be willing to work with commod-
ity groups, local organizations, and State agencies to 
re-establish curtailed programs if suffi  cient funding 
were provided by those groups.

Other Budget and Program Adjustments During the 
1980s

Since the rescission impacted the 1982 budget, the 
agency prepared a revised FY 1983 budget submis-
sion that would make most program changes perma-
nent; it off ered more than $1 million in budget cuts. 
However, Congress restored more than $500,000 with 
the direction that it be used for shifting the “Cold 
Storage,” “Dairy Products,” “Livestock Slaughter,” 
“Milk Production,” and “Eggs, Chickens, and Tur-
keys” back to monthly series, and for restoring the 
“Mink” and “Catfi sh” reports.

Th e Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Balanced Budget 
and Emergency Defi cit Control Act of 1985 pro-
vided “binding constraint of Federal spending” and 
set spending caps on subsequent U.S. budgets. Th e 
FY 1986 SRS budget received a Gramm-Rudman 
reduction of nearly $2.53 million (more than $4.66 
million in 2007 dollars), in addition to an already 
imposed 0.6-percent Congressional cut of $354,000. 
Many estimating program adjustments were made 
for FY 1986, such as removing stock estimates for 
barley, oats, sorghum, sunfl ower, and rye; reducing 
the number of States covered monthly in the “Milk 
Production” and “Egg Production” reports; and re-
ducing the number of States included in the “Weekly 
Broiler Hatchery Report.” In addition, the Decem-
ber Enumerative Survey was discontinued in 1987. 
Gramm-Rudman provisions also reduced the FY 
1990 funding by $925,000. One budget adjustment 
at that time was sample-size reductions for objective 
yield crops. Gramm-Rudman was supplanted after 
1990 by the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990.

Th ere were a number of other SRS estimating pro-
gram and services changes in the 1980s. Th e FY 1983 
budget was reduced by a little more than $1.21 mil-
lion (more than $2.46 million in 2007 dollars) be-
cause of a new Federal Government Pay for Publica-
tions policy. Up to that point, anyone could request 
free copies of any or all SRS publications. Providing 
all the requested publications resulted in large post-
age, printing, handling, and storage expenses.

Pay for Publications was not designed for SRS to 
make a profi t, but created to avoid costs. However, 
the USDA director of agricultural economics was able 
to insert a provision in the Farm Bill legislation that 
allowed SRS to retain the publication subscriptions 
to off set printing and mailing costs, instead of for-
warding that money to the general treasury. Postage 
costs did drop by more than $1 million, and paper 
and printing costs were greatly reduced. Procedures 
were quickly put in place to advertise how to order 
reports, and prices were set to recover the printing, 
paper, ink, and mailing costs. Survey respondents 
would still receive free copies of State publications 
by request. 

Another reduction in the FY 1983 budget was fund-
ing for the Farmline publication. Th at had been 
started by the ESCS Information Staff  when that or-
ganizational structure was in place.

Creating the New Long-Range Plan

Once SRS was again constituted as a separate organi-
zation, Administrator Kibler started action on a new 
long-range plan for the agency. In doing so, he chose 
an unconventional approach. Instead of establishing 
a team of senior agency members, he selected fi ve 
people, who had about 15 years or so of professional 
experience, as the planning group. Kibler wanted 
the plan prepared by people who could be expected 
to spend the next 15 years or so with the plan, in-
stead of by individuals who were ready to retire. His 
charge memo was dated July 21, 1982; the new plan 
was to be presented at the March 1983 meeting of 
the agency’s Program Planning Committee.

Administrator Kibler, in naming the Long-Range 
Planning Group, did not place restrictions or condi-
tions on the new plan’s format or contents. Group 
members attempted to take a broad view of the charge 
it had been given and not be restricted to approaches 
in other planning documents. Th e group made two 
important early decisions. First, they kept detailed 
notes of all discussions and fact-fi nding eff orts, but 
they did not write anything in recommendation form 
during early deliberations. Th e concern was that doc-
umenting any recommendations too early could be a 
barrier to open thinking and innovation. Th e second 
decision was to collect new planning process input. 
Th e country was divided into fi ve geographic areas, 
and each group member concentrated on interviews 
with agricultural producers, university economists, 
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and data users in their assigned area. Core questions 
were used as well as questions meant to expound on 
personal viewpoints. Interviews included some ma-
jor agricultural producers and businesses that had 
been reluctant survey participants or had refused the 
surveys.

Some respondent questions asked about future U.S. 
agriculture structure and technologies. Although this 
was interesting, the answers were quite diverse. After 
summarizing interview impressions, group members 
decided not to base the plan on one specifi c future 
view for the United States, agriculture, and SRS. In-
stead, the emphasis was on steps and activities the 
agency should take that would allow it to properly 
adjust to whatever the future held.

A number of diff erent types of contacts were made 
with agency staff  members. Questionnaires were sent 
to all State statisticians in charge and headquarters’ 
branch chiefs. During regional meetings of assistant 
State statisticians in charge, small group brainstorm-
ing exercises were successful in gaining new offi  ce 
structure perspectives. A similar approach was then 
utilized for headquarters section heads, and input 
was received from supervisory enumerators.

Th e 1957 Long-Range Plan had been essentially a 
technology prescription—it had outlined advances 
to be made in sampling, surveys, and communica-
tions. Th e new plan was an organization strength-
ening formula and was named “Framework for the 
Future.” Th e key approach was to develop and main-
tain standards for all agency operations.

Th e plan was presented to the March 1983 Program 
Planning Committee meeting, as requested. No cop-
ies were made available ahead of time, and group 
members made presentations on each section of the 
plan before handing out printed copies. Th e plan was 
overwhelmingly accepted by Administrator Kibler 
and the Program Planning Committee.

Developing Agency Standards

Standards were described in the “Framework” as the 
fi rst building block for all future SRS activities. A 
two-step process was described for defi ning proper 
standards for each aspect and then organizing eff orts 
to meet the standards. One main reason for estab-
lishing standards was because the agency was work-
ing under a dichotomy of approaches. Th e probabil-

ity surveys created after the 1957 Long-Range Plan 
were based on optimal sampling procedures and 
fairly well-defi ned edit and summary procedures. 
However, the agency still depended on a number of 
nonprobability surveys with little coordination and 
consistency of variables such as sampling, data col-
lection, and edit and summary procedures. 

Th e plan specifi cally honed in on standards for nine 
essential objectives for providing consistent, statisti-
cally defensible results. Th e nine, which were enu-
merated and for which goals were set, consisted of: 
sample design, sample frame maintenance, data col-
lection, data editing, survey summary, analysis, qual-
ity control, CRB, and documentation and publica-
tion.

One of the most diligent eff orts to develop and docu-
ment standards was for the CRB. SRS and the World 
Agricultural Outlook Board (WAOB) received se-
vere criticism in January 1984 because of apparent 
inconsistencies between stocks and crop-production 
reports. A Crop Reporting Procedures Task Group 
was immediately established, which reviewed past 
estimates and procedures, and presented general rec-
ommendations at an SRS National Conference later 
in 1984. Th ose recommendations included concur-
rently releasing end-of-year crop production and 
grain-stocks fi gures, and having a working group 
develop and document CRB operational standards. 
Th e CRB Policy and Procedures Working Group was 
formed and issued its “CRB Standards Report” in 
July 1985.

Th e working group took a very broad view of its 
charge, including examining the review, security, and 
release procedures of other Federal statistical organi-
zations; conducting a literature review; and visiting 
with commodity analysts. One beginning tenet for 
the working group was to determine statistically de-
fensible review procedures, if survey indications were 
to be adjusted.

Th e group divided its report summary and recom-
mendations into seven parts. It also provided full-
color examples of improved graphic analyses that 
would assist the CRB.

Under Board Identity, Defi nition, and Membership 
it recommended specifi c roles and scopes for Na-
tional Commodity Boards versus State Commodity 
Review Boards (for non-speculative commodities), 
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and recommended a formal training program for 
commodity statisticians. One striking recommenda-
tion was to select the most knowledgeable State ana-
lysts for national commodity boards and have them 
serve for a year for their assigned commodities. Th is 
would provide additional consistency and strength 
to Board reviews.

Under Standards for CRB Data and Indications, it 
was recommended that a national probability-based 
crop-estimation program be implemented. It was 
also recommended that characteristics of external 
survey and administrative data used by the CRB be 
documented and standards for data collection be 
enforced. Additional review of the grain stocks pro-
gram and indication levels was recommended.

Under Standards for Analysis it was recommended 
that new edit, analysis, and summary systems be de-
signed and developed for assisting the CRB. Some 
of the components would retain all original-reported 
data for later study of edit impacts, build in frequen-
cy distribution displays, and examine the impact of 
outliers. 

Th e Standards for Estimation recommendations 
were to rely upon composite estimation with con-
fi dence bands if multiple indications were available 
and statistical analyses principles for interpreting 
balance sheets. Th e CRB should also determine the 
maximum balance sheet residuals size allowed.

Several CRB Database Standards recommendations 
were made. Th e key was to have all indications, esti-
mates, and supporting data available for immediate 
board analyses. Board members needed training on 
both the database and its strong graphics capability. 
Th e CRB database should be created as soon as pos-
sible, but become part of the agency data manage-
ment system.

Under Standards for Published Data, the emphases 
were to enhance the usefulness of reports, and pub-
lish periodic reports of auxiliary survey data and bal-
ance sheet components as one way of educating data 
users. Th e CRB Secretary of Agriculture briefi ngs 
were addressed by having the most qualifi ed staff  
members present the briefi ngs, by having the CRB 
chairperson remain in the briefi ngs instead of carry-
ing reports to the release room, and by strengthening 
the briefi ng contents.

Key CRB Operating Procedures recommendations 
were to formalize the national commodity board pre-
board briefi ngs and improve the comments available 
for board review. A controversial recommendation 
was to drop the speculative commodity designation 
so the Crops Branch would have more time to review 
commodity data and to review all States at the same 
time. 

Nearly all working group recommendations were ac-
cepted and many improvements resulted. Th e specu-
lative designation was not changed but more security 
procedures, such as electronic decryption of State 
recommendations and comments, were added. Th e 
concept of naming State members of national com-
modity boards was implemented, but it was found to 
limit training career opportunities for other State of-
fi ce commodity statisticians (particularly since data-
base and other improvements meant fewer total state 
offi  ce representatives were needed for board calls). 
Th erefore, it was modifi ed to select the most expe-
rienced commodity statisticians only for key reports 
such as the August “Crop Production Report.”

Reviewing Agency Structure

Also in 1984, a task group on Structure and Iden-
tifi cation was formed to review agency structure. It 
included Professor Jim Bonnen of Michigan State 
University and Professor Simon Goldberg, who rep-
resented the American Statistical Association Com-
mittee on Federal Statistics. Th eir report (“Structure 
for Service”) issued in July 1985 made many recom-
mendations for changes and improvements. 

Th e report’s key recommendations included a new 
name for the agency. One of the long-range plan 
recommendations was to address the agency identity 
crisis. Th e name Statistical Reporting Service (SRS) 
did not signify what type of statistics were reported, 
did not imply the broad services of the agency, and 
did not match with operating names, such as (State) 
Crop Reporting Service or (State) Crop and Live-
stock Reporting Service, which were being used by 
fi eld offi  ces. Renaming the agency as the National 
Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) would clarify 
the scope and type of statistics. 

Part of the new standards was to designate each 
fi eld offi  ce as the (State) Agricultural Statistics Ser-
vice—providing a logical link with the NASS name. 
In keeping with the new agency name, the CRB be-
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came the Agricultural Statistics Board (ASB), and 
the CRDs in each State were now referred to as Agri-
cultural Statistics Districts (ASDs).

Th e recommended reorganization structure estab-
lished two deputy administrator positions. Th is part 
of the recommendation was accepted, but the sug-
gested titles of deputy administrator for operations 
and methodology, and the deputy for estimates and 
analysis, were changed before implementing a new 
organizational structure. Th e recommendation to 
separate the Estimates Division into two divisions 
was not accepted. 

In the adopted organization structure, the deputy 
administrator for operations coordinated the State 
Statistical and Research and Applications Divisions 
and chaired the Agency Personnel Selection and 
Training Committees. Th e deputy administrator for 
programs coordinated the work of the Estimates and 
Data Management Divisions, and chaired the ASB 
and the Program Planning Committee. One impor-
tant new addition was a small Statistical Standards 
staff  assigned to the deputy for programs. Th at staff  
took the lead in working with agency units to docu-
ment standards for various aspects of operations. 
Th e standards offi  cer served as the secretary of the 
Program Planning Committee. Th e new organiza-
tional structure and agency name were eff ective as 
of September 29, 1986, but the Data Management 
Division was renamed the Systems and Information 
Division in 1987.

Implementing the Integrated Survey Program

Th e one signifi cant methodology innovation rec-
ommended in the “Framework” publication was 
to develop an integrated survey program. Th e ma-
jor reason was to place the major crop acreage and 
production surveys (prospective plantings, midyear 
acreage, small grains acreage and production, and 
fall acreage and production) on a probability sam-
pling basis. By combining the samples for the pres-
ent nonprobability surveys into one coordinated 
survey program with the hogs and pigs surveys, it 
appeared that suffi  cient sample size would be avail-
able for probability crop surveys.

Th e original proposal was for an annual, extremely 
large “omnibus” survey that would provide data for 
all midyear crop and livestock estimates. All other ma-
jor survey contacts for the year would be subsamples 

of operations in the omnibus list and area samples. It 
would be necessary to shift the timing of some data 
series (most notably the reference dates for the quar-
terly hogs and pigs surveys and some grain stocks 
surveys). Th e proposal would also select samples 
for surveys, such as farm production expenditures, 
farm labor, prices paid, and egg production, from 
the larger omnibus survey. Most re-contacts during 
the year could be made by mail or by telephone, but 
an operation would be visited in person for the fi rst 
contact after the omnibus survey. Th is visit would 
explain what surveys the operation had been selected 
for and when they would be contacted.

Since the proposed integrated concept was such a 
major operational departure, thorough testing was 
needed. A full-time Integrated Survey Program (ISP) 
coordinator position was created and fi lled by a stat-
istician with extensive survey and estimates experi-
ence to be sure all details were built into the testing 
and analysis program. Th e coordinator identifi ed the 
special analyses needed, such as an analysis of how 
well farm acreage data were reported on the base sur-
vey and one for detailed enumerator time and mile-
age costs. Testing of the ISP concept started in 1984 
in three States (Arizona, Illinois, and Tennessee), and 
the ISP was a major topic at the May 1984 and Octo-
ber 1985 SRS National Conferences. 

Many operational questions arose from the testing. 
Th ere were concerns about an acceptable length and 
format for the omnibus questionnaire. Would every 
State need its own questionnaire version because of 
variations in important commodities? Would some 
later questionnaires be integrated if an operation 
was selected for two contacts, such as hogs and grain 
stocks, in the same month? Could the monthly “Farm 
Report” be replaced as part of the ISP?

Two factors were important in shaping the fi nal ISP 
design. First, the concept of the omnibus crop and 
livestock base survey was replaced with a coordi-
nated, replicated sample design. Th e omnibus survey 
had much larger sample sizes than were needed for 
midyear estimates as well as greatly increased costs. 
Also, research studies indicated that a balance of re-
peat samples and new replicates for livestock surveys 
helped avoid biases. 

Th e second factor was new thinking regarding sur-
vey dates for crop-related estimates following the re-
lease of 1983 end-of-year reports in January 1984. 
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Because of large Government-owned grain stocks, a 
Payment in Kind (PIK) program was announced for 
1983. Th e program encouraged producers to reduce 
their corn-planted acreage in exchange for PIK cer-
tifi cates equal to 80 percent of the grain they nor-
mally would have produced. Th e PIK program was 
very successful—total acreage planted to corn was 
reduced from 81.9 million acres in 1982 to 60.2 
million acres in 1983. (Offi  cially, the PIK program 
removed 78 million acres of all crops from produc-
tion.) Unfortunately, 1983 was an extremely poor 
weather year;  it had the lowest U.S. average corn-
for-grain yield since 1974. Th e total U.S. 1983 corn 
production of 4.2 billion bushels was essentially half 
the 1982 production of 8.2 billion. Th us, concerns 
about excessive supplies shifted to concerns about a 
fairly tight supply situation in just one year.

Soybean acreage and yields were also down in 1983 
from 1982, and the 1.6-billion-bushels crop was the 
smallest since 1976. When the annual “Crop Pro-
duction Summary” was issued January 12, soybean 
totals were somewhat of a surprise to many industry 
sources. Th ere was confusion in the interpretation of 
that report as soon as the WAOB issued their evalu-
ation of probable ending supplies in the “World Ag-
ricultural Supply and Demand Estimates Report” 
(“WASDE”) for January 16. Unfortunately, when 
the January 1 “Grain Stocks Report” was released 
January 23, and a new “WASDE” was released the 
next day, the implications changed quite a bit. Now 
there were many complaints about mixed USDA 
messages. One theme from data users, who were try-
ing to be positive about USDA information, was that 
there were not too many reports necessarily, but too 
many release dates.

Based on the January 1984 outcry and the fact that 
cropping and marketing practices had been chang-
ing to earlier planting and harvest, SRS and WAOB 
developed a new crop estimates calendar. Th e start of 
the corn marketing year was now defi ned as Septem-
ber 1 (the same as for soybeans), and it was now logi-
cal to establish grain-stocks reports on a true quar-
terly basis (i.e., September 1, December 1, March 1, 
and June 1). Th is schedule fi t well with a March 1 
Prospective Plantings Survey, plantings information 
as of early June, small grains acreage and production 
surveys in early September, and the fall grains acre-
age and production surveys in early December. Th us, 
the major crop surveys could be integrated with the 
ongoing hogs-and-pigs survey schedule.

Th e new schedule of reports was announced by 
USDA, along with the change that only one “WAS-
DE Report” would be issued each month. Th at report 
would be coordinated with the release of SRS’s “Crop 
Production Report”; in eff ect, both reports would be 
released at the same time from the SRS CRB lock-up 
facility. Th e WAOB had been co-located with SRS as 
of 1982, and SRS now coordinated security, print-
ing, and release of the “WASDE”.

Th ere were some key decisions made in implement-
ing the new crops survey and release schedules. Data 
collection was not to start until the fi rst of the month, 
so a true fi rst-of-the-month reference date approach 
could be used for grain stocks, and hogs and pigs 
inventories. Data collection was to occur during the 
fi rst two weeks of the month, and the release of the 
relevant crops, stocks, and hogs-and-pigs reports 
would occur by the end of the month. An exception 
was made for December. Because of holiday sched-
ules when markets were not open, the original plan 
was to release December “Hogs and Pigs Report” in 
early January, and the “Annual Crop Production Re-
port” with the January “Crop Production Report” 
on or about January 10. Th e January “WASDE Re-
port” would be released at the same time. Based on 
strong livestock industry appeals, the December 
“Hogs and Pigs Report” was eventually timed to be 
released no later than the next-to-last full December 
business day.

Th us, the integrated survey program was put in place 
relatively quickly but without the omnibus survey 
approach and without coordinating all livestock sur-
vey reference dates on the same months. By 1985, the 
quarterly Agricultural Survey had expanded into the 
27 major hog, cattle, crops, and grain stocks states 
and was fully operational by December 1986.

[Historic Clarifi cation: One response to the January 
1984 crop and grain- stocks estimates concerns was 
the establishment, by Secretary of Agriculture John 
R. Block, of a Blue Ribbon Panel to review USDA 
statistical and economic-reporting procedures. Th at 
panel was formed in December 1984 and it began 
its review in late January 1985. Th e panel’s report, 
issued in late June 1985, was likely credited for con-
solidating crop-acreage and stocks report releases, 
and for establishing the joint releases of “WASDE” 
and “Crop Production” reports. However, NASS and 
WAOB had announced those decisions before the 
Blue Ribbon Panel began operations, so the panel 
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focused on other aspects. For example, one recom-
mendation was to develop a monthly “Hog Farrow-
ings Intentions” report.] 

Th e “Other” Integrated Survey Program

Th e Framework publication suggested that an annu-
al farm labor survey be integrated with the farm pro-
duction expenditure survey (FPES). Th at was never 
done as such, but the SRS and Economic Research 
Service (ERS) branch chiefs responsible for the spec-
ifi cations of the FPES and the cost of production 
surveys (COPS) conducted each year for ERS saw the 
opportunity to enhance the two survey programs by 
integration. 

Th e FPES collected total farm expenditure data while 
the COPS zeroed in on the expenses for specifi c 
farm enterprises (such as corn or cattle production). 
If global expenditure questions were added to the 
COPS, the eff ective sample size would be increased 
for FPES-type data. Adding some commodity ques-
tions to FPES would allow better cross-classifi cation 
and analyses of diff erent types of operations (e.g., 
crops only operations and crops and livestock opera-
tions). Another integration advantage was that coor-
dinating sample selection would avoid selecting any 
operations for both surveys.

Th e branch chiefs worked out the basic details for 
integrating the basic sampling design and the nec-
essary questionnaire changes. While testing was be-
ing implemented for the crops/livestock ISP, the two 
economic surveys were already integrated as the new 
farm costs and returns survey (FCRS). Th e fi rst FCRS 
was for 1985, with data collected in early 1986.

ERS and NASS did create data summaries (not esti-
mates) at the State and regional levels from the 1987 
FCRS that were published and mailed to survey re-
spondents. Th e summaries were broken out by fi -
nancial conditions (positive or negative income) and 
debt levels (low or high). Th ose four income/debt 
categories were then used to provide breakouts of 
farms in the State (or region) for characteristics such 
as economic class, type of farm, ownership, and age. 
Financial characteristics, such as average crop and 
livestock sales, non-farm income, total assets, and 
total debt were also presented for each of the four in-
come/debt categories, along with ratios such as aver-
age debt to asset level. Th ese summaries were created 
if a State had 300 usable survey reports. Data items 

were included if there were at least 30 observations, 
with a coeffi  cient of variation less than 50 percent for 
the specifi c data item. 

Since the target population was only 24,000 opera-
tions, many States could not be summarized sepa-
rately. Th e new summaries were of particular inter-
est to economists, farm organizations, and probably 
farm lenders. However, since some NASS State stat-
isticians were concerned the summary details might 
be confusing to many individual respondents, the 
summaries were not sent in the future.

Th e Ebb and Flow of Objective Yield Surveys

Research on objective yield models for rice, grain 
sorghum, and sunfl ower crops had begun in the late 
1970s. Early research was promising and actually led 
to a re-evaluation of sorghum yield levels. A crop-
data improvement initiative in the FY 1984 budget 
provided funding to start operational objective yield 
surveys for the three crops. Th ere had been pilot stud-
ies the year before in two rice and sorghum States 
and one sunfl ower State. Objective yield data were 
collected in 1984 in fi ve rice and sorghum States and 
three sunfl ower States. Th e new programs’ perfor-
mance was not as helpful and consistent as had been 
hoped and, under continued budget pressure, sor-
ghum and sunfl ower surveys were discontinued after 
1987. Rice surveys continued until 1992, but they 
involved only two States in those last three years.

Other objective yield program adjustments were 
made in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Operational 
corn objective yield surveys were conducted for as 
many as 24 States in the early 1970s, but some States 
were dropped as their portion of the national corn 
production declined. Surveys were conducted in 19 
or 20 States in the mid-1970s, and the total later de-
clined to 18. Th e number of States covered was re-
duced to 16 for 1980 and then to 10 States for 1981. 
Coverage of 10 States remained until 1996, when it 
was reduced to seven. In 1980, the top-10 corn States 
accounted for 81 percent of production. Th e next 
eight States accounted for another 14.7 percent of 
production, but no State had more than 2 percent of 
the national production. 

Cotton objective yield coverage also changed over 
time as production declined greatly in some States, 
mainly those in the south east. Fourteen States were 
covered starting in 1963; this number was reduced to 
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12 by 1977. Th e total number of States with cotton 
objective yield surveys was cut to six in 1979, and it 
remained at that level through 1995. 

Soybean objective yield coverage peaked at 17 States 
by the mid-1970s, but fell to 15 States in 1982, 14 
States in 1988, and 11 States in 1990. Reductions 
were made as relative production levels of some 
Southeast States declined.

Once wheat objective yield surveys were fully opera-
tional in 1972 for winter, durum, and other spring 
wheat, the number of total States stayed at 17 until 
1984. Th e number of States declined in 1984, includ-
ing reducing durum wheat collection to only North 
Dakota. Some increases in coverage were made for 
1985 and stayed at that level for most years until 
1993. Since 1993, there have been fl uctuations in the 
States included as wheat acreages changed.

Once fall potato objective yield surveys were estab-
lished in 11 States sometime in 1978, the program 
stayed stable until 1996, when it was reduced to sev-
en States. However, some additional functions such 
as size and grade evaluation of the samples have been 
added to the program. 

Remote Sensing Developments in the 1980s

During the late 1970s and the 1980s, SRS contin-
ued to develop and enhance its ability to utilize full 
LANDSAT scenes to improve estimates of acreages 
of major crops in important producing States. Th e 
Center for Advanced Computation at the University 
of Illinois closed in 1978 and SRS was fortunate to 
hire the lead programmer working on SRS appli-
cations. He took the lead in creating the EDITOR 
software system, which incorporates all routines for 
processing both SRS segment-level training data 
and LANDSAT data. Routines for properly register-
ing and overlaying the training data on the satellite 
data were written and revised as the satellite data 
registration and recertifi cation improved over time. 
EDITOR also contained clustering and classifi cation 
software, as well as routines to create the regression 
estimate of crop acreages. 

Th e regression estimator was one feature which set 
the EDITOR system apart from other remote sensing 
eff orts, as only one other research center attempted 
a regression approach. EDITOR was based on in-
putting probability-sample ground data for train-

ing. However, when the EDITOR system was later 
adapted for use in France and Italy, those countries 
used systematically selected ground data as if they 
had been probability selected.

In the early 1980s, a number of technical improve-
ments were made. An improved clustering algorithm 
called CLASSY was tested and incorporated into 
EDITOR. Starting in 1981, a video camera and im-
age processing system were used to capture segment 
and fi eld boundaries instead of having to manually 
digitize the boundaries. By the late 1980s, technol-
ogy had evolved to be able to use a super-microcom-
puter workstation to overlay crop fi eld boundaries 
onto a satellite-data graphic representation.

Th roughout the 1980s, more States and crops were 
added to the crop-acreage estimation eff orts. From 
1985 to 1987, eight States were included. State level 
crop acreage estimates were completed by mid-De-
cember or so each year. From 1985 on, county acre-
age calculations for major crops were available by 
February for use in setting offi  cial county estimates. 
Th e cost per State in 1987 was $129,000 ($230,000 
in 2007 dollars), compared to $750,000 (more than 
$2.82 million) for the 1975 Illinois project and 
$300,000 ($931,000) for the fi rst 1978 project for 
Iowa that was fi nished prior to the end of the esti-
mating season. 

In 1983, a multi-temporal approach (which com-
bined a spring satellite scene with a summer scene in 
order to control for trees and other permanent vege-
tation) was used for the fi rst time in order to improve 
late-season crop estimates. Many preprocessing steps 
could now be done in SRS offi  ces using a combina-
tion of mini- and microcomputer components that 
saved considerably on mainframe computer costs. 
Another key advancement in 1983 was the start of 
the conversion of the EDITOR software to a more 
portable program language. Th e new version would 
allow the software to be used on many computer 
platforms. Th e new system was referred to as P-EDI-
TOR (for Portable EDITOR). When it was fi nished 
by 1986, many routines could be run on personal 
computers of the era.

During most of the 1980s, the SRS remote sensing 
eff orts were coordinated as part of the Joint Pro-
gram for Agriculture and Resources Inventory Sur-
veys Th rough Aerospace Remote Sensing Program 
(AgRISTARS) discussed below. As that formal pro-
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gram came to a close, less research funding was avail-
able, and there were serious concerns about future 
availability of satellite multi-spectral scanner (MSS) 
data. (Th e P-EDITOR system was specifi cally based 
on MSS data but could be adapted to other satellite 
formats that had diff erent spatial pixel resolutions 
and wavelengths.) In addition, a number of foreign 
satellite systems were being developed that would 
provide higher resolution data—but at higher costs. 
A decision was made to discontinue (at least tempo-
rarily) the full State crop-estimate projects, and to 
concentrate on evaluating other satellites and sen-
sors in some smaller test areas. 

SRS Leadership of the AgRISTARS Program

Th e most prominent and visible agriculture-related 
remote sensing research eff ort of the late 1970s and 
1980s was the unprecedented AgRISTARS program. 
Th is was a cooperative eff ort of USDA, NASA, the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) of the Department of Commerce, and the 
U.S. Department of the Interior, along with USAID 
as an observer and possible future user.

AgRISTARS had its beginnings in 1978 when the 
USDA Secretary of Agriculture issued an initiative 
that led to discussions and joint planning by the 
participating agencies. Th e initiative identifi ed seven 
diff erent types of information of interest to USDA 
for which aerospace remote sensing might be appli-
cable. Th e seven areas of interest were: early warning 
of changes aff ecting production and quality of com-
modities; commodity production forecasts; land use 
classifi cation; renewable resources (mostly forest) in-
ventories; land productivity estimates; conservation 
practices assessments; and pollution detection and 
evaluation. 

Two years of intense and detailed planning were in-
vested in program development. SRS Administrator 
Kibler and Statistical Research Division Director 
Caudill led the USDA negotiations and planning 
eff orts. Kibler served as the USDA representative, 
and chair, of the Interagency Coordinating Com-
mittee responsible for establishing priorities, assess-
ing progress, and coordinating resources assigned 
to the program. Th ere were tremendous program 
resources; the participating organizations devoted 
large numbers of full-time personnel and issued 
contracts for services in many cases. Caudill was the 
chief USDA negotiator and planner in establishing 

program structure details, and he chaired the full-
time Program Management Group that coordinated 
all program and project progress, tracked all changes 
to plans and specifi cations, and arranged all formal 
written and symposia documentation. AgRISTARS 
was originally planned as a six-year eff ort—it would 
run October 1, 1979 to September 30, 1985, but was 
later extended an extra year to September 30, 1986.
AgRISTARS used the NASA space-program manage-
ment model. Some employees and contractors who 
had worked on space program documentation were 
included in the Program Management Group and 
the individual projects. All plans, progress, and indi-
vidual accomplishments were documented in detail. 
For example, 1,235 separate program documents 
were inventoried in the “FY 1983 AgRISTARS An-
nual Report.”

Eight separate AgRISTARS projects were created: 
Early Warning and Crop Condition Assessment; 
Inventory Technology Development; Supporting 
Research; Yield Model Development; Soil Moisture; 
Domestic Crops and Land Cover; Renewable Re-
sources Inventory; and Conservation and Pollution. 
SRS was the lead agency and major contributor for 
the Domestic Crops and Land Cover (DC/LC) proj-
ect. One SRS benefi t was the evaluation of alterna-
tive aerospace sensors such as the thematic mapper 
technology being developed to provide fi ner spatial 
resolution on future LANDSAT satellites; synthetic 
aperture radar; and advanced, very high-resolution 
radiometer data from weather satellites. Th e rigor 
of the AgRISTARS program also resulted in SRS re-
searchers creating more detailed documentation of 
results than would have normally occurred.

In addition to the DC/LC project, SRS staff  mem-
bers were valuable contributors to the Yield Model 
Development and Early Warning and Crop Condi-
tion Assessment projects. An SRS yield-research unit 
was temporarily established in Columbia, MO. One 
of the SRS staff  members’ key contributions was cre-
ating a simplistic “strawman” yield model. If a pro-
posed new model using weather and satellite data in-
puts could not outperform the strawman, it usually 
was excluded from future consideration. SRS sta-
tioned some employees at the Johnson Space Center 
in Houston, TX, for work on the Early Warning and 
Crop Condition Assessment project. Th ey brought 
a statistical design perspective to that project along 
with practical experience with use of ground training 
data and the EDITOR remote sensing system.
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Th ere were several agency benefi ts from AgRISTARS. 
Th e program provided extra staff  funding to greatly 
advance development and testing of remote sensing 
interpretation procedures. It established SRS as the 
leading organization in the world for agricultural 
remote sensing applications. Just as earlier stud-
ies verifi ed that satellite data could not replace the 
established acreage reports calendar, yield model 
development eff orts demonstrated that weather/re-
mote sensing models would not replace fi eld-level 
and farmer-based yield forecasts. Th e Early Warning 
and Crop Condition Assessment project led to the 
establishment of the Production Estimates and Crop 
Assessment Division (PECAD) in USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service (FAS). PECAD served the in-
terests of FAS and the Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service (ASCS). Working with PECAD 
has enabled agency access to satellite data products 
at aff ordable rates. 

New Technology in the 1980s

One major data-processing challenge in the late 
1970s had been the re-competition of the network 
data processing contract held by INFONET, which 
was expiring. Th at was essentially a two-year eff ort 
for an agency task force.  Detailed descriptions of 
all agency operations and processing requirements 
were prepared along with packages of materials that 
could be used by bidding vendors to demonstrate the 
speed and costs of their off erings.  Th e new contract 
was awarded to Martin Marietta Data Systems on 
October 19, 1979—thus, the fi rst 1980s technology 
challenge was the shift to the new processing system.  
About the same time, the agency was also starting to 
utilize cluster data-entry operations through a new 
contract.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, one line of research 
and technology interest was to develop the capability 
for computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) 
as an improvement to the agency survey program.  
Some CATI systems were being used by public-
opinion and other polling organizations.  However, 
they were designed for questions like “yes or no” or 
“Which of these candidates do you prefer?”  No com-
puter system had yet been created that could perform 
all of the mathematical operations important to SRS 
questionnaires. Th ose operations included verifying 
numerical breakout of some totals into component 
parts, checking logical mathematical relationships 
between questions (such as acreage harvested and to-

tal production), and performing internal consistency 
checks during telephone interviews to avoid errors.  

If a CATI system could be developed that was suc-
cessful for agricultural producers’ interviews, it 
would automatically capture reported data.  Th is 
would provide time savings and good, non-sampling 
error control.  A cooperative agreement was written 
in 1981 with the University of California at Berkeley 
to adapt and modify Berkeley’s software system to 
SRS needs.

Th e concept of acquiring minicomputers for fi eld 
offi  ces was once again revisited in the early 1980s.  
A proposal was presented to the Program Planning 
Committee in November 1980 to install minicom-
puters in three fi eld offi  ces, plus one in headquarters 
for testing and development, in order to demonstrate 
the capabilities.  Th ere were concerns raised about 
the amount of training needed to support the mini-
computers and the compatibility of minicomputers 
with the network-processing system in place.  A new 
Minicomputer Request for Proposal Task Force was 
established in 1981.

Some minicomputers were already in fi eld offi  ces, of-
ten through State department of agriculture arrange-
ments.  Th ey were used for a number of diff erent 
applications, including data entry, but there was no 
standardization of machine types or systems being 
used.  Also, remote sensing work underway utilized a 
wide variety of minicomputers, super-minicomput-
ers, and super-microcomputers for various aspects of 
the ground-data and segment-boundary digitization 
operations.  One new minicomputer application was 
testing the use of CATI software in California. 

A signifi cant improvement in customer service tech-
nology had to do with computer access to SRS re-
ports.  Since 1976, the public could access statistical 
reports through INFONET, but it was not an imme-
diate-release capability—and it was not user-friend-
ly.  As more individuals and businesses began using 
computers, there was increased interest in computer 
access to reports.  In 1980, the Nebraska and Wyo-
ming fi eld offi  ces began to redistribute CRB infor-
mation through the AgNet electronic network at the 
University of Nebraska.  In 1982, some CRB summa-
ries and a few full reports were placed on the Dialcom 
electronic mail system that the USDA News Center 
was using, and the Cooperative Extension Service 
(CES) created a network that also redistributed some 
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CRB reports.  A number of new agricultural infor-
mation services, similar to AgNet, were popping up, 
and they were all interested in CRB reports.  SRS de-
cided not to enter into an agreement with any such 
service.  Providing reports to one service meant SRS 
would be obliged to treat the others equally. Th is 
would require considerable resources because each 
organization preferred diff erent formats.  

Th e distribution of electronic reports to the public 
seemed to be solved in 1984 when USDA issued an 
Electronic Dissemination of Information (EDI) con-
tract.  Th e winning vendor had to establish two lev-
els of customers. “Level-one” customers were other 
electronic information vendors; “level two” were all 
other parties paying the winning vendor for new 
electronic releases. Th e contract required that all new 
electronic releases had to be provided to level-one us-
ers before (or at the same time) they were released to 
level-two customers. 

SRS was pleased to have one standard for electronic 
releases, but it was not user-friendly.  Most customer 
printers were slow and were restricted to printing no 
more than 79 characters without wrapping the text 
over to the next line.  Th e original EDI contract did 
not allow the vendor to off er any value-added fea-
tures, such as dividing the “Crop Production Re-
port” into segments so users could select and print 
only what they were interested in.  Because of user 
complaints, SRS restructured the printed “Crop Pro-
duction Report” format.  All data and narrative lines 
were restricted to no more than 79 characters.  In 
addition, the report was rearranged to place detailed 
narratives at the end instead of the front.  Printed 
and electronic reports now started with a page of 
narrative highlights followed by individual crop-data 
tables showing the major crops fi rst, then the crops 
summary tables, which formerly preceded the indi-
vidual crops.  Th e back of the reports contained the 
narratives and all related boilerplate information.  

Data users were pleased with SRS eff orts to provide 
quicker access to the most requested “Crop Produc-
tion Report” information, and to minimize the num-
ber of pages that users had to print.  After the fi rst 
year, the EDI contract was modifi ed to allow SRS to 
segment electronic report off erings so users could 
select just major crop tables or narratives without 
downloading entire reports.

In the 1980s the SAS software system, which started 
for research applications in the early 1970s, became 
a key fi xture of SRS operational programs. SAS anal-
ysis programs were developed for grain stocks, hogs, 
and other survey data. Objective yield summaries 
were written in SAS, and in 1986, a SAS edit replaced 
the former generalized edit routines for national sur-
veys. It became known as the SPS Edit.

Training in the 1980s

Th ere were a number of changes in agency training 
during the 1980s, mostly after the “Framework” re-
port was released with its emphasis on standards. In 
the 1986 agency reorganization, a Survey Training 
Section was identifi ed for the fi rst time. 

As in the two previous decades, much training was 
needed on data- processing skills. Th e concept of 
upward mobility was revisited to identify fi eld offi  ce 
support staff  individuals who would take addition-
al data-processing training, but who would not be 
subject to transfers to other offi  ces. In 1982, an ad-
vanced data-processing training graduate program 
was announced, and the fi rst two individuals were 
selected.

Th e “Framework” report had a goal of providing ad-
ditional training for survey statisticians. One person 
was selected for a full year at the University of Michi-
gan survey program in 1985, and other individuals 
later took part in University of Michigan summer 
programs. Another individual was selected for full-
time training in 1989–90. 

One emphasis of the “Framework” report was to 
justify the content of the estimating program. Th e 
individual in charge of cotton estimates tied content 
justifi cation and survey-training goals together at a 
national objective yield training school. At the time, 
he presented a question-by-question justifi cation of 
every cotton question in the survey. Th at provided an 
excellent example for survey designers and trainers at 
both the headquarters and fi eld-offi  ce levels.

By 1988, a NASS Survey Training Program Proposal 
had been prepared. Th e study identifi ed signifi cant 
problems with present agency training approaches 
such as: too many topics covered in each school; the 
backgrounds of participants were too variable for a 
one-size-fi ts-all approach; almost all training was by 
lecture; and the instructors for fi eld-offi  ce training 



schools were not selected on training ability. Train-
ing staff s in headquarters started to address those 
agenda and presentation style concerns. 

To further aid in the training improvement eff orts, 
the University of Maryland Center for Instruction 
Development and Evaluation was contracted to do 
a program needs assessment. Th e center’s assessment 
and recommendations were received in mid-1990, 
and it formed the basis for many training changes 
and improvements.

Because of the work underway to develop CATI ca-
pability, some new types of training were needed in 
fi eld offi  ces. Many individuals hired to make the tele-
phone calls did not have the agricultural background 
of most personal interview enumerators. Th us, new 
individuals not only needed training on the ques-
tionnaires being used and the computer systems, but 
also needed to understand the meaning and pronun-
ciation of agricultural terms like barrows, gilts, ewes, 
and others.

Research in the 1980s

Th is chapter has already mentioned some major re-
search eff orts of the 1980s: remote sensing, CATI, 
and testing the integrated survey program. However, 
there was a wide variety of other research eff orts con-
ducted by the Survey Research Branch. 

One notable addition to the agency’s research capa-
bilities was establishment of joint American Statis-
tical Association (ASA)/ NASS Fellowship and As-
sociate programs. Th e Fellowship program was an 
opportunity for experienced academics to spend a 
sabbatical year with NASS working on research of 
mutual interest. Linking with ASA provided broad 
publicity of the program, and the association han-
dled the administrative and fi nancial details. How-
ever, NASS provided most of the funding for the 
program. To apply, applicants needed to submit a 
research proposal for review and consideration. Th e 
Associate program was intended for more junior aca-
demics looking for experience and exposure to new 
statistical research areas. 

To date, the new program has not received an over-
whelming number of applicants, but many talented 
academics have participated. Many found it quite 
benefi cial because the NASS quarterly and monthly 
surveys provided opportunities to not only propose a 

line of research, but actually do some testing during 
a year’s period of time. Several fellows did continue 
their research connections with the agency after re-
turning to their universities. 

One outgrowth of the ASA/NASS Fellows Program 
was organization of a special two-and-a-half-day con-
ference on survey research methods in agriculture. 
Th e 1986 Conference on Survey Research Methods 
in Agriculture, held in an off site training facility in 
the Washington, DC area, was designed to bring to-
gether leading researchers in advanced-survey meth-
odology topics that could be valuable in improving 
agricultural statistics. Five conference topics (Small 
Area Estimation, Cognitive Aspects of Surveys, the 
Infl uence of Computers on Survey Methods, Experi-
mental Design and Survey Sampling, and Costs and 
Errors in Surveys) each were considered for half a 
day. 

Th e conference used a unique format: one speaker 
gave a general, overview presentation of a designated 
topic area, which was followed by another person’s 
specifi c, current research presentation. Th is was fol-
lowed by comments from a NASS discussant. A fair 
amount of time was available for comments and dis-
cussion. Th e audience of 70 people was comprised of 
nearly half academics, with government and survey 
organizations from the United States, Canada, Aus-
tralia, Yemen, and the U.N. Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) in Rome, Italy. NASS and ASA 
were successful in obtaining funding for most of the 
conference costs.

Being able to attract notable speakers and other re-
search conference participants proved that NASS 
was a major statistical organization. Presentations 
and discussions at the conference led to additional 
applied research on the conference topics and some 
future working relationships.

Some of the early ASA/NASS Fellows Program re-
search studies focused on re-interview surveys to 
provide measures of response bias, and robust esti-
mation techniques to smooth the impact of survey 
outliers. Another area of particular research interest 
to NASS was additional study of composite estima-
tion, which would provide the best statistical weight-
ing of multiple indications.

One research eff ort quickly put into operation was 
the development of a profi le edit for “Livestock 
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Slaughter” reports. For quite some time, NASS had 
received the weekly, federally inspected livestock-
slaughter plant reports. NASS key-entered those 
data, ran basic consistency edits, summarized the 
edited data, and published the results. Because of the 
large number of plants and delays in receiving data 
by mail, the summary was published two weeks after 
each reference week. 

Livestock slaughter lent itself very well to a pro-
fi le approach. Nearly every plant specialized in the 
slaughter of a particular species (e.g., cattle, hogs, or 
sheep) and normally focused on animals of specifi c 
weight ranges. Because extensive past-performance 
data were available from the weekly reports, the 
number of animals slaughtered in a particular week 
and the total weight could be predicted with a fair 
level of accuracy. Th e new livestock slaughter pub-
lication system focused on getting responses from 
all large slaughter plants (via telephone or fax, if a 
mailed copy was not received) by the Tuesday fol-
lowing the end of the reporting week. Data for those 
large plants were combined with reports of all small-
er plants received by mail in time for a midweek edit. 
Reports not received in time were added in based on 
their profi le, and a preliminary summary was run 
and published on Friday—one week after the close 
of the reporting week. Th e following Friday, a fi nal 
summary was published that included late reports, 
but those totals were almost always within a fraction 
of a percent of the preliminary.

Objective yield validation studies were conducted 
again in the 1980s—with one change in procedures. 
By the mid-1980s, most corn was harvested by grain 
combines that shelled the kernels as harvest proceed-
ed, instead of harvesting whole ears that were stored 
in corn cribs. Arrangements for validation test fi elds 
were made, through each farmer, to have the crop 
from the fi eld harvested separately and to have each 
wagon or truckload weighed at a grain elevator. Th e 
farmer was reimbursed for the extra time and ex-
pense of the weighing.

Other types of research studies in the 1980s included 
computer-assisted area frame stratifi cation and sam-
pling, computer-assisted personal interviewing, and 
small-area estimation. In a joint technology/research 
eff ort between SRS and Netherlands Central Bureau 
of Statistics (NCBS), the use of the Blaise software 
system developed by NCBS was explored for interac-
tive survey editing.

Data Users Meetings 

Before the mid-1980s, the agency often hosted listen-
ing meetings with producers and data users around 
the country. Each meeting attendee was given the op-
portunity to describe their experiences with USDA 
statistical data and present suggestions for additions 
or changes to programs. Sessions had been held in 
a variety of locations. All sessions were widely an-
nounced, and some major agricultural organizations 
usually attended the sessions regardless of the loca-
tion.

During work on the 1982 Long-Range Plan, it be-
came obvious that even individuals and organiza-
tions regularly using agricultural statistics reports 
often had misconceptions about survey and estima-
tion procedures. Th is was particularly brought to 
light when one of the Long-Range Planning Group 
members had a lengthy meeting with about 30 ana-
lysts from a major, diversifi ed agricultural company. 
One of that company’s analysts, responsible for hog 
industry analyses, knew of the agency’s enumerative 
survey program and falsely assumed that all statistics 
were based on area- frame interviews. He went on 
to describe what he thought would be an improved 
procedure of developing as complete a list of produc-
ers as possible to provide the bulk of the data, and 
then using the area frame mainly for completeness. 
Th e analyst did an excellent job of outlining his pro-
posal, not realizing that was exactly what the agency 
had put into operation 10 years earlier.

Th e Long-Range Planning Group’s interviews also 
indicated that an agricultural- or economic research-
analyst position in many large agricultural organiza-
tions was only a temporary assignment; often that 
person was training for other opportunities. Th us, 
many analysts (other than senior research analysts) 
were not in their jobs long enough to really get to 
know how data series were compiled. 

Uncovering the lack of knowledge about survey and 
estimation procedures led to three responses. Most 
quarterly and annual reports would now include 
some information on sample sizes and survey proce-
dures. In addition, most reports would also include 
summaries of past performance results (numbers and 
sizes of revised estimates or changes from forecasts to 
fi nal estimates). Th e third response was would be a 
new approach to meetings with producers and data 
analysts.
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Th e agency started a series of data users meetings. 
Th e original concept was to have four or more meet-
ings a year at diff erent locations around the country. 
Meetings would serve two purposes. Th e fi rst after-
noon was designed for new or recent analysts and 
data users, and it focused on survey and estimation 
procedures. Th e next morning was the more tradi-
tional listening session, and it was hoped that senior 
analysts would take part. Th us, junior analysts at-
tending would learn both from agency presentations 
and from comments made by more experienced data 
users.

Th e new plan also set up a four-year rotation of top-
ics with presentations on fi eld crops, livestock, fruits 
and vegetables, and economic surveys in specifi c 
years, rather than a presentation of all of the reports 
for each year. NASS made the meeting arrangements, 
but representatives from the WAOB, ERS, AMS, and 
FAS usually participated, as many of the questions 
and comments related to data series or programs of 
other agencies. NASS summarized the major issues 
discussed at each session and distributed the sum-
mary to all participants.

Th e new format was tried for the fi rst four-year cycle 
but altered after that. Th e fi rst day’s instructional 
session was usually not well-attended; if a company 
needed to travel for the meeting, they would often 
send only one person—the senior analyst. Even or-
ganizations in the same city often did not avail them-
selves of the learning opportunity. Th us, the typical 
format for the meetings shifted from being split 
across two days to one day only. Short instruction-
al sessions open to all participants were held in the 
morning. After an early lunch, the afternoon session 
would invite comments from all participants. 

Th e listening format was also improved. Instead of 
just proceeding around the room from person to 
person, the moderator would ask for other com-
ments on the same topic each time someone fi nished 
raising a new topic. Once all discussion on that topic 
had been exhausted, the next person in order would 
be asked for comments on other topics. Th e new for-
mat resulted in a shorter session and one that avoided 
repetition. It created a better-focused discussion of 
specifi c topics. Th e four-year cycle approach was still 
basically in play, but participants could comment on 
any and all data series, regardless.

Various locations and times of the year were tried for 
data user meetings, but participation declined over 
time. However, meetings on fruit, vegetable, and 
specialty commodities normally were very well-at-
tended, particularly if they were held in a State such 
as Michigan, which had many specifi c commodity 
production associations.

Typical requests at data users meetings were pleas for 
more and more data for specifi c commodities. Rarely 
were there suggestions of data series that were not 
useful or could be dropped. Occasionally, there were 
some profound comments, such as from the grain 
elevator operator who pointed out that NASS did 
him and producers disservice whenever it released 
a “Crop Production” report at 3 p.m. eastern time 
on a Friday during harvest season. Because he did 
not know how the markets would react on Monday 
morning, he would take protection all weekend and 
pay less for grain than he might have, if he had known 
the market reaction. Th at was an extremely insight-
ful, simple observation, but no one had ever raised 
it. Th e “Crop Production” report guidelines were to 
release the report between the 8th and the 12th of 
each month. NASS added a guideline to avoid Friday 
afternoons during harvest to the planning consid-
erations for future years. When “Crop Production” 
reports were later shifted to 8:30 a.m., Fridays were 
once again available as potential release days.

Avoiding crop-related Friday releases led NASS to ask 
if livestock industry offi  cials had similar concerns. 
As it turned out, the preferences were essentially the 
opposite. Most of the live livestock marketings are 
referred to as “frontloaded.” Th at is, decisions are 
made late in the week or over the weekend on how 
many animals to market the next week and when. 
Many livestock industry representatives felt the best 
service would be to release major livestock-related 
reports (such as “Cattle,” “Hogs and Pigs,” “Live-
stock Slaughter,” and “Cattle on Feed”) on Fri-
days—even if reports could have been released a day 
or two earlier. Some even claimed that prices suff ered 
when NASS livestock reports were issued midweek. 
ERS analyzed that claim and found no price impact. 
However, they did fi nd that typical daily marketing 
patterns of slaughter livestock were aff ected when a 
major livestock report was issued midweek.

Th ose who dissented from the call to release major 
livestock reports on Friday afternoons were largely 
analysts who traditionally published their updated 
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interpretations and recommendations on Fridays. 
Th e change would not allow them to meet their usual 
schedule. However, NASS did go to the Friday sched-
ule for most livestock marketing-related reports. Due 
to a later modifi cation, monthly “Livestock Slaugh-
ter” reports are now released at 8:30 a.m. on Fridays, 
so there are not so many pieces of information to be 
analyzed at 3 p.m.

With lower participation and tight budgets, NASS 
discontinued the multiple annual meetings pattern. 
Specifi c data users meetings have been held in re-
cent years to discuss environmental data needs and 
to gather information in preparation for upcoming 
censuses of agriculture.

However, an annual USDA Data Users Session meet-
ing continues to this day. It is held in conjunction 
with the annual Industry Outlook meeting in Chi-
cago, which is organized by professional agricultural 
market analysts. Many participants make their living 
by analyzing commodity and futures markets, as well 
as Federal Government reports, to advise their clients 
of what actions to take. Other participants are from 
the commodity futures and mercantile markets.

Th e USDA Data Users Session is held the afternoon 
before the Industry Outlook meeting. Th e meeting 
starts with short “what’s new or will be changing” 
presentations from NASS, WAOB, FAS, AMS, ERS, 
and staff  members from the Bureau of the Census 
responsible for import- and export-data reports. Th e 
rest of the afternoon is spent fi elding comments from 
the industry participants by using the topic-focused 
approach. Th e industry participants have sometimes 
been referred to as “power” users because quick anal-
yses are particularly important. Th is group has been 
instrumental in encouraging NASS and the other 
Federal agencies to expand format off erings, such as 
spread sheet-ready electronic fi les and historic data-
bases.

Lock-Up Briefi ngs

One type of data users meetings that has been ex-
tremely successful is when producer groups attend 
the briefi ng for the Secretary of Agriculture in con-
junction with “Crop Production” or other major 
reports. Th e fi rst group of agricultural producers 
known to participate was from North Carolina in the 
late 1970s. In August 1982, the Illinois Farm Bureau 
Federation (IFBF) brought a group of producers to 

the release of the August “Crop Production Report,” 
and IFBF has returned every August since. Groups 
from Iowa and Mississippi normally visit for each 
September “Crop Production Report,” and many 
other groups have visited on occasion. A number 
of international visitors and other groups have also 
taken part. 

Visitors for “Crop Production” and other 8:30 a.m. 
report releases check in with the NASS associate ad-
ministrator’s offi  ce about an hour before the release. 
Th ey are briefed on the security procedures and the 
rules for attending the lock-up briefi ng. Th is in-
cludes leaving all electronic devices outside the lock-
up, staying with the group, refraining from photog-
raphy unless approved in advance, and not asking 
questions while the Secretary (or Acting Secretary) is 
being briefed. Th ey must sign that they have read the 
rules and will abide by them before receiving a pass 
to enter lock-up.

Once inside, visitors are permitted to visit the room 
where the reporters are working on their reports and 
preparing for outside communications to be acti-
vated at 8:30 a.m. Th ey also visit the Agricultural 
Statistics Board (ASB) analysis room for a discussion 
of fi nal report preparation activities that occurred 
overnight.

Once the report is released and the Secretary leaves, 
visitors often spend the rest of the morning with 
NASS staff  members to learn more about reports and 
survey procedures. Th e session normally concludes at 
lunchtime. One usual activity included before lunch 
is to have someone bring in the opening futures mar-
ket numbers to see what impact interpretations of 
the “Crop Production” and the “World Agricultural 
Supply and Demand Estimates” reports have had on 
the markets.

Visitors waiting to attend a 3 p.m. release for re-
ports such as “Cattle” or “Hogs and Pigs” will meet 
with agency staff  members outside of the secured 
work area in the morning. After lunch, they will go 
through the same clearance procedures required for 
morning releases and then receive similar briefi ngs 
while they wait for the Secretary to arrive.

Customer-Driven Quality

Th e examples of listening to data users and setting 
new policies on the days of the week for report re-
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leases are typical of the types of improvements that 
were made based on input from customers. NASS 
seriously considers all suggestions for changes in 
data collection, survey and release timing, and the 
amount of detail included in publications. Some 
changes, such as adding reliability write-ups to most 
major reports, have already been mentioned.

Th ere must be enough consistent, underlying data 
available for NASS to make a change or add new fea-
tures to their reports. NASS will not make changes 
based on requests from some data users that will dis-
advantage others. For example, one State-level peach 
producers’ organization requested a later production 
forecast date for their State. It was not clear whether 
the change would unfairly benefi t that State in mar-
keting their crop compared to other neighboring 
States, but NASS would not make a change until the 
other State organizations had the chance to consider 
the proposal and comment on it. 

Customer-driven quality is one term that has been 
used to describe the willingness to make changes in 
content, timing, and other variables without new 
funding. Below are some other examples of changes 
from the 1980s. 

One of the best examples of improving report con-
tents was for “Crop Progress” reports. Th roughout 
the growing season, each State conducts a weekly 
survey that measures not only crop maturity infor-
mation (e.g., percent planted, corn tasseling, and 
soybean blooming), but also the conditions of major 
crops. Until the 1980s, State fi eld offi  ces basically set 
their own weekly questionnaires. Often, adjoining 
States would not start asking specifi c progress ques-
tions at the same time. States varied as to whether 
they asked for four or fi ve condition descriptors (“ex-
cellent,” “good,” “fair,” “poor,” and “very poor”) 
and whether they listed the adjectives from best to 
worse or worse to best. Th us, it was diffi  cult for data 
users to draw conclusions about the progress of and 
conditions in diff erent regions of the country. Prog-
ress question timing and the format for condition 
questions are now coordinated. As a further service 
to data users, State data for each crop are now pre-
sented in data tables, which provide comparisons 
with last week, last year, and average progress to a 
specifi c date. Th ose tables in the “Crop Progress Re-
port” issued every Monday afternoon also include 
weighted averages.

NASS has often been able to improve report usability 
by providing fi ner breakouts, such as splitting hired 
farm-worker estimates into fi eld and livestock work-
ers. Finer breakouts of “Cold Storage Report” cat-
egories, such as pork, cherries, and caneberries, were 
provided when it was determined that there were 
suffi  cient data for consistent publication. As other 
examples, new, larger-size groups for farms, hog in-
ventories, and milk-cow inventories were added. 

Sometimes data tradeoff s have been made with spe-
cifi c industry groups. For example, Congressional 
funding for the “Commercial Floriculture Report” 
was suffi  cient at one period in time to cover all op-
erations in only 28 States with $10,000 or more in 
sales. Some industry groups wanted the survey ex-
panded to 36 States. Th e compromise was to add 
more States, but also to collect fully detailed data for 
only operations with $100,000 in sales. For opera-
tions with sales between $10,000 and $100,000, the 
survey would ask just a few classifi cation questions.

Passing the Torch: a New Agency Administrator

Bill Kibler retired as NASS administrator in May 
1987. Th e USDA Assistant Secretary for Econom-
ics interviewed only in-house candidates to select 
Charles E. (Charlie) Caudill as the third agency 
administrator. Th e process was very orderly; the in-
terview and selection process was completed early 
enough so that Kibler left the offi  ce one day, and 
Caudill was in place the next day.

Caudill received a B.S. degree in agricultural eco-
nomics in 1957 from North Carolina State College 
(now University). He worked as a student trainee in 
the North Carolina fi eld offi  ce, and started his full-
time career there before transferring to the Mary-
land-Delaware offi  ce in 1959. Caudill was part of the 
second group of agency personnel in the full-time, 
mathematical statistics training program. He spent 
the 1961–62 academic year at Iowa State University. 
After Iowa State, he transferred to agency headquar-
ters where he worked on research and methodology 
issues. 

In 1967, Caudill became the chief of the Statistical 
Methods Staff  responsible for the ongoing probabil-
ity surveys’ sampling and estimation procedures. He 
was one of the visionaries who proposed the creation 
of the generalized edit and generalized summary 
data-processing systems; he also led the development 



eff orts. He was the statistician in charge of the Texas 
State statistical offi  ce from 1972–75. Caudill then re-
turned to headquarters as the statistical research divi-
sion director. 

As mentioned earlier, one major responsibility for 
the director was the development and management 
of AgRISTARS (the Joint Program for Agriculture 
and Resources Inventory Surveys Th rough Aero-
space Remote- Sensing). While still carrying out his 
AgRISTARS functions, Caudill shifted to the direc-
tor of the State Statistical Division position in April 
1984 and then to the deputy administrator for pro-
grams position in October 1986.

Caudill brought broad agency experience and techni-
cal training to the administrator position. However, 
he is particularly remembered by agency personnel 
for his emphasis on balancing family and faith with 
a person’s career. One of his signature activities was 
personally hosting a discussion session with family 
members who attended agency national conferences. 

U.S. Agriculture, Circa 1987

Th e 1980s will be remembered for the Farm Crisis. 
Many farmers had purchased additional farmland 
and greatly expanded their production due to the 
high commodity prices and expanded exports of the 
1970s. Net farm income was $27.4 billion in 1979, 
and farmland values were extremely high (recall 
chapter 4). However, the U.S. economy changed in 
the 1980s to extremely high interest rates and lower 
exports. Farmland values increased to a U.S. average 
of $823 per acre in 1982, and some States saw fur-
ther increases for the next two years. However, U.S. 
average farmland value decreased 25 percent from 
1984 to 1987 (from $801 to $599), with the biggest 
declines in top crop-producing States. Th e average 
farmland value in Iowa dropped almost 50 percent, 
and values declined by about 40 percent in Illinois, 
Indiana, Kansas, and Nebraska. Th e value per acre of 
California farmland declined 22 percent, while that 
for Texas dropped 11 percent.

Th e large debt load and extremely high interest rates 
led to unprecedented rates of farm bankruptcies—
higher than during the economic Depression of the 
late 1920s and the Dust Bowl years of the 1930s. 
Th e U.S. rate of bankruptcies in 1987 was 23.05 per 
10,000 farms, which was artifi cially high because 
many farmers had waited for new legislation that es-

tablished Chapter 12 bankruptcy provisions. Th ose 
provisions encouraged lenders to write down part of 
the farm debt and allowed up to fi ve years to pay off  
the present debts. Chapter 12 only applied if 80 per-
cent of the debt was farm-related, and if 50 percent of 
gross household income came from farming. Given 
this, there were still some other bankruptcy proceed-
ings. Th e highest rate of 1987 Chapter 12 bankrupt-
cies was in the Northern Plains States (78.43 per 
10,000 farms). Rates in the Delta States (43.24) and 
in the Corn Belt (27.73) were also above the U.S. av-
erage.

U.S. Farm Program changes and weather impacts 
resulted in extreme variations in crop acreages and 
yields during the 1980s. For example, the corn-for-
grain harvested acreage varied 8 percent or more (up 
or down)   from year to year for a total of fi ve times 
between 1982 and 1989. U.S. average corn yields fell 
below 100 bushels per acre three times in the 1980s 
(with a low of 81.1 in 1983), but they rose above 115 
bushels per acre four times, with a record high of 
119.8 in 1987. Th e average corn yield for 1985–89 
was 111.6 bushels per acre, up 17.3 percent from 10 
years earlier. (Th e 84.6 bushels-per-acre average for 
corn in 1988 had reduced the 1985–89 period aver-
age by 6.8 bushels.) Th e average acreage harvested 
during that period was 65.3 million acres, which fell 
8 percent from 10 years earlier.

Soybean acreage harvested in the 1980s did not fl uc-
tuate as much as corn, but it did decline 10 percent 
in 1983 during the corn Payment in Kind Program 
(PIK). However, it rebounded 5.7 percent in the next 
year. During 1985–89, the average acreage harvested 
was 58.8 million acres—almost the same as 10 years 
prior. Th e average yield per harvested acre was 32.1 
bushels per acre, an increase of 9.2 percent in 10 
years.

Cotton acreage harvested averaged 10 million acres 
during 1985–89 (down 14 percent from 10 years 
earlier), but the fi ve-year period included a low of 
8.5 million in 1986 and a high of 11.9 million in 
1988. Yield per acre during 1985–89 averaged 624.2 
pounds per acre, an increase of 29.8 percent in 10 
years. 

Acres of all wheat harvested averaged 42.3 million 
acres during 1985–89, with an average yield per har-
vested acre of 37.5 bushels. Th e average harvested 
acreage fell 4 million acres (8.6 percent), but the 
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average yield was up 14.3 percent in 10 years from 
the 1975–79 average. Th e resultant average wheat 
crop of nearly 1.59 billion bushels rose 4.8 percent 
over the average crop size of 1.51 billion bushels dur-
ing 1975–79.

Utilization of corn for high-fructose corn syrup more 
than doubled from 1980 to 1987 (from the equiva-
lent of 165 million bushels of corn to 358 million). 
In addition, the fi rst eff orts to convert corn to etha-
nol for use as a fuel additive were underway. Some 
35 million bushels of corn were used in 1980, which 
rose to 279 million bushels by 1987. Corn exports 
dropped from 30.5 percent of total utilization in 
1977 to 22.1 percent in 1987.

Th ere were slightly more than 2.21 million farms in 
the United States in 1987—a reduction of 332,870 
farms (or 13.6 percent) from 1977. From 1977 to 
1987, the number of farms with cattle declined by 
375,470 (a 21-percent drop). Farms with hogs in 
1987 fell to 328,640, and had declined 49.2 percent 
in 10 years. Farms with milk cows in 1987 numbered 
at 227,880 (a 42-percent drop). Th e number of cattle 
in 1987 fell 23 percent because of the cattle cycle. 
However, the number of hogs decreased only 3.8 
percent, and the number of milk cows fell only by 
5.6 percent (though the total milk produced actually 
rose by 16.4 percent).

Table 7.  Per Capita Consumption of Meat, Poultry, 
                and Fish, United States  1987  
  
Total Population  242,804,000 
  
Category                       Total      Percent
                            Consumption    of Total
                         (Pounds/person) 
    
  Beef       73.7        34.6
  Veal         1.5          0.7
  Lamb         1.3          0.6
  Pork       48.8        22.9
  Chicken      56.6        26.6
  Turkey      14.7          6.9
  Total Fish      16.1          7.6
   
  Total Meat, Poultry & Fish  212.7      100.0

Table 7 documents major changes in meat-, poul-
try-, and fi sh-consumption patterns in the United 
States between 1977 and 1987. In the early 1980s, 
there was considerable progress in broiler genetics, 
and a larger, more easily deboned bird with more 
breast meat was developed. Consumption of chicken 
increased from 42.7 pounds per capita in 1977 to 
56.6 pounds in 1987. Beef consumption per capita 
dropped during the same period from 91.5 pounds 
to 73.7 pounds. Veal consumption dropped from 3.2 
pounds per person to 1.5 pounds, and lamb contin-
ued its decline from 1.5 to 1.3 pounds. Both turkey 
consumption (8.7 to 14.7 pounds per person) and 
fi sh consumption (12.6 to 16.1 pounds) increased 
during the same 10-year period of 1977–87.

Pork consumption was now lower than chicken, 
even though it increased slightly from 1977 to 1987 
(from 46.7 pounds per person to 48.8). In the 1980s, 
most hogs were still raised on farrow-to-fi nish op-
erations, although some early contracts were being 
written for farmers to feed out hogs that had been 
farrowed elsewhere.

Table 8.  Cash Receipts from Farm Marketings, by
                Commodity Groups, United States  1987 
  
Category                     Total     Percent   
                           Cash Receipts   of Total
                        (Million dollars) 
  
All Cash Receipts           141,797     100.0
  
Total Crops                           65,801       46.4
  
  Food Grains                             5,790         4.1
  Feed Grains                               14,635       10.3
  Cotton                             4,189         3.0
  Oil-bearing Crops             11,283         8.0
  Tobacco                             1,816         1.3
  Fruits and Tree Nuts                   8,056         5.7
  Vegetables                             9,891         7.0
  Nursery, Greenhouse, Flowers  6,737         4.8
  Other Crops                             3,404         2.4
      

                [table continues on next page]
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Total Livestock and Products    75,996       53.6
  
  Cattle and Calves             33,583       23.7
  Hogs and Pigs                           10,336           7.3
  Sheep and Lambs                   558          0.4
  Dairy Products             17,727      12.5
  Eggs                                           3,208        2.3

  Broilers and Farm Chickens     6,289         4.4
  Turkeys and Other Poultry     2,018         1.4
  Wool                                                   77          0.1
  Other Livestock and Products      2,199         1.6

Table 8 indicates that U.S. cash receipts from farm 
marketings in 1987 returned to the point where live-
stock and products marketings exceeded crops mar-
ketings. Even though the $141.8 million dollars of 
total cash receipts in 1987 (in 1987 dollars) is nearly 
50 percent higher than the $96.2 million in 1977 
(in 1977 dollars), the eff ective level of cash receipts 
in 2007 equivalent dollars actually decreased from 
$321.4 million in 1977 to $252.7 in 1987. Th is 
refl ects impacts on the U.S. economy during the 
1980s. All of the major fi eld-crop categories (feed 
grains, food grains, cotton, tobacco, and oil-bear-
ing crops) accounted for lower percentages of total 
U.S. cash receipts in 1987 than in the 10 years prior. 
Cash receipts for fruits and tree nuts, vegetables, and 
nursery, greenhouse and fl owers were all proportion-
ally higher in 1987 than in 1977. Th e proportion 
of nursery, greenhouse and fl owers cash receipts to 
total cash receipts more than doubled in the 10-year 
period. 

For the livestock cash-receipts side, the cattle and 
calves group and the broilers and farm chickens 
group had signifi cant proportional increases from 
1977 to 1987. Th e proportion of cash receipts for 
the other livestock and products category more than 
doubled during the 10-year period, largely from in-
creases in receipts from aquaculture, honey, horses 
and mules, and goats.

International Assistance in the 1980s

Th e SRS International Assistance Program was quite 
active in the early 1980s. More than 20 countries 
were visited each year between 1980 and 1982, and 
about $500,000 in reimbursements ($1.1 million in 
2007 dollars) was received each year. Ten countries 

had completed the fi rst two demonstration stages 
of the Remote Sensing for Agriculture Project (area 
frame construction and data collection). Th ree of the 
countries were planning to move from the demon-
stration level to countrywide area frames.

Even though most assistance in the 1980s was pro-
vided by individuals or teams on a temporary duty 
(TDY) basis, there were still several resident assign-
ments. Th ose included Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Peru, 
Liberia, Morocco, Pakistan, Cameroon, and Hondu-
ras. Most assignments were two to three years, but 
the projects in Morocco and Pakistan were in place 
for 10 years, which required a rotation of agency res-
ident personnel.

One of the largest TDY activity projects of the 1980s 
was in Egypt. USAID established an Agricultural 
Data Collection/Analysis Project that included ERS 
and some private contractors. Egypt did not want an 
area frame constructed for the entire country, but it 
did request a wide variety of pilot surveys for diff erent 
commodities. Other TDY assignments in the 1980s 
included Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Ec-
uador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, 
Peru, the Philippines, Sierra Leone, and Turkey. 

In 1984, the agency started off ering a six-week Ba-
sic Agricultural Statistics and Survey Procedures 
training course in Washington, DC. Th e course was 
taught by headquarters’ staff  members and included 
visits to nearby fi eld offi  ces. Th e course was extremely 
successful and was modifi ed to be presented in other 
countries such as Pakistan and Sudan. 

Staffi  ng in the 1980s

Because of the budget cuts early in the decade, and 
the resultant hiring freezes, staffi  ng levels fl uctuated 
quite a bit in the 1980s. By October 1987, staffi  ng 
levels were lower than the start of the decade. 

In October 1987, there were 393 agricultural statisti-
cians on board, compared to the 406 in 1979. Th ir-
ty-fi ve were women and 38 were minority employ-
ees. At the same time, there were 64 mathematical 
statisticians, including 10 women and two minority 
employees. Eighty-six employees were in computer 
specialist positions in October 1987, including 37 
women and 14 minority employees. 
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Th e fourth employee series for which detailed break-
outs are available is statistical assistants. Th ere were 
a total of 174 in October 1987, comprised of 163 
women and 36 minority employees.
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PROLOGUE

During the 1980s, environmental concerns were 
growing in the United States. Th ere were concerns 
about water quality and the eff ects of chemicals get-
ting into rivers, streams, lakes, and the water supply. 
Although individual cases of businesses dumping 
chemicals were brought to light, complaints were of-
ten lodged at farmers using herbicides, insecticides, 
and other pesticides.

Th ere were also increasing food safety concerns. 
Again the focus was on farming practices. Th e public 
wondered what chemicals were being used to pro-
duce fruits and vegetables, and what chemical resi-
dues were found in the produce. Food safety com-
plaints peaked when it was reported in 1986 that 
residue traces of Alar detected in apple juice and 
applesauce might be harmful to people. Alar was a 
chemical sometimes used as a ripening agent to en-
sure that red apples would ripen evenly and have the 
best appearance for fresh market sales.

Th e Alar reports created a great uproar and many 
articles called for a ban. Some grocery store chains 
and apple product manufacturers stopped accepting 
Alar-treated apples. Much of the attention was based 
on the compelling thought that Alar residues might 
be found in applesauce for babies. Th ose claims car-
ried a lot of weight and led to a halt in the use of 
Alar. Articles that pointed out there were no reasons 
to apply a ripening agent to apples harvested for pro-
cessing didn’t receive much media attention. Because 
of the publicity, the manufacturer of Alar halted all 
domestic sales of the chemical in 1989. Tests for Alar 
exposure on laboratory animals showed a possible 
connection to cancer, but only at rates equivalent to 
a person consuming a boxcar of apples each day. 

Th e environmental complaints and health concerns 
of the time led to a Presidential water quality initia-
tive and a Secretary of Agriculture’s food safety ini-
tiative. Th e Secretary announced a $25 million data 
initiative that would include measuring chemical 
residues in food as well as collecting information on 
farm-level chemical usage. Both initiatives needed 
valid data on what chemicals were being used by 
American farmers, and which residues were present 

Part 4:  Branching Into New Data Series

in food being produced. NASS had conducted only
a few general purpose chemical-use surveys, so the 
main agricultural chemicals data available were am-
biguous reports of chemical production and sales. 
To answer both food safety and water quality con-
cerns, new and targeted surveys were needed along 
with detailed analyses of all other related data. Th ese 
tasks would become the responsibility of NASS and 
its sister agency, ERS. 

ERS requested water-quality funding largely for 
fi eld-crops surveys.  NASS took the lead in request-
ing food safety funding, largely for fruit and veg-
etables surveys. Th e agency developed a three-year 
survey plan that would cover 90 percent of the U.S. 
production of 30 commodities and create State-level 
estimates. NASS fi rst requested food safety funding 
of $7.0 million in the FY 1990 budget, but no mon-
ey was received. When the request was repeated for 
FY 1991, $3.5 million was received. Th at enabled 
NASS to begin its survey plan, and with the money 
available, it was decided to rotate surveys between 
fruits and vegetables in alternate years.

ERS had a small food-safety analysis program un-
derway and received $2.6 million in FY 1990 for wa-
ter-quality analyses and some data collection eff orts. 
NASS conducted the fi rst water-quality surveys for 
ERS in 1990. ERS requested an additional $2.125 
million in the FY 1991 budget and planned to con-
centrate data collection in the Midwestern States.

By the end of calendar year 1990, NASS staffi  ng was 
at a very low level. Th e tight 1980s budgets had led 
to reduced hiring, and many staff  members hired 
before the 1957 Long-Range Plan had now retired. 
In addition, there was a special Federal employee in-
centive to retire on or before November 30, 1990. 
Up to that point, retiring employees covered under 
the Civil Service Retirement System could request 
a lump-sum payment of their retirement contribu-
tions and still receive 90 percent of their normal re-
tirement annuity. Th at option was very attractive to 
many people, but it ended after November 30, 1990. 
Nineteen NASS employees retired on that date; in 
total, 20 agricultural and mathematical statisticians
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and 25 other employees retired between December 
30, 1989, and November 30, 1990.

Th e funding made available for chemical-use surveys 
led to broadening NASS survey and reporting eff orts. 
It also created an expansion in statistician staffi  ng 
similar to the corn/hog program of the 1930s and 
the hiring eff ort in the early 1960s to carry out enu-
merative and objective yield surveys. Hiring started 
right away, with 96 agricultural statisticians and 18 
mathematical statisticians hired between October 
1, 1990, and September 30, 1991. In addition, 84 
other new employees were hired during that period, 
including 12 data processing specialists and 30 sta-
tistical assistants. 

Th ere were two noticeable diff erences in FY 1991 
hiring compared to the 1930s and 1960s. All stat-
isticians in the earlier periods were men, but 37.5 
percent of agricultural statisticians and 38.9 percent 
of mathematical statisticians hired in FY 1991 were 
women. In addition, many FY 1991 hires (one-third 
of the agricultural statisticians and all but one math-
ematical statistician) had master’s-level degrees and 
were hired at GS-9 or higher salaries.
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Creating the New Environmental Surveys

NASS had previously conducted occasional chemi-
cal-use surveys, but now it needed to build an on-
going, detailed data-collection program. In order to 
achieve the best start, a temporary Environmental 
Statistics Group, which reported to the Research 
and Applications Division director, was established 
in early 1990. Th e group engaged in many activities 
to develop the best survey instruments and training 
for staff  members and enumerators.

Group members collected all available agricultural 
chemical-usage data and publications. Th ey met 
with offi  cials from the U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Administration (EPA), USDA, and other or-
ganizations to summarize applicable agricultural 
chemical-use laws and regulations. One major ef-
fort was compiling a detailed database of insecti-
cides, herbicides, fungicides, and other agricultural 
chemicals. Th e database needed to be searchable by 
technical composition name, brand name, and ac-
tive ingredient because it was expected that survey 
respondents might refer to specifi c chemicals in 
multiple ways. Group members started by match-
ing available database fi les and adding new chemi-
cal products information in order to create the most 
useful database for NASS purposes.

Th e fi rst surveys conducted were fi eld crop chemi-
cal-use surveys for ERS in support of the President’s 
Initiative on Water Quality. Th ese surveys requested 
fertilizers and pesticides used on the fi elds selected 
for 1990 objective yield surveys. In order to broaden 
the coverage, “quasi objective yield” samples were 
selected in additional corn- and soybean-produc-
ing States. Th us, information was collected the fi rst 
year for 47 corn States, 29 soybean States, six cotton 
States, 14 wheat States, 11 potato States, and two 
rice States. A data collection summary was pub-
lished in March 1991.

Th e fi rst surveys to support NASS eff orts under the 
Secretary’s Food Safety Initiative covered 1990 veg-
etable and melon production in Arizona, Florida, 
Michigan, and Texas. Th ese results were issued in 
June 1991. For the 1991 crop year, surveys shifted 
to fruits and nuts, thus establishing an alternative 
year pattern that provided good quality chemical-

usage information and avoided annual contact of the 
largest fruit or vegetable growers. 

Section 1491 of the Food, Agriculture, Conserva-
tion, and Trade Act of 1990 (commonly referred to 
as the FACT Act or the 1990 Farm Bill) called for an 
annual report to Congress on uses of restricted-use 
pesticides that require specifi c training and precau-
tions prior to purchase and use. Th e FACT Act sec-
tion was all encompassing; it included commodities 
that NASS was not covering in the food safety and 
water-quality surveys, as well as usage on livestock, 
seed treatments, forestry, and non-agriculture cate-
gories (e.g., parks and golf courses). NASS requested 
$1.0 million in the FY 1992 budget as the fi rst of 
two installments to collect restricted-use chemical 
information. Congress provided only $100,000 in 
FY 1992 and did not add any additional funds in 
FY 1993. With the limited funds, NASS started a se-
ries of annual reports that summarized the uses of 
restricted-use pesticides that had been documented 
the previous calendar year in surveys that NASS did 
conduct.

Even though most chemical-use surveys were time 
consuming, NASS received good cooperation from 
producers. Producers, in general, had a story they 
wanted to tell. Th ere was great concern in the press 
about overuse of agricultural chemicals, and produc-
ers wanted to demonstrate how prudent their chemi-
cal usage actually was. Th e EPA approach, in the 
absence of documented statewide chemical-usage 
survey data, was to assume that each producer used 
all authorized chemicals and at maximum rates. Th is 
approach assumed that multiple herbicides and in-
secticides would be used on the same fi eld; however, 
producers usually applied only one insecticide or 
herbicide, often at less than the maximum-allowable 
application rates.

When NASS started chemical-use surveys, counter-
part agricultural statistical organizations in Europe 
were amazed that U.S. farmers would report agricul-
tural chemicals-usage data. Th ose countries were ex-
periencing very low response rates. However, it was 
clarifi ed that those countries were using quite com-
plicated mail questionnaires instead of the NASS 
personal interview system. To gain good cooperation 
and provide the most complete report, NASS 
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enumerators often were invited to sit down and tally 
a producer’s records. Th is was particularly the case 
for some fruits and vegetables that received a num-
ber of diff erent treatments during a growing season.

NASS and ERS did adjust the water-quality survey 
emphases somewhat from year to year. For the 1991 
crop year, in addition to collecting chemical- usage 
data for all ongoing objective yield surveys, objec-
tive yield-style samples were selected in three pea-
nut States and three grain sorghum States. In ad-
dition, a special, more inclusive survey of chemical 
use was conducted in 1991 for the Delmarva (Dela-
ware, Maryland, and Virginia) Peninsula. In 1992, 
chemical-usage information was collected for some 
watersheds in Indiana, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, and 
Washington State.

In addition to the farm-level surveys, agency staff  
members played an important role in assisting AMS 
of USDA with their assigned role of testing agricul-
tural products for chemical residues. A valid sam-
pling plan for selecting samples of commodities for 
testing was designed, and guidelines for proper cal-
culation of testing results were provided. 

Other New Surveys in the Early 1990s

Although the chemical-use surveys and reports made 
the biggest splash in the early 1990s, there were 
some additional new or expanded surveys. Th e Im-
migration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of 1989 
stipulated new information that was needed about 
seasonal labor, and Congress appropriated funds 
in the FY 1990 and FY 1991 budgets for survey ex-
pansion. Th e fi rst step was an annual survey for all 
States, followed by quarterly estimates for all States 
and monthly data for selected, major States.

In 1990, the monthly crop yield surveys for the 48 
contiguous States had all been converted to the prob-
ability-based Monthly Agricultural Survey Program. 
Sorghum and oats grain-stocks were again restored 
to a quarterly basis and exports were added to the 
“Catfi sh” reports. 

In 1991, NASS took over the responsibility for col-
lecting and processing the twice-monthly “Cotton 
Ginnings Report.” Information for those reports 
was formerly collected and summarized by the Bu-
reau of the Census. 

Because of changes in Farm Bill provisions, NASS 
was asked to start production estimates of minor 
oilseeds (canola, rapeseed, saffl  ower, and mustard) 
and end-of-marketing-season estimates of stocks on 
hand. Because of renewed Congressional interest in 
the U.S. sheep and lamb industry, NASS was asked 
to create State estimates of sheep operations by size 
and to publish March and November “Sheep and 
Lambs on Feed” reports.

State-level wage rates were added to the farm-labor 
estimating program in 1993, and a series of selected 
pesticide prices was added to the prices paid pro-
gram.

In addition to new surveys, two signifi cant estima-
tion procedural changes were made in 1993. Farm 
production expenditure estimates were now pub-
lished, by interpreting indications from the farm 
costs and returns survey, along with information 
from prices paid surveys, farm-input cost data, and 
Bureau of Census benchmark data. Grazing fee esti-
mates were now set for 17 Western States, instead of 
published survey averages.

FY 1993 and 1994 turned out to be particularly 
tight budget years. NASS made cuts in the forage 
and commodity statistics estimating programs. Th e 
rice objective yield program was dropped for the last 
two States, the number of soybean objective yield 
program States fell from 11 to eight, and the winter 
wheat objective yield program States fell from 15 to 
13. Post-harvest surveys for all objective yield crops 
were eliminated for one year. Other reductions in-
cluded dropping the June Vegetables Annual Sum-
mary and the monthly “Celery Report,” along with 
six monthly “Vegetables” reports and the Fall Maple 
Syrup Survey. Some planned State-level fruit tree 
and vine inventory surveys were postponed.

Evaluating the 1993 Floods

NASS crop-survey procedures, forecasts, and es-
timates received considerable attention in 1993 
when a cool, wet spring turned into heavy July rains 
and fl ooding in nine Midwestern States. Th e previ-
ous year had been a cool year with slow, early crop 
progress. However, 1992 was a long crop year, with 
later-than-normal killing frosts, and U.S. corn and 
soybean yields both exceeded their previous record 
yields by 10 percent. Th us, Midwestern farmers 
likely were not too concerned about the slow 1993 
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planting season start. Plantings were two weeks be-
hind normal in early May and remained behind by 
the fi rst of June. At the time producers were inter-
viewed for the June Enumerative Survey, 5 percent 
of the corn crop and 35 percent of the soybean crop 
had not been planted. 

Weather remained cool and damp during June and 
there became concerns that the last intended corn 
and soybean plantings might not materialize. Heavy 
rains in early July resulted in extensive fl ooding in 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Wisconsin, and Illinois. 
Much of the greatest concern was for Iowa and Mis-
souri.

Even in more normal crop seasons, there are often 
a few States with late plantings. NASS commonly 
added follow-up survey eff orts in July so acreage for 
harvest totals in the August “Crop Production Re-
port” would be as accurate as possible. For 1993, 
the follow-up survey work was greatly expanded. 
All June Enumerative Survey operators in the nine 
States who had not completed plantings when inter-
viewed were re-contacted, and all operations selected 
for corn and soybeans objective yield surveys were 
contacted in late July. Th e sample size for the August 
Agricultural Yield Survey was expanded by selecting 
an extra replicate; operations scheduled to be con-
tacted for chemical-use data later in the season were 
also contacted in late July. In total, more than 8,000 
extra contacts were made in late July to collect infor-
mation on fi nal plantings and on acreages of corn 
and soybeans that would be harvested.

Th e NASS survey procedures provided strong evi-
dence for acreage estimates in the August “Crop Pro-
duction Report” that indicated 600,000 acres of corn 
and nearly 2 million acres of soybeans had not been 
planted in the nine States. In addition, 2.5 million 
acres of corn and nearly 2 million acres of soybeans 
that had been planted in the nine States would not 
be harvested. NASS research staff  aided the evalua-
tion eff orts by creating weekly weather satellite-pro-
duced vegetative index maps, which demonstrated 
the extent of the fl ooding and compared the relative 
healthiness of the crops after the fl oods with that for 
1992.

Th e objective yield surveys indicated that 1993 corn 
and soybeans plant populations, and corn ears per 
acre, were quite high in most States. Th e fi rst corn 

yield forecast for Iowa was 32 bushels below its re-
cord yield in 1992, but Illinois was expecting a yield 
within nine bushels of its record. Th e crop potentials 
remained mixed throughout the rest of the growing 
season, with record high soybean pod counts in Illi-
nois and Indiana, but with record low counts in Iowa 
and Minnesota. Corn pollination was poor in Iowa 
and Minnesota, which resulted in shorter-than-nor-
mal kernel row lengths. 

Killing frosts in the northern Corn Belt occurred on 
October 2 and 3; by mid-month, they had moved 
across most of the Corn Belt. Corn and soybean 
harvests started soon after the freezes, and 50 per-
cent of the corn and 80 percent of the soybean acres 
were harvested by the fi rst of November. Corn ker-
nel weights turned out to be extremely low, and the 
7.2-bushel drop in U.S. forecasted corn yield from 
October to November was the greatest it had been in 
20 years.

Soybean yields were not aff ected as much as corn, 
and Illinois and Indiana both had good soybean har-
vests. However, the corn yields and weights per ear 
for Iowa and Minnesota turned out to be even lower 
than had been experienced during two years of severe 
drought in the 1980s.

NASS and WAOB were asked by the Secretary of 
Agriculture, and by many others, to shed additional 
light on the low 1993 yields and the impacts of the 
fl ooding. Based on the March “Prospective Plantings 
Report” issued by NASS coupled with early season 
conditions, WAOB had projected the third- largest 
U.S. corn crop and fi fth-largest soybean crop on 
record. However, the corn crop ended up 25.4 per-
cent lower (9.1 percent lower acreage harvested and 
17.9 percent lower yield) and the soybean crop 11.9 
percent lower (3.1 percent lower harvested acreage 
and 8.9 percent lower yield) than the WAOB projec-
tions. 

However, all losses could not directly be attributed 
to the fl oods. Detailed analyses of weather and week-
ly crop-progress data indicated that there was not 
enough time in some States between the 50-percent 
corn-silking date and the killing frost. 

Th e 1993 frost was not particularly early, but crop 
progress was late enough that there was not suffi  cient 
time for the crop to fully mature. Graphs for Iowa 
demonstrated that there were only 60 days between 
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the 50-percent silking date and the frost in 1993, 
compared with the 1992 record crop that had 87 
days. 

Modernizing Prices Indexes 

One of the most signifi cant agency advances in the 
early 1990s was reconstructing the indexes of prices 
paid and prices received by farmers. Th e last previ-
ous revision to these index series had been in 1976, 
and it was more of a minor update. Th e new eff ort 
improved the index weighting procedure and estab-
lished a new technique that would keep the relative 
weights of index items current, as the mix of com-
modities produced and inputs purchased change 
over time.

Th e new indexes are based on a 1990–92 reference 
period, which had relatively stable levels of prices 
paid and prices received. Because of a legal require-
ment that parity prices be computed with a base pe-
riod of 1910–14, calculations continue to be made 
and published each month for that reference period. 
Perhaps the greatest advance in the new index proce-
dures was shifting from a fi xed set of annual weights 
for the prices received indexes to monthly weights, 
which were based on relative marketings of each 
commodity for the previous fi ve years. Th e former 
fi xed-weight approach, though an unbiased proce-
dure, often created prices received index-calculation 
anomalies. For example, oranges had a fi xed weight 
of 1.5 out of 100 in the former system, which fairly 
well-represented its proper share of annual cash re-
ceipts. However, late in the marketing year, few sales 
of oranges occurred, and they were often at an ex-
tremely high price for export. Because those late-sea-
son sales were overweighted in the old index series, 
the price increase for oranges might have raised the 
U.S. monthly prices received index calculation a few 
points higher than it should have been with better 
weighting. Th e new system provides an appropriate 
marketing weight for oranges each month, which is 
important when January marketings are normally 10 
times higher than August marketings. 

In addition to instituting monthly weights, the 
weights are now recalculated each year based on rela-
tive marketings for the previous fi ve years. Th us, if 
production and sales of a particular commodity in-
crease and remain stable, marketing weights will re-
fl ect the change. Th ere will be a bit of a lag as the 
weights adjust, which is preferable to having signifi -

cant year-to-year changes in the index calculations 
based on short-term weather or other production 
anomalies.

For the prices paid index reconstruction, expenditure 
data from the annual farm costs and returns survey 
(FCRS) were used to create moving average weights. 
Annual weights are used for prices paid instead of 
monthly weights. Th e major component weights are 
now updated annually, based on purchases the pre-
vious fi ve years. However, subcomponent weights, 
such as types of seeds purchased, are updated only 
every fi ve years.

Th e biggest change in the prices paid index calcula-
tions, when the shift was made from the 1971–73 
base to the 1990–92 base, was the reduction of 
weight for the family-living component. Again, the 
FCRS provided information on household expendi-
tures, as well as all other expenditures. Th e relative 
weight for the family-living expenditures declined 
from 30.4 percent for 1971–73 to 19.0 for 1990–92. 
Th is was due to the decline in the number of farm 
households and the corresponding increase in pro-
portion of production expenditures.

A great amount of thought, planning, and hard work 
went into the index reconstruction eff ort. Much of 
the work was performed by a statistician from Sta-
tistics Canada, who was on a two-year exchange pro-
gram with NASS. Assistance was also received from 
staff  members from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, the University of Maryland, and ERS. Th e new 
procedures and approaches are well-outlined in the 
publication, “Reweighting and Reconstructing US-
DA’s Indexes of Prices Received and Paid by Farm-
ers,” which was issued by NASS in January 1995.

Continuing to Document Agency Standards

By 1991, much of the early work on defi ning agency 
standards had been completed. A total of 52 “Policy 
and Standards Memoranda” (PSMs) had been com-
pleted and issued. Twenty had been revised and reis-
sued, as staff  members continued to evaluate the best 
standards for the agency.

Technical Review Teams (TRTs) were reviewing the 
operations of eight or nine fi eld offi  ces a year. Th e 
fi rst cycle of all State fi eld offi  ces, except Alaska, was 
completed in 1992. Th e fi rst edition of “Common
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Th reads,” which summarized the fi ndings and sug-
gested improvements  from the fi rst  26  TRTs,   was
published in April 1991. Th e TRT approach was ex-
panded to review selected headquarters’ units start-
ing in 1992.

Th e PSM and TRT approaches fi t in well with the 
agency’s emphasis on “Total Quality Management” 
(TQM) in the late 1980s and early 1990s. One TQM 
approach was establishing Survey Quality Teams 
(SQT) to identify statistical-process control meth-
ods, which could improve agency operations. Th e 
most challenging SQT analyzed all aspects of the ag-
ricultural survey program. Th at team’s draft report, 
with its baseline quality measures, formed one of the 
key discussion topics at an agency national confer-
ence in April 1990. Many recommendations had to 
do with establishing and defi ning additional opera-
tional standards.

Among the quality/standards accomplishments of 
the early 1990s were the creation of a 10-volume 
commodity-estimation manual; the addition of re-
liability statements to all major releases; and the 
selection of a Report Survey Quality Team (RSQT) 
that implemented almost all recommended improve-
ments in the course of completing its review. 

Expanding Customer Service Eff orts

When most Federal Government agencies discovered 
customer service in the 1990s, the typical reaction 
from NASS staff  members (particularly State statisti-
cians) was, “We have always provided good customer 
service.” Th at attitude was correct—NASS had been 
a leader in customer service. Th e previous chapter 
highlighted some examples of customer-driven qual-
ity improvements that the agency had implemented. 
However, even NASS could enhance its level of cus-
tomer service at that time.

One change in the May 1995 agency reorganization 
was the creation of a customer service offi  ce—and a 
customer service pledge. Th e most prominent fea-
ture of the offi  ce was a well-functioning, toll-free in-
formation number. Every call during business hours 
was answered in person, instead of by an answering 
machine. People assisting with the toll-free service 
received customer service training, which included 
extensive training on NASS reports and data prod-
ucts. Commodity specialists were available to answer 
particularly challenging questions.

Customers using the service were often shocked 
that they had reached a “real person.” Th e quality 
of service was high, even when requests did not in-
volve NASS data products. In fact, about half of the 
calls were not about NASS data—this included an 
estimated 20 percent of calls requesting data that 
probably had never been collected by any organi-
zation. Many other Federal agencies were not will-
ing to provide toll-free service, and some data users 
called NASS and asked that their calls be transferred 
to those agencies. Staff  members assisting with the 
toll-free service kept track of the types of calls and, in 
particular, the detailed references they uncovered as 
they pursued requests for non-NASS-related data. 

Th e toll-free service was established before many 
people had electronic transmission and Internet ac-
cess. As technology and customer access preferences 
changed, individuals helping with the toll-free ser-
vice received training on electronic searches and In-
ternet-access techniques. Early on, when customers 
acquired Internet connections, they often could not 
be on the telephone and connected to their comput-
er at the same time. Staff  members had to provide 
detailed descriptions of what choices the customer 
should take and what online screens would come up. 
Th e toll-free service was quickly expanded to include 
e-mail requests and an auto-fax capability for send-
ing short NASS reports available in electronic for-
mats.

Remote Sensing Developments in the Early to Mid-
1990s

As mentioned in chapter 5, the main remote sensing 
eff orts of the late 1980s had retracted from State-lev-
el and county estimates for multiple States to basic 
research and evaluation of new sensors and satellites. 
Research in 1991 focused on Arkansas and Mississip-
pi; Louisiana was added in 1992. However, when the 
NASS budget became even tighter and Landsat data 
costs skyrocketed (due to the Government’s decision 
to privatize sales of Landsat data), NASS reduced the 
research eff orts to concentrate mainly on Craighead 
County, Arkansas. Th is is a fairly large county that 
has extensive acreages of cotton, soybeans, and rice.

A new, non-Landsat research eff ort was the evalua-
tion of vegetative index data being produced from 
NOAA weather satellites. Th e Advanced Very High-
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor measured 
chlorophyll activity (or “greenness”), as the weather 
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satellites orbited the earth 14 times a day. Th e term 
“very high resolution” seemed a misnomer because 
individual AVHRR readings represented pixel sizes 
of 1.1 kilometers at best, compared with 30- to 60-
meter resolutions that NASS had worked with for 
crop-acreage research eff orts. However, the daily, 
high-frequency coverage of the weather satellites did 
provide a potentially useful data source.

Th e main data product created from the AVHRR 
sensor was referred to as the Normalized Diff erence 
Vegetation Index (NDVI). Various types of data sets 
could be created, but the most common was a fi le 
that recorded the highest reading every two weeks 
for each ground location. Th e product was usually 
presented as a color map of the United States that 
showed various shades of green depicting the relative 
healthiness of vegetation. 

Th e NASS AVHRR research approach was to convert 
the photo-type product into a statistical product. 
Once multiple years of AVHRR data (with basically 
comparable data quality) were available, NASS staff  
members created side-by-side displays for the cur-
rent year and the preceding year at the same time 
of the season. Additionally, instead of just national 
maps, it was possible to showcase particular States 
or regions and provide more detailed displays. NASS 
staff  members also created maps that presented the 
greenness changes, both positive and negative, from 
one year to the next. 

Th e year-to-year comparisons were appropriate, but 
it would not be reasonable to make many compari-
sons within a season, as the vegetation index declines 
later in each growing season as crops mature and go 
into normal senescence. In addition to visually eval-
uating drought impacts, the AVHRR products were 
of great interest in 1993, when early July fl oods im-
pacted much of the Corn Belt, as mentioned earlier. 

Another emphasis in the early 1990s was to explore 
uses of remote sensing classifi cations in conjunction 
with other Geographic Information System (GIS) 
data layers. When Landsat data costs declined and it 
became possible to return to analysis of data for en-
tire States, NASS researchers started creating a Crop-
land Data Layer (CDL) product. Th e CDL was a 
complete, geographically referenced classifi cation of 
all satellite data pixels within a State by crop or land 
use. By using Landsat scenes from multiple times of 
the year, the CDL did an excellent job of classifying 

pastures, trees, and other permanent vegetation sep-
arately from annual crops.

Th e CDL product would be valuable to a wide va-
riety of researchers and policy offi  cials looking at 
land-use planning, water quality, environmental is-
sues, and other conditions. Before NASS released 
any CDL products, it carefully considered whether 
any confi dentiality or proprietary data relationships 
were being compromised. NASS did use fi eld-by-
fi eld data from the June Enumerative Survey, with 
the current crop type identifi ed, as training data for 
the P-EDITOR classifi er. However, once training was 
completed, the CDL product became a classifi cation 
interpretation for every data pixel in the State, and it 
did not display any originally reported data. Th us, 
the confi dentiality concerns were satisfi ed and CDL 
products could be released.

Another key policy decision was implemented in re-
gards to the CDL. Since a person purchasing a CDL 
product for a State could summarize all pixels and es-
sentially create crop county estimates, NASS decided 
to not release any CDL products until offi  cial crop 
county estimates were released for that crop season. 
(Th ose estimates are normally issued in February fol-
lowing the end of the crop season).

A continuing research emphasis throughout the early 
1990s was to improve the functionality of the P-ED-
ITOR system. Specifi cally, P-EDITOR was further 
automated when it was enhanced by some expert 
systems, which enabled it to be used by less-skilled 
analysts. By 1995, NASS had created an extremely 
powerful remote sensing land-use classifi cation sys-
tem, but it hadn’t the staffi  ng, budget, or mandate 
to produce many State-level GIS data products. In-
stead, because of the great interest from State coop-
erators and others, NASS developed the concept of 
GIS partnerships.

Th e partnership approach established agreements 
with non-private entities, such as State Government 
agencies or public universities, to create CDL data 
products. Th e partner organization needed to ob-
tain the basic computer workstation with appropri-
ate processing power and to provide a data analyst 
who could be trained to use the P-EDITOR system. 
NASS would provide the training, the data system, 
and the Landsat data.
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New Technology in the Early to Mid-1990s 

Th e technology emphases in the late 1980s and ear-
ly 1990s were to provide all offi  ces with enhanced, 
standardized data-processing capabilities. In 1989, a 
new eight-year teleprocessing contract was fi nalized, 
and a contract was awarded for the installation of 
microcomputers and local area networks for all fi eld 
offi  ces. Microcomputers were installed in the fi rst 11 
States in 1990 and in 24 more States in 1991. All 
State fi eld offi  ces were equipped by the end of 1992. 
In 1990, satellite dishes were installed in 32 offi  ces 
for remote job-entry communications.
 
An improved Survey Processing System (SPS) Sum-
mary was implemented in 1991 to enhance the anal-
ysis of probability-survey data and to expand the 
capability of generating complex survey estimators. 
Th e SPS Summary replaced the Enumerative Sum-
mary System (ESS) and could handle the summari-
zation of all agency probability surveys, including 
the new Agricultural Chemical-Use Surveys. Th e SPS 
Summary and the SPS Edit (implemented in 1986) 
have served the agency’s national survey processing 
needs throughout the 1990s and 2000s.

Eff orts were well underway for an online database 
system that would eventually contain all historical 
estimates. One early database module, which would 
greatly help the ASB, contained all grain-stocks esti-
mates. Th e last 17 fi eld offi  ces received real-time ac-
cess to the operational database in 1992.  NASS was 
now making all regular statistical reports, including 
“Agricultural Chemical Use” and special reports such 
as “Farm Employment & Wage Rates, 1910-1990,” 
available through the USDA Computerized Infor-
mation Delivery System (CIDS).  

Diligent data-retrieval and verifi cation eff orts on 
the part of headquarters units and all fi eld offi  ces re-
sulted in the upload of an 18-year history of county 
estimates into the Published Estimates Database 
(PEDB).  It would now be a simpler procedure to 
add new and revised county estimates each year.

CATI capabilities were increased from 21 to 34 fi eld 
offi  ces in 1991.  Th e offi  ces had approximately 600
calling stations that were used for more than 200,000 
interviews.

One signifi cant agency structure change in 1992 
was the creation of the Field Services Section in the 
Colorado fi eld offi  ce.  Th is offi  ce, staff ed with data-
processing staff  members and supervisors, provided 
several benefi ts.  Field offi  ces in the most western of 
time zones could contact the new offi  ce if there were 
data-processing problems late in the day when most 
headquarters staff  were off  duty. Th e section was at-
tached to the State Statistical Division and worked 
to create new data-processing systems, which would 
specifi cally benefi t the fi eld offi  ces.  Among the ma-
jor projects for the section were improvements to the 
County Estimates Processing System and the devel-
opment of a microcomputer-based Off -Farm Grain- 
Stocks System, an agency Time and Attendance 
Recording System, an improved Crop Progress and 
Condition Estimation System, and an improved Sur-
vey Management System.

Another change in 1992 was utilizing the new Fed-
eral Governmentwide FTS 2000 Communication 
System to standardize all Wide Area Network com-
munications to Martin Marietta Data Systems, the 
agency’s contract data-processing vendor.  Also in 
that year, the PEDB was enhanced by the addition of 
prices estimates for most major commodities.
 
A new business-processing reengineering approach 
was adopted by the agency in 1993. One project was 
improving the list sampling frame (LSF) by shift-
ing access and operations to the local area networks 
(LANs). Th e most signifi cant aspect of the change 
was to place all LSF records in one accessible data-
base.  Two studies were underway to consider shifting 
operations such as manual review, editing, analysis, 
and summary to the LANs.  In addition, the Wide 
Area Network, which connected to all LANs, pro-
vided electronic mail capability for the agency.  In 
a forerunner of things to come, the agency explored 
loading “Crop Production Reports” to the Internet.

Th e fi rst NASS Internet homepage was created be-
tween the fall of 1994 and June of 1995.  One person 
took the lead for the agency in deciding on initial 
features and formats.  Advice and consultation was 
received from the Cornell University Mann Library 
staff  and a staff  member at ERS.  Some NASS staff  
members began other construction projects, includ-
ing a team of four or fi ve people who created default 
fi eld offi  ce homepages to help develop an Internet 
presence for special State reports and features.



Training in the Early to Mid-1990s 

Th e “Program Needs Assessment Report” from the 
University of Maryland Center for Instructional De-
velopment and Education, mentioned in chapter 5, 
was received in June 1990. It verifi ed concerns about 
and weaknesses in agency training approaches that 
had been identifi ed in 1988, and it also recommend-
ed some practical approaches to improve future 
training. A follow-up activity was the selection of 
one agency trainer for a full-time training program 
at the University.

Th e University of Maryland report provided the sur-
vey training group additional leverage to strengthen 
agency training. One key approach was to conduct 
annual training needs assessments, which focused on 
all-agency training. Th is broad look at needs led to a 
shift in training from being primarily devoted to spe-
cifi c survey programs, such as an annual June Enu-
merative Survey training school, to concentrating on 
providing workshop-type training for all profession-
al staff  members on survey and estimation principles. 
Th e emphasis on training was strengthened further 
by the establishment of the Training and Career De-
velopment Offi  ce (TCDO) in mid-1992.

More training emphasis needed to be given to the 
large number of new employees being hired for the 
new environmental surveys. Th is was particularly 
true, as many were hired at higher grade levels and 
had less agency training than their counterparts, 
who had been hired earlier. Th e new employees were 
prime candidates to receive the basic survey and ba-
sic estimation training workshops. 

Th e NASS role as a Federal Government statistical 
agency leader in employee training was demonstrat-
ed in 1992 and 1993 when a new training program 
for Government statistics was developed. Th e Joint 
Program in Survey Methodology (JPSM) was es-
tablished with start-up funding from the National 
Science Foundation (NSF). It would off er gradu-
ate-level courses and degrees in statistics and survey 
methodology, which were aimed at improving the 
level of statistical methodology in Federal statisti-
cal agencies. Th e winning proposal was from a col-
loquium that included the University of Maryland, 
the University of Michigan, and the Westat statistical 
organization. 

Th e JPSM directors started visiting major Federal 
statistical agencies to encourage agency offi  cials to 
send staff  members for training on a full-time basis. 
Th e directors were met with concerns and reserva-
tions from some of their fi rst contacts. When they 
presented to NASS, they started to sell the benefi ts 
of full-time training. NASS offi  cials quickly stopped 
the presentation and pointed out that the agency had 
been investing in full-time training for more than 30 
years. Th e rest of the discussion turned to how NASS 
could help encourage other Federal statistical agen-
cies to develop criteria for selecting individuals for 
full-time training and for handling their assignments 
once they completed full-time programs. Because of 
this NASS assistance, the program directors selected 
a NASS employee as the fi rst offi  cial JPSM student.

By 1995, TCDO published a survey training program 
document that summarized agency employee-devel-
opment principles. Th is document emphasized that 
survey populations and types of surveys that NASS 
would conduct were expanding. Employees had the 
opportunity—through annual, individual develop-
ment plans—to work with supervisors to plan and 
develop their careers. Th e document also presented 
the diff erent types of training that would be planned 
and presented by the agency.

Research in the Early to Mid-1990s 

Remote sensing research eff orts were highlighted 
earlier in this chapter, but there were many other 
signifi cant research eff orts underway in the early 
1990s. Many had to do with improving quality and 
consistency of basic agency procedures. Microcom-
puters were evaluated for interactive editing and de-
tection of suspicious reported data. Specifi c statisti-
cal methodologies were created for improved review 
of livestock-slaughter data. Cooperative research was 
established with Oregon State University to develop 
improved estimators for hogs, soybeans, and evalua-
tion of time-series estimates.

One new, key approach was the establishment of a 
Quality Assurance Team comprised of research and 
operational program members. Th e goals were to de-
velop error profi les and to improve the use of graphic 
methods for analyzing agency survey data.

Continued research and development eff orts re-
sulted in a computer-assisted area-sampling frame 
construction technician capability. Th is approach 
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reduced the time requirements for many area frame 
construction operations and, at the same time, re-
duced the human analyst eff orts.

A signifi cant development of the statistical research-
ers approach started in 1991 with the creation of a 
new research unit in the Ohio fi eld offi  ce. Th e agency 
had always benefi ted from having researchers, who 
had started in fi eld offi  ces and later had taken addi-
tional statistical training, matched with direct hires 
with more statistical training, but who lacked the 
agency background. With the high cost of living in 
the Washington, DC area, it was diffi  cult for indi-
viduals with new master’s or Ph.D. degrees in statis-
tics to move directly to the agency’s research offi  ces. 
However, those who had devoted so much eff ort to 
their academic training did not want to take what 
they regarded as a “side trip” to a typical fi eld offi  ce 
for three or four years before coming to headquar-
ters. Th e Ohio unit was designed as a compromise. 
Individuals would be engaged in agency research 
projects, but they’d also have operational responsi-
bilities for the regular statistical program. Th us, they 
would gain fi rsthand knowledge of the strengths and 
weaknesses of operational procedures, and should be 
able to make informed contributions to the research 
eff orts.

One continuing research eff ort in the early 1990s was 
the use of microcomputers for computer-assisted sur-
vey operations. A small pilot was conducted in 1989 
for computer-assisted personal interviewing (CAPI) 
for the June Enumerative Survey. Th e approach was 
also used for objective- yield surveys but, given the 
devices available at that time, CAPI worked best if 
one person made the counts and measurements, and 
another person recorded the results. 

In 1991, new CAPI testing for June Enumerative 
Survey interviews was conducted, followed by testing 
for farm costs and returns survey (FCRS) in 1992. A 
pilot study was performed in 1993 involving three 
enumerators using the electronic equipment for 
three surveys. Again, the enumerators enjoyed using 
the approach, but there were too many operational 
hurdles such as: fi nding suffi  cient funding for equip-
ment, creating and maintaining the electronic ques-
tionnaire versions, and uploading proper versions to 
a multitude of diff erent devices.

One landmark research project was the fi rst-ever 
trial of incentivizing survey respondents. A trial was 

designed for the FCRS in three States. A subsample 
of operations was to receive a special pre-survey let-
ter that explained the survey purpose. Th e letter in-
cluded a credit card-sized electronic calculator and 
a small notepaper portfolio that had the FCRS and 
NASS logos on the front. Th e survey was carefully 
planned to ensure all Federal Government incentives 
regulations were being followed. 

Th e incentive trial was quite controversial. Partici-
pating States were allowed to exclude very large op-
erations or ones for which they had special contact 
arrangements from the sample. Th e trial was success-
ful, however, and did not create the negative respon-
dent reactions that some had predicted. Response 
rates for all income-size groups of respondents were 
higher. One very important fi nding was that the 
“screen out” rates were improved. In each FCRS sur-
vey, there were expected to be a number of small op-
erations that could never be reached by telephone or 
in person. It was believed that many were probably 
not farming operations—and should be removed (or 
screened out) from sampling lists—but that could 
not be verifi ed. Because the pre-survey letter calcula-
tor got their attention, many of the operations actu-
ally read the letter, realized that they did not belong 
in the survey, and responded to NASS with requests 
to be deleted from future selection lists.

A number of other research topics were being pur-
sued in the early 1990s. Several of them involved the 
study of possible biases in the multiple frame acreage 
surveys and in the FCRS sampling. Other research 
studied the potential use of expert systems for edit-
ing FCRS data and interactively editing CATI data 
responses. Some of the new techniques considered 
were a pilot study of Washington State apple objec-
tive yield procedures and the use of administrative 
data to replace many of the monthly Milk Produc-
tion Survey contacts.

One promising new research eff ort involved chemi-
cal-use data being reported to the California EPA 
(under a new State law) in lieu of conducting new 
chemical-use surveys. However, there were many 
hurdles to overcome because of diff erent defi nitions, 
diff erent levels of detail (fi eld-level versus farm-level), 
and timing diff erences. Th at California State law was 
also creating an enormous amount of data, so there
were concerns about capturing and summarizing all 
of the data on a reasonable schedule.
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A New Administrator and the 1995 Reorganization 

Administrator Charlie Caudill lost his battle with a 
brain tumor May 17, 1993. Donald M. (Don) Bay, 
who had served as Acting Administrator since April 
1992, was subsequently named as the fourth SRS/
NASS administrator. 

Bay grew up on a farm near Springfi eld, Illinois. He 
graduated from the University of Illinois in 1957 and 
joined the agency in the Illinois fi eld offi  ce in 1959. 
He later worked in the Tennessee fi eld offi  ce before 
transferring to headquarters in 1965. His fi rst head-
quarters’ assignments were in the Livestock, Dairy, 
and Poultry Branch; he later served on the Statisti-
cal Clearance Staff  before being named as head of 
the Cotton and Special Crops Section  in 1971. Bay 
was also the Missouri State statistician from 1975 to 
1987. 

With his strong background in both crop and live-
stock statistics, Bay was selected as the Estimates 
Division director in 1987. He became the deputy ad-
ministrator of operations in 1990. In addition to his 
regular agency assignments, Bay assisted the agency’s 
international assistance programs in Rwanda, Cam-
eroon, and Th ailand. He also led an Economic and 
Statistics Delegation to the People’s Republic of Chi-
na in 1981.

Administrator Bay did not make any immediate 
changes in agency structure, but some signifi cant 
changes were made in 1995. During Caudill’s ill-
ness, the two deputy administrators worked closely 
together to handle all the acting administrator’s du-
ties. Since the issues coming to the administrator 
were a combination of internal NASS and external 
requests, it seemed appropriate to have two people 
who could fully react to all issues and speak for the 
agency. Th us, the new 1995 structure removed the 
deputy for operations and deputy for programs posi-
tions; rather, it established one associate administra-
tor position. 

Th ere now was a new deputy administrator posi-
tion—the deputy administrator for fi eld operations, 
which was responsible for all fi eld offi  ces. 

Th e headquarters’ divisions reported to the Offi  ce of 
the Administrator instead of through a deputy ad-
ministrator.

U.S. Agriculture, Circa 1997

Th e rapid loss of U.S. farms stalled in the 1990s. 
Th ere were 2.19 million farms in 1997, down only 
0.9 percent from the 2.21 million farms of a decade 
earlier. However, there were signifi cant diff erences 
among the regions of the country. Because of the 
continued consolidation of farms in the North Cen-
tral States, the number of farms there declined 7.3 
percent from 1987 to 1997. Th e number of North-
eastern farms dropped slightly by 0.5 percent during 
the period. Farm numbers in the South and the West 
actually increased between 1987 and 1997, as more 
people moved to those regions of the country. Th e 
number of farms in the South in 1997 was 923,800, 
a rise of 2.9 percent from 10 years earlier. Th ere were 
302,660 farms in the West, an increase of 6.1 percent 
from 1987.

Farmland values steadily recovered from the low lev-
els of 1987. Th e U.S. average value climbed from the 
$599-per-acre level of 1987 to about $700 per acre 
by 1990. It rose to nearly $800 per acre in 1994. Th e 
1997 U.S. average value per acre was $926 ($1,168 
in 2007 dollars). California’s value per acre was now 
$2,500—higher than for any of the pre-1990 years. 
Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa values were now at $1,980, 
$1,870, and $1,600 per acre, respectively—up sig-
nifi cantly from 1987—but not quite as high as  1981 
fi gures. Similarly, Kansas and Nebraska rose about 
50 percent from 1987, which was still lower than the 
early 1980s. Farmland values in Texas declined from 
1987 to 1990, but they recovered to $554 per acre 
in 1997.

Th e amount of cultivated cropland in the United 
States had peaked at about 383 million acres in 
1982. Th at total declined to 331 million acres in 
1987 and to 326.8 million in 1997. A sizable por-
tion of the decline is accountable to the Cropland 
Reserve Program (CRP) that had been authorized 
by the Food Security Act of 1985 to remove highly 
erodible cropland from cropping and to maintain 
that cropland under certain conservation practices. 
Land was enrolled in 10-year CRP contracts through 
a bidding procedure. On one hand, some 101 mil-
lion acres of highly erodible cropland was eligible for 
the program, but a provision that normally limited 
the amount of CRP land to no more than 25 percent 
of the cropland in a county reduced the eff ective eli-
gibility to about 70 million acres.
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Th e CRP has been opened every year for new bids. 
Th e original goal of the CRP was to enroll 45 mil-
lion acres. Some 25.5 million acres were enrolled by 
February 1988, and by 1997 the total was 35 million 
acres. In the late 1990s, the total land in the CRP was 
holding steady, but some of the cropland originally 
enrolled had been replaced by new enrollments.

One new crop-production trend was well established 
by 1997 and another had just started. Th e change 
that had occurred was the replacement of conven-
tional tillage, which involved plowing the soil in 
preparation for new crops, with reduced or conserva-
tion tillage practices that leave much of the crop resi-
due on the land to conserve moisture and minimize 
water and wind erosion. By 1995, the Natural Re-
sources Conservation Service (NRCS) estimated that 
25 percent of U.S. cropping was conducted through 
reduced tillage; 35 percent used conservation till-
age; and 40 percent used conventional tillage. Con-
servation and reduced tillage practices were being 
used particularly in the North Central and North-
ern Plains States. However, the Southeast States, the 
Delta States, and Texas were still using conventional 
tillage for half or more of their acreage.

In 1996, biotechnology-developed seeds were just 
becoming commercially available for planting. Two 
types of seeds were being developed. One type was 
resistant to insects, and the other was tolerant to 
chemicals that could be applied to kill weeds. Lat-
er, “stacked gene” seeds were developed, which had 
both features.

Total agricultural productivity in 1997 was 118.5 
percent higher than it was in 1957. Productivity had 
also increased 20 percent from 1987.

Despite the signifi cant Midwest fl ooding of 1993 and 
related losses, yields of corn, soybeans, and wheat 
were quite high in the 1990s. Th ere were few Govern-
ment program-mandated planting restrictions, and 
acreages had generally increased. 

Th e U.S. average corn yield for 1995-99 was 127.1 
bushels per acre, 13.8 percent higher than the 1985-
89 average. In 1994, the fi rst 10-billion-bushel corn 
crop was produced. Annual average yields topped 
125 bushels per acre six times in the 1990s. Th e pre-
vious U.S. record yield had been 119.8 bushels per 
acre in 1987. Average acreage harvested for grain 
during 1995-99 was 70.7 million acres, compared 

with 65.3 million in 1985-89.

Soybean average yield for 1995-99 was 37.5 bushels 
per acre, an increase of 16.8 percent from 10 years 
earlier. Average U.S. yields topped 35 bushels per 
acre seven times in the 1990s, compared with the 
record yield of 34.1 bushels per acre before 1990. 
Th e average acreage harvested for soybeans was 67.4 
million acres between 1995 and 1999—an increase 
of 8.6 million acres (14.6 percent) from 1985–89. A 
new record was set in 1999 when acreage hit 72.4 
million acres.

Th e big story for winter wheat in the late 1990s was 
the introduction of a new, higher-yielding variety. 
Th e average U.S. yield during 1995–99 was 42.8 
bushels per acre, an increase of 14.1 percent from the 
37.5 bushels per acre of 10 years earlier. However, 
average yields in 1995 and 1996 were 37.7 and 37.1 
bushels per acre, respectively. Th us, the average was 
driven by the yields of 44.6, 46.9, and 47.8 bushels 
per acre for 1997, 1998 and 1999, respectively. Each 
of those years saw a new record for U.S. average yield 
per acre. Harvested acreage was around 40 million 
acres for the period of 1995–98, but that dropped 
to 35.4 million acres in 1999. For the fi ve-year pe-
riod, harvested acreage averaged 39.5 million acres, 
a decrease of 2.8 million acres (6.6 percent) from the 
1985–89 average. (Th e 1985–89 average had been af-
fected greatly by the 47.9 million acres that had been 
harvested in 1985.) 

Th e last fi ve years of the 1990s might best be de-
scribed as turbulent for U.S. cotton production. Th e 
fi rst fi ve years were marked by relatively stable cot-
ton harvested acres. Th e average price for the 1994 
crop was 72 cents per pound, the highest since 1980. 
Perhaps due to the high price, cotton planted acreage 
jumped to 16.9 million acres in 1995, which resulted 
in 16 million acres harvested. With the larger acreage 
harvested, yield per acre declined from 708 pounds 
to 537, but the price was even higher at 76.5 cents 
per pound. Cotton crop abandonment was higher 
in 1996, but dipped to a low level in 1997. At that 
point, a record high 2.7 million acres was planted 
(but not harvested) for cotton in 1998. Much of the 
land initially planted to cotton was able to be re-
planted to sorghum or another crop with a shorter 
season. Th e abandonment in 1998 was even higher 
than the high-abandonment years of 1951–53, when 
twice as many acres were planted as compared with 
1998. On average, acreage harvested for cotton in 
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1995–99 was 33 percent higher than 10 years earlier. 
Th e average yield of 629.4 pounds per acre during 
that period was 0.8 percent higher than the average 
in 1985–89.

Th e percentage of corn utilized for exports in 1997 
was down from 1987 in terms of total bushels (1.5 
billion) and percent of total utilization (17.1 percent 
compared with 22.1 percent in 1987 and 30.5 per-
cent in 1977). Th e big utilization change was due to 
the amounts of corn going to food, alcohol, and 
industrial uses—then more than 20 percent of all uti-
lization. High-fructose corn syrup accounted for 5.8 
percent of all corn utilized at the time. Corn utilized 
for ethanol production (for fuel use) had risen to 
nearly half a billion bushels—only slightly less than 
that used for producing high-fructose corn syrup.

Table 9.  Per Capita Consumption of Meat, Poultry, 
                 and Fish, United States  1997  
  
Total Population  272,912,000 
  
Category                                  Total       Percent
                                    Consumption     of Total
                          (Pounds/person)     
  
  Beef                                           65.5        30.0
  Veal                                                 1.0          0.5
  Lamb                                             1.1          0.5
  Pork                                           47.6        21.8
  Chicken                             71.4        32.7
  Turkey                             17.2          7.9
  Total Fish                             14.3          6.6
   
  Total Meat, Poultry & Fish      218.1          100.0

As indicated in Table 9, U.S. average diets around 
1997 included more total meat (red meat, poultry, 
and fi sh) than any time in the previous 40 years. 
However, the percent of fat in the total diet from 
meat had dropped from 35 percent in 1979 to 25 
percent in 1994. Both beef and pork producers had 
developed improved genetics and had shifted to lean-
er, faster-growing animals. Th e per capita consump-
tion of chicken exceeded that of beef for the fi rst time 
in 1992, as beef declined and chicken consumption 
increased each year. In 1997, per capita consumption 
of chicken was 71.4 pounds (versus 56.6 in 1987) 
and beef was 65.5 (versus 73.7 in 1987). Pork con-
sumption was down slightly in the 10-year period, 
from 48.8 pounds in 1987 to 47.6 pounds in 1997. 

Turkey per capita consumption increased from 14.7 
to 17.2 pounds between 1987 and 1997, but total 
fi sh consumption declined from 16.1 to 14.3 pounds. 
Veal and lamb consumption continued to decline to 
1 and 1.1 pounds per person, respectively. 

Th e U.S. hog industry changed rapidly between 
1987 and 1997. Before 1990, few hog operations 
had inventories as large as 2,000 head or more. How-
ever, those larger operations became common in the 
early 1990s. In fact, 4,335 operations with invento-
ries of 1,000 to 4,999 head, and 1,825 operations of 
5,000 head or more, were in place by 1997. Th ese 
operations accounted for 60.5 percent of the 1997 
hog inventory even though they accounted for only 
5.8 percent of the 106,060 hog farms in the coun-
try. Concentration in the hog industry diff ered from 
that of the broiler industry. Th e broiler industry was, 
primarily, a vertically integrated industry where the 
processors owned the birds. Th ere were a few instanc-
es of where hog slaughter operations owned some of 
the animals they would be slaughtering, but most 
large hog-producing organizations owned their own 
hogs and had marketing contracts with processors. 
Newer, larger hog operations were mainly climate-
controlled, and, with improved genetics, were able 
to yield higher pigs-per-litter rates. By 1997, the in-
dustry was achieving 2,500 pounds of pork per sow, 
compared with about 1,500 pounds in 1970.

Table 10.  Cash Receipts from Farm Marketings, by
                   Commodity Groups, United States  1997 
     
Category                        Total        Percent   
                                      Cash Receipts     of Total
                           (Million dollars)  
   
All Cash Receipts              207,790     100.0
   
Total Crops                            111,315      53.6 
 
  Food Grains                              10,411        5.0 
  Feed Grains                                27,087      13.0
  Cotton                                6,346         3.1 
  Oil-bearing Crops                19,758         9.5 
  Tobacco                                2,873         1.4 
  Fruits and Tree Nuts                12,958        6.2
  Vegetables                              14,669        7.1
  Nursery, Greenhouse, Flowers   12,355        5.9
  Other Crops                                4,858        2.3
  
                [table continues on next page]
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Total Livestock and Products      96,475    46.4 
 
  Cattle and Calves                   36,000     17.3
  Hogs and Pigs                                13,054        6.3
  Sheep and Lambs                        633        0.3
  Dairy Products                   20,940     10.1
  Eggs                                                4,540       2.2
  Broilers and Farm Chickens     14,230       6.8
  Turkeys and Other Poultry       3,490       1.7
  Wool                                                     45       0.0
  Other Livestock and Products        3,544       1.7

Table 10 indicates that the 1997 percentage relation-
ship between total crops cash receipts and total live-
stock and products cash receipts was exactly reversed 
from 1987. Crops cash receipts now made up 53.6 
percent of the total. Because of the increases in crop 
production and the changes in the livestock indus-
tries, crops cash receipts exceeded livestock cash re-
ceipts in 1994 for the fi rst time in nine years. Th is 
pattern continued until 1999.

Cash receipts from farming in 1997 were $207.8 bil-
lion ($262.0 billion in 2007 dollars). Th e propor-
tions of total cash receipts from fruits and tree nuts 
(6.2 percent), vegetables (7.1 percent), and nursery, 
greenhouse and fl owers (5.9 percent) were all high-
er than in the earlier, once-per-decade snapshots. 
Broilers and farm chickens also now accounted for a 
higher share (6.8 percent) of total cash receipts than 
in any of the earlier comparisons. Wool cash receipts 
made up only 0.02 percent of total cash receipts.

International Assistance in the 1990s 

With the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, the direction and 
scope of the agency’s international assistance eff orts 
greatly changed. Th e U.S. State Department was very 
interested in establishing improved relationships 
with many of the countries in Eastern Europe, and 
funding became available for a number of NASS as-
sistance eff orts through the Emerging Democracies 
Program.

Some of the earliest projects were in Poland and Bul-
garia. By 1994, a pilot area frame survey had been 
completed for one state in Poland, and a number of 
staff  members of the Poland central statistical offi  ce 
had received training. Poland was particularly inter-
ested in developing farm income surveys. Bulgaria 

had completed a successful crop area and livestock 
list  frame survey by 1994 with NASS assistance. 

Th ere were many interesting survey aspects uncov-
ered by working with the Eastern European coun-
tries. Concepts of land ownership and operatorship 
needed to be worked out in countries that had had 
mainly large state farms. Also, it was important to 
conduct household surveys—grain production was 
viewed as farming, but home production of potatoes 
accounted for a large amount of the sales for the en-
tire country.

Some of the Eastern European countries interested 
in agricultural statistics projects included Romania, 
Russia, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine. Many visitors 
from those countries came to the United States for 
training, and NASS employees visited the countries 
for discussion of possible development projects.

Some of the longer-term NASS assistance projects fi n-
ished in the early 1990s. Th e 10-year, USAID-assis-
tance project in Morocco ended in September 1994. 
It had been considered extremely successful because 
Morocco had developed and improved agricultural 
survey programs and established a strong data-pro-
cessing capability, in addition to implementing an 
operational area frame. Th e 10-year USAID project 
in Pakistan ended at nearly the same time. Area sam-
pling frames had been constructed for most of the 
country, and pilot objective yield programs had been 
put in place. 

A quite diff erent, but extremely benefi cial, activ-
ity took place in Nicaragua. Th is was a joint eff ort 
funded by the Central Bank of Nicaragua, the UN 
Development Program, and USAID. Th e Nicaragua 
Ministry of Agricultural and Forestry was vitally 
interested in obtaining better information on food 
production and consumption. NASS assistance to 
this fi ve-year eff ort included consultation, sample 
design, enumerator training, data analysis, and the 
design, summary, and dissemination of results. A 
point-sample approach was used for area frame con-
struction, instead of normal mapping techniques. 
Surveys were conducted that produced state-level es-
timates of corn, beans, sorghum, rice, and coff ee pro-
duction, and cattle, hog, and equine numbers. Th e 
Nicaraguan government was extremely pleased with 
the new statistical system;  special, well-publicized 
ceremonies were held for the fi rst release of survey
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data, which also included participation by the NASS 
administrator. 

Th e Nicaragua survey results were signifi cant. Th e 
country had long been regarded as having one of the 
lowest food supply and food energy consumption 
levels in all of the Caribbean. Th e new survey sys-
tem demonstrated that the country was producing 
and consuming much more food than had originally 
been estimated. Actual food energy levels available 
to Nicaraguans compared well with other countries 
in the region.

By the mid-1990s, other possible areas of assistance 
were on the horizon. At the time, USDA was work-
ing with South Africa toward a number of develop-
ment eff orts on which NASS could be asked to assist. 
Th ere was strong interest in sampling from Taiwan 
in order to reduce their high, complete census data-
collection costs. Countries such as Haiti and Albania 
had also expressed similar interest. One change made 
in the mid-1990s was to rework the agenda and the 
agency training program materials for foreign visi-
tors. Also, the training program would be shortened 
from six weeks to four weeks.

Staffi  ng, Circa 1997

As noted in the preface to this portion of the publica-
tion, FY 1991 was an extremely signifi cant year for 
agency hiring. At the start of FY 1992, 19 percent of 
the 495 agricultural statisticians and 25 percent of 
the 71 mathematical statisticians on board had been 
hired in the previous 12 months. In addition, 12 
percent of the 101 data-processing specialists and 17 
percent of the 179 statistical assistants were new to 
the agency. Th ose total counts were essentially peaks, 
except for mathematical statisticians. 

After FY 1993, budgets became quite tight and Con-
gress approved few program additions; Congress 
did not usually grant infl ation adjustment funding. 
Administrator Bay became concerned that salaries 
and benefi ts had become too large a percentage of 
the budget. Hiring, travel, and a number of other ex-
penditures were tightly controlled until some budget 
relief could be found.

By 1997, many staff  members hired during the devel-
opment of the enumerative and objective yield sur-
vey programs had either retired or were then eligible 

for retirement. Th us, staff  levels started to decline
again as people retired and the hiring of entry-level 
replacements was slowed.
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PROLOGUE

Deputy Administrator Bruce Graham’s 1976 admo-
nition, of NASS being prepared to take over the cen-
sus of agriculture responsibility should the agency 
be given short notice to do so, certainly seemed pro-
phetic 20 years later when it actually happened. In 
preparing for the 1997 Economic Censuses, which 
included the 1997 Census of Agriculture, the Com-
merce Department and the Bureau of the Census 
proposed to change the U.S. farm defi nition from 
an operation with $1,000 in agricultural sales to one 
with $10,000 in sales, as a cost savings measure. 

Based on the 1992 Census of Agriculture results, 
such a change in the farm defi nition would have ex-
cluded 47 percent of all U.S. farms. It would have 
had a great impact on some States. For example, it 
would have excluded 78 percent of West Virginia’s 
farms and more than 65 percent of the farms in Ten-
nessee, South Carolina, Alaska, and New Hamp-
shire. In addition, the tentative plans of the Bureau 
of the Census would have discontinued agricultural 
censuses in U.S. outlying areas (Puerto Rico, Guam, 
the Northern Mariana Islands, and the U.S. Virgin 
Islands) as well as follow-on horticultural and irriga-
tion data collections.

Th e large, potential impacts of such a change led to 
complaints and protests from farm and rural sociol-
ogy organizations and from members of Congress. 
Based on the critical reaction, the Offi  ce of Manage-
ment and Budget transferred the responsibility for 
the census of agriculture to NASS. Congress followed 
suit by shifting the census of agriculture funding to 
NASS.

At the time the controversy about the farm defi ni-
tion, the resulting complaints and OMB action oc-
curred, preparations for the 1997 data collection 
were three years into the fi ve-year cycle. It would 
have been impossible to make any major changes in 
the questionnaire or the basic data collection plan. 
However, NASS staff  members had already worked 
closely with Ag Census staff  members on the 1997 
Census of Agriculture content to standardize the de-
tailed defi nitions used for both the census and for 
NASS data collection eff orts.

Th e transfer of the census of agriculture to NASS 
meant that all major collection eff orts relating to 
farms and farming fell under one organization. It 
paved the way for eff orts after 1997 to clarify and 
eliminate the diff erences between census of agricul-
ture published totals and offi  cial USDA agricultural 
statistics estimates maintained by NASS. 

Part 5:  Completing the Agricultural Statistics Package
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Smoothing the Transition

As soon as it seemed likely that the census of agricul-
ture transfer was going to occur, several actions were 
put into place. NASS Administrator Bay met with 
Bureau of the Census staff  members working on 1997 
Census of Agriculture preparations to emphasize that 
NASS welcomed them and their suggestions on how 
to smooth the transition. NASS had usually named 
a liaison to work directly with Bureau of the Census 
staff  for the later stages of each census of agriculture. 
As of April 1996, an experienced NASS statistician 
was now onsite at the Bureau to help with prepara-
tions and to informally answer questions about both 
the agency and its personnel procedures.

Top NASS staff  members had other meetings with 
Bureau of the Census staff  members to answer ad-
ministrative questions. Meetings included data-pro-
cessing staff  members from the Bureau of the Census 
because they were to be included in the personnel 
transfer to NASS. However, they were not currently 
onsite with other census of agriculture staff  mem-
bers. Th e intention was a marriage of two organi-
zational cultures, rather than Bureau of the Census 
staff  members being absorbed into NASS culture.

Th e transfer to NASS would be voluntary, as the Bu-
reau of the Census would fi nd positions for those 
who chose not to do so. Bureau of the Census had 
also indicated that people not currently working on 
the census of agriculture could be part of the transfer 
if they were able to exchange positions with someone 
on the current census staff . Th e “even swap” require-
ment meant that only a few people who wanted a 
transfer could take advantage. Th ere were some early 
predictions that perhaps only half of eligible Bureau 
of the Census staff  members would transfer due to 
established commuting arrangements, concerns 
about joining a new organization, and other factors. 
However, 70 staff  members (85 percent of the staff  
designated for the changeover) transferred to NASS 
on February 2, 1997, to form the temporary Census 
Division. Most employees did not actually change 
locations because arrangements had been made for 
them to remain at the former location in Suitland, 
MD, through the 1997 Census of Agriculture pro-
cessing cycle. NASS was able to hire 15 additional 

people, including some former agricultural census 
employees who had left Federal service. As there were 
still many vacancies, additional NASS staff  members 
were detailed to Suitland for the census of agricul-
ture operations. 

What Should Be the Farm Defi nition?

Th e very fi rst U.S. Census of Agriculture in 1840 
did not include a specifi c farm defi nition. However, 
the United States was such an agrarian society at the 
time that everyone would likely have agreed on what 
constituted a farm. During 1850–60, a farm was de-
fi ned as an operation with agricultural production 
worth $100 or more per year. A modifi cation for 
1870, 1880, and 1890 was to defi ne any agricultural 
operation on three or more acres as a farm, and to 
defi ne operations smaller than three acres as farms 
if they sold $500 or more of agricultural products 
per year.

An interesting defi nition revised for 1900 removed 
both acreage and dollar values. According to the new 
defi nition, a farm was any agricultural operation re-
quiring the continuous services of at least one per-
son. During 1910–20, the defi nition combined the 
approaches from 1890 and 1900 to defi ne a farm as 
any agricultural operation with three or more acres 
or, if less than three acres, it must produce $250 of 
agricultural products per year or require the con-
stant services of at least one person. For 1925, 1930, 
1935, and 1940, the constant services provision was 
dropped and the farm defi nition was revised to an 
agriculture operation producing $250 or more of ag-
ricultural products for sale or home use, or one with 
three acres or more.

Th e 1945 farm defi nition may have been the most 
complicated of all. An agricultural operation of three 
or more acres was classifi ed as a farm if it had three 
or more acres of cropland or pasture, or $150 worth 
of agricultural production. If an operation was less 
than three acres, it qualifi ed as a farm if it had $250 
or more of agricultural production.

Th e defi nition used in 1950 and 1954 defi ned an 
operation of three acres or more as a farm if it had 
$150 or more of agricultural products for home use 
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or sale. If it was less than three acres, the operation 
must have had $150 or more of agricultural products 
produced for sale.

Th e defi nition used in 1959, 1964, and 1969 was 
that an operation of 10 acres or more was a farm if it 
had $50 or more of agricultural products produced 
for sale. If it was less than 10 acres, an operation was 
considered a farm if it had at least $150 of agricul-
tural products produced for sale.

Th e defi nition adopted in 1974, and the one used 
ever since, was “any place from which $1,000 or 
more of agricultural products were produced and 
sold or normally would have been sold during the 
census year.” Th e move away from an acreage defi ni-
tion did two things: it included atypical operations 
such as herb producers in a city, and it excluded ru-
ral residences of considerable size that might sell just 
a few berries or other sideline produce. Th e $1,000 
value limit was much higher than had been used for 
the 1950–69 time period.

Th e wording “normally would have been sold” was 
intended to avoid the exclusion of small farms, which 
typically would have had more than $1,000 in sales 
but had had poor yields in the census year or had 
delayed their sales until the next year. Because asking 
what an operation usually would sell might result in 
inconsistent answers, a point system was created to 
calculate sales. Points, or dollar values, were assigned 
to the various land uses and livestock reported on a 
census of agriculture questionnaire. Some qualifi ca-
tions were built in; for example, no points assigned 
to pasture if there were no livestock.

Before 1997, there had been some diff erences in 
interpretations between NASS and the Bureau of 
the Census. For example, if a farm enrolled all of 
its cropland into a long-term program, such as the 
Cropland Reserve Program, and received an annual 
payment (of more than $1,000), NASS considered 
that to still be a farm, but the Bureau of the Census 
did not. If the only livestock on an operation were 
equine, NASS did not assign points for pasture, but 
the Bureau did. NASS extended its farm defi nition to 
operations that sold more than $1,000 of Christmas 
trees as their only cash crop, but the Bureau would 
not. Th ankfully, these diff erences in defi nitions be-
tween the two organizations were reconciled early in 
the 1997 Census of Agriculture planning cycle.

When questions about the farm defi nition arise, peo-
ple not involved in agriculture generally assume some 
indexing of the dollar value of sales should be used. 
Th e fi rst suggestion is usually that the Consumer 
Price Index (CPI) be used. However, others suggest 
that would not be appropriate because prices of in-
dividual farm products, such as a bushel of grain, do 
not increase with the CPI but are determined by the 
supply and demand situations at a particular point 
in time.

If a CPI adjustment is applied to the 1974 mini-
mum farm defi nition of $1,000, the 1997 equivalent 
would be $3,256. However, if the more appropri-
ate Prices Received by Farmers Index is used with a 
1974 base of $1,000, the 1997 calculation would be 
$1,370. Prices farmers pay for their necessary equip-
ment and supply items do track somewhat with the 
CPI. Using the Prices Paid by Farmers Index, $1,000 
in 1974 would equal $2,860 in 1997.

Effi  ciency has been the key factor that allowed op-
erations to continue farming when prices paid nearly 
tripled in a 25-year period and the prices received 
increased 37 percent. Th rough advances such as in-
creased crop yields, greater livestock weight-gains, 
and increased milk production per cow, and by us-
ing lower amounts of labor and other inputs, farm-
ers have greatly improved their output. Put another 
way, because corn prices per bushel averaged about 
$2.50 in both 1974 and 1997, it took 5.56 acres of 
corn harvested in 1974 to equal $1,000 in value, but 
it took only 3.16 acres to do the same in 1997. Th e 
comparable calculations for soybeans, at $6.60 per 
bushel each year, were 6.39 acres in 1974 and 3.89 
acres in 1997.

Because indexing the farm defi nition to the Prices 
Received by Farmers Index would mean only a rela-
tively small increase from the current $1,000 yearly 
sales defi nition, there might not be much savings in 
the number of contacts to conduct the census of ag-
riculture. Also, the calculated value of production 
would likely go down from time to time. Th us, keep-
ing the $1,000 value of sales or normal sales does ap-
pear to be a reasonable compromise.

Improvements for the 1997 Census of Agriculture

Although the overall agricultural view on the census 
responsibility transfer was positive, there were some 
skeptical individuals and organizations. Some felt 
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that NASS might adopt more sampling methods and 
depart from the traditional census approach. Th ere 
also were concerns about the agency’s ability to carry 
out the 1997 Census of Agriculture collection with 
the transfer of responsibility having occurred so 
close to the data collection. 

One NASS goal for the 1997 Census of Agriculture 
was to make it as comparable as possible to previ-
ous census collections. Although signifi cant changes, 
such as revising the planned census questionnaires, 
would not be made, NASS was able to implement 
a number of quality improvements, in large part 
because there were additional staff  members to de-
vote to census issues. For example, NASS fi eld of-
fi ces participated in a census mailing list duplication 
review based on better address linkage and utiliza-
tion of some telephone follow-up. Th at exercise re-
moved 500,000 mailing list names, which saved $1 
million in mailing costs. A screening questionnaire 
was mailed to another 500,000 addresses that were 
unlikely to qualify as farms. Th is removed another 
400,000 addresses from the census mail-out list. 
Field offi  ces also conducted a special minority farm 
list-building eff ort by contacting 1992 Census of Ag-
riculture minority operators for help in improving 
the mailing list. Plans were also made to request the 
number of farm operators on each American Indian 
Reservation, in addition to creating one total Reser-
vation census form.

NASS did restore plans for censuses of agriculture 
in outlying areas. Th e agency met with offi  cials from 
Puerto Rico, Guam, Virgin Islands, and the North-
ern Mariana Islands to craft memoranda of under-
standing. Th ere had been a tentative plan to change 
the farm defi nition for Puerto Rico from its historic 
requirement of $500 agricultural sales per year to 
$1,000. NASS decided to keep the $500 defi nition 
and implement an area frame sample to aid in deter-
mining census undercoverage.

Th e mailing of all census of agriculture forms in De-
cember 1997, receipt of completed forms, and data 
entry were all contracted to the Bureau of the Cen-
sus processing center in Jeff ersonville, IN. Th e center 
would mail and process the other economic censuses 
at the same time. NASS contracted to pay for two key 
entry shifts, six days a week, in order to get the data 
prepared more quickly for fi eld offi  ce review and ed-
iting. 

NASS fi eld offi  ces met strict security provisions and 
NASS employees received clearances to access 1992 
and 1997 Census of Agriculture fi les through a spe-
cial census fi rewall. Being able to work on fi les in 
all fi eld offi  ces was a great time saver, and NASS de-
cided to work towards the goal of releasing all 1997 
Census of Agriculture U.S. and State publications on 
the same date. Previous censuses of agriculture, for 
which only a small number of analysts were avail-
able, were summarized and released a few States at 
a time.

NASS fi eld offi  ces were able to add local fl avor to 
many of the public service announcements and oth-
er publicity vehicles ahead of the mail-out. Th is ap-
peared helpful because initial responses came in fast-
er than expected. In addition, the total response rate 
was higher than that for the 1992 Census of Agricul-
ture, and the last follow-up mailing was cancelled.

NASS fi nalized plans for a toll-free information 
number that was prominently displayed on the mail-
ing materials. Arrangements were made to control 
the routing of those calls, which led to a number of 
effi  ciencies. When forms were fi rst mailed out, the 
toll-free number connected callers (during the week) 
to their respective NASS fi eld offi  ces. On weekends, 
calls would be connected to the few fi eld offi  ces that 
handled calls. As the volume of telephone calls de-
creased, the number of fi eld offi  ces handling calls 
was again reduced. 

Most calls were easy enough to handle. Th ey typi-
cally came from small operations that wondered why 
they received the mailing or from operations that 
had received multiple forms. Nearly 135,000 toll-
free calls were received during the time the service 
was in operation. Many actions were accomplished 
while the caller was on the line. One measure of the 
success of the toll-free number was a reduction in 
the usual number of Congressional inquiries made 
on behalf of upset constituents about the census of 
agriculture.

NASS fi eld offi  ces used their CATI capabilities in sev-
eral ways during the data collection phase. After the 
February 1, 1998 due date for forms was exceeded, 
operations that had not responded at all in 1992 and 
had not returned the fi rst 1997 mailing were con-
tacted by telephone. Calls to large operators and to 
counties with low response rates started earlier than
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planned because responses came in faster than 
predicted.

Results From the 1997 Census of Agriculture

Because of the earlier-than-predicted return of cen-
sus forms and a 2-percent increase in response rates, 
the processing of the 1997 Census of Agriculture ran 
ahead of schedule. However, not all of the processing 
went smoothly. A number of patches had been made 
to the old census of agriculture processing system, 
and it was sometimes necessary to wait until a modi-
fi cation was in place. Other times, fi eld offi  ces were 
ready for a particular task more quickly than expect-
ed and earlier than staff  members from headquar-
ters had planned to travel. Th ere were several phases 
to the data review and editing process that diff ered 
from typical NASS monthly, quarterly, and annual 
surveys. One reaction sometimes received from State 
statisticians after their State had just fi nished an in-
tensive two-week operation was, “Oh, if we had fully 
understood what we were going to do, we could have 
done it even better.”

Th e 1997 Census of Agriculture results for the Unit-
ed States and for each of the 50 States were released 
February 1, 1999. Th is was 12 months after the dead-
line for farmers to mail back their census forms and 
about 10 months earlier than the original schedule. 
Because fi eld offi  ces and NASS headquarters’ units 
were so familiar with the 1997 Census data, a deci-
sion was made during 1998 to proceed with the tra-
ditional, fi ve-year historic review and revision of all 
NASS estimates at the same time as the fi nal review 
of census data. A national board review of existing 
U.S.-level 1997 compared with preliminary census 
results was used to set revision targets before the re-
view of State-level 1997 Census data. 

By performing the fi ve-year review of commodity es-
timates ahead of the 1997 Census release, revisions 
were published a week or so before the major 1998 
end-of-the-year report and the January 1, 1999 “Ag-
ricultural Statistics Board (ASB) reports.” Th is pro-
vided data users with revisions, if any, one year ear-
lier than expected, and it prevented confusion when 
new estimates levels did not match up with previous-
ly published fi gures. Th ere was some apprehension 
about publishing revisions ahead of the end-of-year 
commodity reports. However, there were not many 
signifi cant data-series revisions to 1997 Census of 
Agriculture data. Th e biggest changes were for farm 

numbers, which are not market sensitive. Th e new 
revision publications were advertised ahead of time 
and were very well-received by data users, as they 
could update their databases ahead of the end-of-
year reports.

NASS was able to electronically release not only 
national and State data on February 1, but also all 
12,000 national, State, and county data fi les. Th ose 
included special State and county profi les and high-
lights. 

Th e county, State, and national data released were 
adjusted for nonresponses from operations included 
on the census mail list. Th e tables were also broken 
out by size of farm and farm-income size groups. 
Th ey did not adjust for list incompleteness, which 
was measured by using the names and addresses of 
operators in the June area frame sample segments. 
One appendix table did summarize the list incom-
pleteness for farms, land in farms, farm income and 
expenditures, and selected major commodities.

Th ere was considerable consideration given to the use 
of the list incompleteness data to create a table of ad-
justed census totals for the front of the publication. 
However, that was rejected for the 1997 Census, as it 
might have created confusion about having three sets 
of numbers: census-tabulated results, NASS offi  cial 
estimates, and census-adjusted numbers.

Along with the general data products, NASS also 
created a number of special, multicolor Quick Facts 
brochures. In addition to a brochure that highlighted 
changes in a number of farm characteristics, Quick 
Fact brochures were also created on topics such as 
Hispanic farms, Puerto Rico agriculture, aquacul-
ture, and horticulture. Census of agriculture results 
for Puerto Rico, Guam, Virgin Islands, and the 
Northern Mariana Islands were also available elec-
tronically as soon as the summaries were complete.

NASS received Congressional funding to conduct 
some follow-on studies after the main census had 
been summarized. In FY 2000, the 1998 Farm and 
Ranch Irrigation Survey, the 1998 Census of Horti-
cultural Specialties, and the 1998 Census of Aqua-
culture were released. Th e Agricultural Economics 
and Land Ownership Survey, which is normally con-
ducted every 10 years to provide fi nancial informa-
tion on agricultural producers and landlords, was 
released in FY 2001.
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Improvements for the 2002 Census of Agriculture

As mentioned above, the 1997 Census of Agricul-
ture focus was to be as comparable as possible. Th e 
goal for the 2002 Census of Agriculture was to be 
as relevant as possible. Th e shortcomings of previ-
ous censuses had included the fact that demographic 
information was only collected for one operator per 
farm, and not total operators per farm. Th is led to the 
common misunderstanding that the United States 
must have only 2 million farmers if it has 2 million 
farms. Little information had been collected on true 
income and expenses for operators contracted by 
others to raise broilers, hogs, or other commodities. 
Th ere were similar concerns about other important 
farm business relationships that had been omitted in 
the past.

One signifi cant planning development for the 2002 
Census of Agriculture (and for those that followed) 
was the creation of a formal advisory committee. 
Th ere had been many recommendations in the past 
that called for NASS to charter such a committee, 
but USDA already had its maximum number of for-
mal advisory committees under the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act (FACA). In transferring the census of 
agriculture responsibility to NASS, the Bureau of the 
Census agreed to transfer their FACA authority for a 
census of agriculture advisory committee to USDA. 
Instead of mimicking the Census Advisory Com-
mittee, NASS established the Advisory Committee 
on Agriculture Statistics to ensure that the census of 
agriculture would be coordinated with other agricul-
tural statistics programs. 

NASS instead established new membership guide-
lines. Th e Census Advisory Committee included a 
number of organizations that had permanent mem-
bership. To serve agriculture more broadly, NASS 
established several categories of membership such 
as producers, agricultural economists, rural soci-
ologists, farm policy experts, agricultural-related 
business and marketing experts, and representatives 
of the larger group of national farm organizations. 
One position was intended for a representative of the 
State departments of agriculture. 

Committee members are selected to serve the larger in-
terests of agriculture and not just the organization(s) 
they belong to. Members serve staggered two-year 
terms, and they can serve on the committee for up to 
six years. In selecting the initial Advisory Committee 

on Agriculture Statistics, a mix of new members and 
former Census Committee members were selected. 
Half the members started with one-year terms to be-
gin the rotation process.

Th e new committee has been interested in census 
of agriculture issues, but it also has provided good 
counsel on other issues, such as environmental statis-
tics and the poor performance of the monthly Hogs 
and Pigs Survey. Th e committee has also favored ex-
panding the coverage of specialty commodities and 
the improvement of information on women and mi-
nority farm operators.

A fresh look at the census of agriculture planning 
process was implemented for 2002 through the Proj-
ect to Reengineer and Integrate Statistics Methods 
(PRISM). PRISM had one underlying goal of stan-
dardizing methodology and procedures for the on-
going current estimation program and the periodic 
censuses whenever possible. PRISM identifi ed 15 
component parts that should be coordinated into 
one effi  cient processing system. A new software sys-
tem was defi nitely needed; it had been diffi  cult dur-
ing the 1997 Census of Agriculture to fi nd anyone 
who could modify the existing programs.

One major goal for the 2002 Census of Agriculture 
was to use optical character- recognition techniques 
for capturing data. If this was feasible, it would pro-
vide faster data entry and create electronic records for 
NASS fi eld offi  ces to use for editing and analysis.

Another important aspect included in the PRISM ef-
fort was to explore improved methodology for adjust-
ment of census data for nonresponse and incomplete 
mailing lists. Th e Research and Development Divi-
sion took the lead in exploring alternatives for both 
adjustments. One solution to the nonresponse prob-
lem was to implement a nearest-neighbor approach 
for selecting a report that had most of the same size, 
location, and farm-type characteristics to represent a 
missing operation. Th e approach under study for the 
mailing list incompleteness was to collect as much 
high-level control data, such as total certifi ed acreage 
for crops in Federal Farm programs, total acreage of 
farmland, and production of livestock. A multivari-
able calibration could then, theoretically, be created 
to better estimate for operations not on the mailing 
list. 
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A New Organization Structure and New Leadership

After the 1997 Census of Agriculture results were 
released in early 1999, NASS managers were able 
to address the issues of a permanent organizational 
structure that would best serve the production of 
current agricultural statistics and censuses of agri-
culture. Instead of creating a new program-based 
organization, which would keep the census and on-
going estimation programs separate, it was decided 
to expand the functional organization structure that 
NASS had employed. Th e changeover was scheduled 
for the start of FY 2000; it became eff ective October 
10, 1999.

One change in organizational structure was the cre-
ation of a new deputy administrator for programs and 
products (DAPP). Th is position was essentially par-
allel to the deputy administrator for fi eld operations 
(DAFO). All fi eld offi  ces reported to the DAFO, and 
the headquarters divisions reported to the DAPP. A 
marketing and information services offi  ce (MISO) 
was also created and reported to the DAPP. 

MISO was to take over all ASB administrative func-
tions such as security, printing of reports, coordina-
tion and improvement of the agency Internet pres-
ence, and coordination with reporters and other 
visitors for special secured releases. MISO also had 
a new Marketing Section, which would take the lead 
on census of agriculture and other products and 
publicity. Th e well-functioning customer service of-
fi ce was included within the Marketing Section.

All divisions now had some census responsibilities. 
Th e new Census and Survey Division added the Cen-
sus Planning Branch to the existing Data Collection, 
Sampling, and Survey Administration branches. 
Th e newly named Information Technology Division 
now had a Census and Survey Systems Branch along 
with Data Services, Estimation and Support Sys-
tems, and Technical Services branches. Th e Research 
and Development Division had a Census and Sur-
vey Research Branch and a renamed Geospatial In-
formation Branch. Th e Statistics Division now had 
an Environmental, Economics, and Demographics 
Branch along with the Crops, Livestock, and Statis-
tical Methods branches.

Administrator Bay retired in December 1999. He 
had taken a leadership role on all aspects of the shift 
in the census of agriculture responsibility. He was 

responsible for strengthening the 1997 Puerto Rico 
Census of Agriculture and establishing a NASS fi eld 
offi  ce in Puerto Rico. He also had worked diligently 
on the arrangements for the new Advisory Commit-
tee on Agriculture Statistics.

Once again, only NASS managers were considered in 
the selection of a new administrator. R. Ronald (Ron) 
Bosecker was chosen, and he was installed Decem-
ber 19, 1999, as the fi fth SRS/NASS administrator. 
Bosecker grew up on a small farm in southeastern 
Illinois and received his undergraduate degree from 
Southern Illinois University. His fi rst agricultural 
statistics experience was as a student trainee in the 
Illinois fi eld offi  ce. After graduation, he transferred 
to the Ohio fi eld offi  ce. While in Ohio, he went to 
Ohio State University and completed a master’s de-
gree in agricultural economics through a cooperative 
program. He then completed a master’s in mathe-
matical statistics through the full-time SRS program. 
Bosecker held various positions in the Research Di-
vision during his fi rst tour in headquarters; he rose 
to a Section head position before transferring to the 
California State statistical offi  ce as the deputy state 
statistician in 1981. He returned to headquarters 
in 1985 as the statistical methods branch chief and 
moved to the Research and Development Division 
the next year as the sampling branch chief. He served 
in two senior executive service positions, Research 
Division director and deputy administrator for fi eld 
operations, before being selected for administrator. 

Results from the 2002 Census of Agriculture

Although the new 2002 Census of Agriculture ques-
tions were successful in improving information rel-
evance, they were overshadowed by a publication 
decision. Research into the calibration approach for 
adjusting mailing list incompleteness was extremely 
promising. A tentative decision was made to publish 
traditional “as tabulated” results and to later publish 
results adjusted to the county level, as a research or 
proof-of-concept product.

Th e internal debate on how many summaries to pub-
lish was reminiscent of the debate over publishing a 
table of adjusted 1997 results. To publish more than 
one 2002 Census of Agriculture summary would be 
confusing to many data users. Individuals who did 
not agree with some results might be extremely criti-
cal of the adjusted product or might use the diff er-
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ences in the products to embarrass NASS about in-
completeness in the traditional product. 

Administrator Bosecker made the decision to pub-
lish one product: the fully adjusted county, State and 
U.S. results. All fi eld offi  ces had the opportunity to 
review the fi rst calibration trials and suggest specifi c 
variables and control data that should be included 
for their States. Improvements were made to the cal-
culation procedures and summaries prepared, which 
included adjustments at the county level. In order 
to complete all necessary review of the new results, 
a preliminary summary was issued in February and 
fi nal results were published in June. 

Th e new product was fairly well-accepted, in part 
because it was the only product available. Based on 
requests from individuals who wanted to do further 
study of trends, the 1997 county and State results 
were retabulated using the new methodology.

Most internal procedures added for the 2002 Census 
of Agriculture processing worked fairly well. How-
ever, entering the data through the optical charac-
ter-recognition (OCR) procedure was not as success-
ful as hoped.  Many respondents put lines through 
answer boxes that did not apply to them. Th e OCR 
process usually considered that each cell with a line 
through it had received an answer of one.  Fortunate-
ly, an electronic image of each page was captured and 
forms went through a “correct from image” review.  
Th e OCR approach was eventually dropped from the 
2007 Census of Agriculture plans.

Th e extra 2,400 June area frame segments that had 
been enumerated in June 2002 were extremely valu-
able for providing improved estimates of the mail-
ing list incompleteness. Four telephone call centers 
were used, and more operators were contacted by 
telephone or personal contacts than for other recent 
censuses of agriculture.

One major advantage of the census of agriculture 
over the ongoing commodity statistics program is 
the measurement of the demographics of U.S agri-
culture. Th e added questions regarding numbers of 
operators per farm and the demographics of multi-
ple operators presented a new picture. More than 3.1 
million farm operators were reported on nearly 2.13 
million farms in the 2002 Census of Agriculture. Of 
the total, 847,832 (27.2 percent) were women. An-
other new demographic result was that 13.6 percent 

of operations reported multiple households sharing 
the farm income. 

Th e operator demographic questions on gender and 
age, which were asked of the fi rst three operators per 
farm, provided new information for rural sociolo-
gists and organizations interested in a fuller picture 
of farming in the 21st century. 

Other new questions also worked well. New produc-
tion contracts questions provided a clearer picture of 
farm operator income from contract operations. A 
pilot project in Montana, North Dakota, and South 
Dakota presented more information about agri-
culture on American Indian Reservations for those 
States.

One of the fi rst users of the new demographic in-
formation on farm operators was USDA. Th e 2002 
Census of Agriculture data on race, gender, and eth-
nicity of farm operators at the county level were used 
in preparing the fi rst annual “USDA Program Par-
ticipation by Socially Disadvantaged Farmers and 
Ranchers” report to Congress.

Special reports such as “Operators by Race” and 
“Women Principal Operators” were created and 
released. Th e “2002 Census of Agriculture Agricul-
tural Atlas” was released as an electronic product; it 
contains 276 maps and graphs illustrating agricul-
tural trends across the United States. Based on the 
Research and Development Division work, a new 
interactive mapping tool on the agency’s Web site al-
lowed users to customize their own maps.

Finally, new procedures were also deployed for the 
2002 Puerto Rico Census of Agriculture. A toll-free 
telephone number was made available for the census 
(as it had been for the 50 States) that helped improve 
response. In addition, personal interviewers were 
used to collect reports not returned by mail.

Improvements for the 2007 Census of Agriculture

A census content test was conducted in 2006 that 
included a short questionnaire version. Th ree agri-
cultural identifi cation surveys were conducted; they 
were aimed at removing non-farms from the census 
mailing list. Many eff orts were made to improve the 
mailing list coverage of minority and small farm op-
erators. Pilot testing of improved procedures for con-
tacting American Indian farm operators was done in 
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New Mexico. One signifi cant change for the 2007 
Census of Agriculture was that an electronic data-re-
porting instrument was off ered for the fi rst time. 
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Estimating Program and Reimbursable Activities 

In the past 10 years, there have been many additions 
to both the estimates created and the reports issued 
by NASS. Some additions have been due to changes 
in U.S. agriculture and to improvements in custom-
er service; other additions expanded the coverage 
of topics of interest. Also, NASS is now publishing 
agricultural statistics for Puerto Rico and including 
Puerto Rico commodity statistics in ongoing NASS 
reports such as “Farms, Land in Farms, and Livestock 
Operations.” Improvements in sample sizes and/or 
geographic coverage have been made for some sur-
veys. 

NASS started a series of “Farm Computer Usage and 
Ownership” reports in 1997, based on questions 
added to the June Area Frame Survey. Questions are 
asked only every two years because within-State sam-
ple variations might be greater than the true annual 
changes. Th e 1997 survey asked if the operation had 
computer access (38 percent had); if the operation 
owned or leased a computer (31 percent did); if the 
operator was using a computer for the farm business 
(20 percent were); and if the operation had Internet 
access (13 percent had). Questions have been added 
in subsequent years about the types of high-speed In-
ternet access being used and the types of business be-
ing conducted over the Internet (e.g., purchasing in-
puts, selling products, and/or accessing reports and 
services). Th e 2007 survey indicated that 63 percent 
of farms had computer access; 59 percent owned or 
leased a computer; 35 percent were using a computer 
for the farm business; and 55 percent had Internet 
access. However, these results varied widely by re-
gion, economic class, and type of farm.

Another survey change that had been due to new ag-
ricultural trends was the reporting of corn, soybean, 
and cotton acreage planted with biotechnology seed. 
Biotechnology seeds have been modifi ed for resis-
tance to herbicides, insects, or both. Questions re-
lated to biotechnology were fi rst asked in 2000 and 
are now repeated annually. Th e results are included 
in the annual “Acreage Report” at the end of June.

In 1997, the Secretary of Agriculture requested that 
NASS develop a weekly survey to estimate the weekly 
price of un-aged cheddar cheese sold by cheese mak-

ers. (Th is is a major determinant in the price for dif-
ferent classes of milk produced by farmers.) Because 
less than 100 cheese plants produced about 95 per-
cent of all un-aged cheddar, NASS was able to con-
tact just those plants and implement the survey in 
short order. When the survey procedures had been 
verifi ed, NASS started releasing prices and volumes 
sold for the previous fi ve weeks each Friday. Th e sur-
vey was quite successful, and the next year NASS was 
asked to expand data collection to a “Dairy Product 
Prices” report, which also included butter, nonfat 
dry milk, and dry whey.

Due to changes in the Federal support program for 
peanuts, NASS was asked to start a weekly “Peanut 
Prices” report in 2006, which covered purchases from 
farmers. Another new report series that was created 
in 2006, which provides information for produc-
ers and analysts to use in forecasting supplies, was a 
monthly “Catfi sh Feed Deliveries” report. Th e report 
breaks out data by State and by feed for food-size fi sh 
versus fi ngerlings and brood fi sh.

Th e large increase in dairy and meat goats in the 
United States prompted the change from “Sheep” re-
ports to a “Sheep and Goats” report in 2006.

One report change that did not work well was a 
monthly “Hogs and Pigs” report, which was started 
in 1997. Analysts hoped more frequent hog breeding 
coverage would improve the ability to forecast future 
supplies and prices of pork. Survey cooperation was 
much poorer than for standard quarterly surveys. 
Monthly results were inconsistent, and they seemed 
to be aff ecting the quality of the quarterly survey, 
so the monthly survey and reports were dropped in 
2003 after considerable discussion and industry in-
put.

Combined U.S. and Canada livestock reports were 
also added to the NASS program. In the past, there 
had been frequent complaints about both the dif-
fi culty of obtaining Canadian livestock supply in-
formation and the fact that everyone had to pay for 
those reports (in contrast to the free U.S. electronic 
reports). NASS worked with Statistics Canada to 
develop a combined cattle report. Because neither 
country changed survey procedures nor  timing, the
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approach was to combine both countries’ informa-
tion into a consolidated release that would be elec-
tronically available to everyone, free of charge. Th e 
fi rst “U.S. and Canadian Cattle” report was issued in 
1999. Because Canadian hog and pigs information 
was collected and issued by a diff erent group than 
that for cattle, it took some time to make similar 
joint release arrangements. However, the fi rst “U.S. 
and Canadian Hogs and Pigs” report was issued in 
2004 and has been continued on a quarterly basis 
since.

One new, signifi cant NASS procedure was the use 
of data warehousing to analyze all data on hand and 
create a number of structure reports. Th ese included 
“U.S. Hog Breeding Structure” and “U.S. Cattle Sup-
plies and Disposition” in 2001, followed by “U.S. 
Dairy Herd Structure” and “U.S. Broiler Industry 
Structure” in 2002, and “Licensed Dairy Herds” in 
2004. 

Another new report was issued in February 2003. 
Questions had been asked about crop marketing 
contracts on the 2001 Agricultural Resource Man-
agement Survey, which typically would have been 
used for special economic analyses. NASS made sure 
that the results received wider coverage by issuing 
the “Corn, Soybeans, and Wheat Sold Th rough Mar-
keting Contracts 2001 Report.”  

One other new endeavor was the annual updating of 
the “Track Record” reports for crops, grain stocks, 
and livestock. Th ese updates summarize record highs 
and lows for the various commodities and show the 
changes from each forecast or preliminary estimate 
to the fi nal estimates. A similar type of report now 
routinely published is “Price Reactions,” which 
tracks market price changes following major NASS 
statistical reports.

Examples of expanded coverage reports included the 
1999 “Equine” and the 2001 “Nursery” reports. In 
both cases, all available information was provided 
for these two industries at one point in time.

NASS took on some changes in the spirit of govern-
mental effi  ciency. Starting in 1997, NASS coordi-
nated the sampling and summarization of its Cali-
fornia agricultural labor surveys with the California 
Economic Development Department (EDD). Since 
EDD was contacting even more operations than 
NASS and asking basically the same questions, the 

coordination between the two groups reduced the 
contact burden on farm operators.

NASS took over the “Farmland Values” report from 
ERS in 1997 to ensure that annual publications 
would be continued. NASS later added cash rents to 
that report.

NASS has long provided statistical services to other 
Government agencies on a cost-reimbursable basis. 
Often this involved one-of-a-kind surveys or analy-
ses. Th ose types of requests still occur today, but a 
major shift took place in the past 10 years, as NASS 
worked almost every year to help specifi c agencies 
implement new programs. 

In the late 1990s, NASS conducted a number of cus-
tomer service surveys for other USDA agencies and 
assisted on some organizational climate surveys. 
NASS also conducted the Childhood Agricultural 
Injury Study for the National Institute of Occupa-
tional Safety and Health (NIOSH). Th at study was 
parlayed into a series of NASS surveys for NIOSH on 
childhood injuries, minority childhood injuries, and 
adult occupational health issues on farms. As the full 
analyses of NIOSH surveys often take a few years, 
NASS requested that a short summary report of re-
sults of each survey be published. NASS normally 
drafts the summary after the data quality review is 
fi nished, and then NIOSH reviews and approves it 
before release.
 
Another ongoing eff ort since 1999 is a series of sur-
veys for the National Animal Health Monitoring 
System (NAHMS) of the USDA Animal and Plant 
Health Inspection Service (APHIS). NASS conducted 
NAHMS surveys for layers and egg operations, feed-
lots, swine, sheep, cattle, catfi sh, non-ambulatory 
cattle and calves, backyard poultry fl ocks, and non-
ambulatory sheep and goats. NASS also conducted a 
number of surveys for the APHIS Wildlife Services 
program on death losses due to predators and other 
causes for cattle, sheep and goats, and catfi sh.

NASS also assists the USDA Agricultural Research 
Service (ARS) Nutrient Lab with their sampling is-
sues for dietary and other food-related surveys on an 
annual basis.
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Federal Farm Programs and NASS

NASS does not have any USDA regulatory, payment, 
or inspection authorities. Th us, it has been able to 
build and maintain its reputation for providing con-
sistent, unbiased statistical information regardless of 
each administration’s politics or present Farm Bill 
legislation. 

However, NASS program off erings have been im-
pacted by new Farm Program legislation. At times, 
the agency has been asked to provide reports of mar-
ginal statistical value. One example was the July 1 
forecasts of the current corn crop. July 1 is too early 
for producers to fully interpret their crop’s potential 
and too early to collect meaningful objective yield 
information. At various times in the past, USDA 
policy offi  cials wanted a July 1 evaluation of the crop 
size so they could be ready to act if low (or perhaps 
high) production levels triggered Farm Program 
provisions later in the season. Th e agency usually 
suggested discontinuation of the July 1 corn fore-
cast whenever budgets were tight, in order to save as 
much funding as possible for more statistically de-
fensible forecasts and estimates. 

In 1980, the July 1 corn forecast issue was handled 
through the establishment of the World Agricultur-
al Outlook Board (WAOB) and the creation of the 
monthly “World Agricultural Supply and Demand 
Estimates” (“WASDE”) report. Each May, WOAB 
starts analyzing the current year’s crop potential. 
Th ey use available NASS reports to make projections 
when it is too early to statistically forecast produc-
tion. For example, the July 1 corn production num-
ber now available in the July “WASDE” for policy 
analysts is based on the NASS “June Acreage” report 
estimate of corn acreage expected to be harvested. It’s 
also based on a trend yield that might be somewhat 
adjusted by the WAOB if plantings were particularly 
early or late.

New Farm Program provisions often have led to esti-
mating program expansions. For example, inclusion 
of minor oilseeds for special Farm Program provi-
sions led to funding for improved estimates of those 
crops. Most of the county estimates that NASS rou-
tinely creates and publishes (particularly the crop-
ping practices data on irrigated, non-irrigated, and 
following summer fallow) are paid for by either the 
USDA Farm Service Agency (FSA) or Risk Manage

ment Agency. NASS usually has to increase sample 
sizes to provide these county estimates.

Occasionally, NASS has needed to deal with requests 
for changing the timing of specifi c reports in order 
for USDA to implement Farm Program provisions. 
One example was an eff ort to issue advanced soybean 
crop yield insurance payments. In this approach, a 
portion of the expected payment would be issued be-
fore harvest was completed. Final payments would 
be based on NASS county estimates that are not 
available until February. Th e compromise reached 
was for NASS to create Agricultural Statistics Dis-
trict (ASD) yield forecasts based on the October 1 
“Crop Production” report. Th e advanced payments 
to producers would then be based on the normal re-
lationship of yields in specifi c counties to the ASD 
yields. Th e new procedure was implemented and 
was successful in most areas. However, some coun-
ties ended up with higher-than-typical yields related 
to the fi nal ASD average yield, and producers had to 
return the advance payments.

One new experience for NASS was the fact that man-
datory reporting requirements for the “Dairy Prod-
uct Prices” report were written into legislation. Th e 
agency hadn’t needed to write offi  cial regulations 
before; it’s a rigid and time-consuming procedure. 
Th ere was also diffi  culty in implementing the spirit 
of the legislation because NASS is not a regulatory 
agency and has no audit authority. Th e question of 
how to implement auditing without violating confi -
dentiality of reporting is still being resolved.

Integrating Surveys, One More Time

One decision that greatly shaped the past 10 years 
or so was the creation of the Agricultural Resource 
Management Survey (ARMS) by NASS and ERS. 
In 1996, the annual cropping practices survey was 
integrated with the Farm Costs and Returns Sur-
vey Program. Because of the integration, total farm 
economic data were usually collected for operations 
included in the chemical-use surveys. Th is created 
larger sample sizes for the annual farm production 
expenditures analyses and allowed analyses of chem-
ical-use practices related to diff erent sizes and types 
of farm operations.

ARMS was originally named the Agricultural Re-
source Management Study by ERS, although NASS 
staff  members usually referred to it as a survey 
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program. ARMS became so well known that it usu-
ally went by its acronym and was rarely spelled out. 
However, when the two agencies were document-
ing the need for additional funding for the program 
around 2001, it became clear that the reluctance 
from the Offi  ce of Management and Budget (OMB) 
reviewers to agree to funding increases was due, in 
part, to the ARMS name. OMB viewed the study as 
a one-time, relatively small program. Th e term “sur-
vey” might imply a broader, more ongoing program. 
At that point, ARMS was renamed as the Agricultural 
Resource Management Survey in all ERS communi-
cations, and the program’s expansion was approved 
by OMB the next year.

Several increases in chemical-use coverage occurred 
under ARMS. Th e fi rst after-harvest chemical appli-
cations survey was conducted for apples and potatoes 
in 1997. Later agricultural practices surveys covered 
post-harvest chemical applications for commodi-
ties such as fruits and vegetables, peanuts and rice, 
and oranges. A survey of adoption of integrated pest 
management practices was conducted for pastures. 
Another new chemical-use approach was to collect 
information on chemicals applied to animals and 
animal facilities.

NASS fi eld offi  ces became concerned with the ex-
treme length of many ARMS interviews. Complaints 
were particularly aimed at the long, complicated eco-
nomic questionnaire that was administered to all op-
erations, even those primarily selected for chemical-
use or cost-of-production data surveying. Requests 
were made to ask more global questions instead of 
asking for full details at each interview. A short ques-
tion version was tested for one quarter of the 2004 
core sample and was expanded to all core samples in 
2005. Th e shorter version led to partial use of mail 
contacts. Mail response was low, but it was cost eff ec-
tive because personal interview costs are high.

When NASS began collecting data on the Conserva-
tion Eff ects Assessment Project (CEAP) for the USDA 
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) dur-
ing 2003–07, ERS requested that ARMS-type data be 
included. Th is would allow for a broader analysis of 
the CEAP, rather than one that focused only on the 
environmental benefi ts from conservation programs. 
After negotiations, an integrated ARMS/CEAP ques-
tionnaire was developed in 2004. 

In addition to broadening the ARMS scope, im-
provements were made to publications and to the 
presentation of the summary data. For example, all 
agricultural chemical-use summaries now have dis-
tribution tables that show medians, averages, and 
10th and 90th percentiles for each chemical’s rates 
of application and number of applications data dis-
tribution.

New Technology Developments in the Past 10 Years

Data technology emphases from 1997 to 2007 might 
best be summarized as having continually updated 
to state-of-the-art processing, security, and access 
procedures.  Many changes and upgrades have been 
made to enhance the tools that agency personnel 
have to do their jobs, which have also ensured that 
proper security for data and processing systems is 
in place.  Innovations have been added to improve 
NASS customer access and analytic capabilities.  To 
make these improvements, NASS often needed to 
hire employees with specifi c training and mandatory 
certifi cations.

At the same time, USDA (and other Federal organi-
zations such as the Offi  ce of Management and Bud-
get) has had some impact on NASS technology pro-
grams since the late 1960s.  As mentioned in part 
2 of this account, some agency acquisition plans in 
the late 1960s and 1970s were delayed because long-
range data processing plans were either not in place 
or were not acceptable to USDA.  Th e Clinger-Co-
hen Act of 1996 (CCA) specifi ed that Government 
information technology offi  ces should be operated 
just as effi  cient and profi table businesses would be 
operated.  Th e CCA emphasis was on departments, 
not individual agencies, and called for leadership by 
Department chief information offi  cers.  

Th e CCA called for the creation of an integrated 
framework of technology for carrying out the busi-
ness of each department and for considering all fac-
ets of capital planning for acquisition of new hard-
ware and software systems. Following CCA, USDA 
emphasized the need for agencies to align their in-
formation technology (IT) strategy with their busi-
ness goals, and to demonstrate sound IT investment 
portfolio management that would be linked to good 
project management practices.  Th ose initiatives 
were very sound approaches, but they often required 
extensive NASS documentation to clarify the appro-
priate eff orts that were already underway.  It was also 
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time consuming to fully justify NASS requirements 
for specially enhanced processing and security soft-
ware in order to acquire necessary waivers.

One signifi cant agency change in the past 10 years 
was the 1998 migration of mainframe processing ac-
tivities from an outside contractor to the USDA Na-
tional Information Technology Center (NITC). Th is 
ended more than 25 years of contract arrangements.  
Not only was NITC able to provide the level of sup-
port that NASS required and meet peak workload de-
mands, but processing costs were also reduced.  Th e 
NITC processing system also off ered improved fi le 
and processing management and gave NASS users 
more control over the timing and priority of process-
ing jobs.

One special technology eff ort was the review of all 
agency data systems in order to identify and repair 
any that might not function properly come the year 
2000.  Since NASS did not have many accounting-
type systems that performed operations based on 
calendar dates, there were probably fewer systems to 
repair than for many other organizations.  Th is “Year 
2000” (known as Y2K) eff ort provided an impetus to 
review all NASS programs and operating systems for 
those which should be retired and for those needing 
to be replaced or rewritten.  NASS also scrutinized 
all commercial software that had become part of its 
standard processing technology to be sure those pro-
grams were compliant.  Th e review and assessment 
was necessarily thorough and extended to all work-
stations and to non-data processing computerized 
applications, such as security systems for entering 
offi  ces.  NASS tackled the Y2K concerns aggressively 
and accomplished all the necessary steps on or ahead 
of schedule.

A number of past decade improvements provided 
new or enhanced tools for agency personnel.  Com-
pleting the agency’s wide area network (WAN) in 
1997 gave all employees Internet access and provided 
each fi eld offi  ce access to needed data for effi  ciently 
carrying out the 1997 Census of Agriculture.  Also, 
1997 marked the completion of the enhanced list 
maintenance operations (ELMO) system, which re-
placed the existing list- sampling frame software and 
greatly improved operations.  As part of the ongoing 
ELMO development eff orts, a full list frame database 
was available at the time NASS acquired the census of 
agriculture responsibilities. Th e ELMO system pro-
vided invaluable query capabilities during process-

ing of the 1997 Census of Agriculture.

New Windows-based CATI and interactive editing 
software were introduced in 1999, which were easy 
to learn and use.  A questionnaire repository sys-
tem (QRS) was added in 2003, which provided all 
fi eld offi  ces full access to all standard questions for 
preparing new questionnaires.  Th e QRS has been 
powerful in standardizing questions for surveys that 
use multiple modes of collection, including paper, 
telephone, personal interviews, and online survey 
responses.

Many steps have continued to be taken to improve 
customer access to NASS reports.  Portable Docu-
ment Format (PDF) versions of major reports were 
added in 1997, in addition to text fi les for immedi-
ate Internet releases.  Also in 1997, the USDA com-
puterized information delivery service contract ex-
pired. However, NASS was already providing better 
access through its Internet home page and through 
a multi-agency contract with the Mann Library at 
Cornell University.  Th e Mann Library provided 
archival access to all NASS electronic reports and 
maintained the customer subscription service for 
online reports. Th e Mann Library wanted to be-
come known as the leading agricultural information 
center, and it was providing this excellent service 
to NASS, ERS, WAOB, and the USDA Extension 
Service for a total cost equivalent to hiring one en-
try-level Federal statistical assistant.  In 2001, the 
agency began off ering spreadsheet-ready data fi les 
in addition to the text and PDF formats.

Data users were provided direct access to NASS 
historical data by adding the online “Quick Stats” 
reports database as an agency homepage feature in 
1998.  Users select commodities or data series, time 
periods, and geographic areas to create data fi les for 
viewing, printing, or down loading.  Th e “Quick 
Stats” design has not worked as well internally as 
hoped, and it will likely be replaced by an improved 
application.

Another database feature was added in 2004 when 
NASS and ERS introduced an online query system 
that allowed Agricultural Resource Management 
Survey database users to create their own special 
tabulations of data.  In 2006, NASS began using 
Rich Site Summary (RSS) feeds of news and an-
nouncements to provide better public access. Th e 
agency developed full text scans of many historic 
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reports not previously available in electronic acces-
sible formats.

One signifi cant success story of the past decade was 
NASS’s leadership role in data warehousing for sta-
tistical applications.  In the early 1990s, several in-
ternal NASS reports addressed the need to improve 
the agency’s data management of historical survey 
data so that NASS could enhance its sampling capa-
bilities, reduce survey respondent burden, improve 
data quality, broaden analytical capabilities, and ex-
pand estimation methods.  Th e NASS Strategic Plan, 
published in late 1994, called for a data system that 
would permit maximum use of historical data and 
that would be easily accessible by all NASS users.  
Th e Data System 2000 Steering Committee was then 
formed in 1995 as a spin-off  to the NASS Strategic 
Plan to pursue development of an enterprise data-
base containing historical survey data.  In 1998, over 
600 staff  members used the easy-to-access data ware-
house system to carry out analyses during the 1997 
Census of Agriculture processing. It was also used 
by many agency personnel for improved analyses of 
survey data and estimates.  By the end of 2007, the 
NASS data warehouse contained over 5 billion sur-
vey responses from farmers and ranchers from 1997 
through 2007.

Th e agency has often been called upon by other sta-
tistical organizations for advice and guidance in cre-
ating data warehouse systems.  Staff  members partici-
pated in a number of data warehousing conferences, 
and NASS hosted the second International Confer-
ence on Statistical Data Warehousing and Business 
Intelligence. Th e conference showcased presentations 
from seven countries.

A small, but signifi cant, realignment in 2004 added 
the Field Services Section and the Data Warehous-
ing Group to the Information Technology Division 
(ITD).  Th e realignment promoted a more unifi ed 
and cohesive approach to information technology 
products and services.  More employees are now in-
volved in broader IT applications instead of focus-
ing on just specifi c contributions.  Th e change has 
strengthened the support for fi eld offi  ce activities by 
having a wider cadre of people to call upon.

New technologies were also used to improve data 
collection options.  Beginning in 1999, weekly crop 
progress survey responses were collected over the In-
ternet.  Th is was feasible because most reporters were 

USDA Extension Service personnel who had Inter-
net access.  Th ey would sign on to get the current 
questionnaire and submit their observations by early 
Monday morning in order for NASS fi eld offi  ces to 
summarize, analyze, and issue the current week’s re-
port at 4 p.m. eastern time.  Th e present crop prog-
ress and condition system handles questionnaires 
that change weekly and require fast turnaround for 
both mail and Web versions.  Th e system leverages all 
historic reported data for week-to-week comparisons 
and can even off er multiple questionnaire versions 
within a State during the same week. Th e system also 
effi  ciently handles multiple modes of data collection 
and often receives 2,000 or more Web-based respons-
es each week. 

Because nearly all NASS surveys are voluntary, it was 
not expected that many people would respond over 
the Internet, except for special cases such as the crop 
progress survey.  However, some agricultural-related 
businesses, as they automated their own records, pre-
ferred to transmit electronic information for reports 
such as “Cold Storage” instead of copying data to 
questionnaires.  Th ese early transmissions often were 
e-mail messages, as electronic questionnaires had not 
been created.  Th e fi rst test of electronic data report-
ing (EDR), other than for crop progress surveys, was 
for the “Cotton Ginnings” report in 2001.  By 2004, 
NASS had developed a well- functioning EDR soft-
ware system that was integrated with the question-
naire repository system to create eff ective survey in-
struments.  Th e NASS system fully met the objectives 
of the Government Paperwork Elimination Act to 
provide the public with reporting options in dealing 
with Federal organizations.  EDR applications were 
fi rst prepared for smaller, business- type surveys, but 
they have been expanded to all surveys.  EDR was 
available for the 2007 Census of Agriculture data col-
lection for the fi rst time.

As mentioned above, security has been a major focus.  
As soon as electronic communications between head-
quarters and fi eld offi  ces were feasible, electronic en-
cryption (using National Institute of Standards and 
Technology-approved protocols) was used for trans-
ferring the speculative data and recommendation 
fi les for Agricultural Statistics Board (ASB) reports. 
In 2001, a personal computer-based local area net-
work (LAN) was assembled as an ASB reports back-
up processing alternative.  In a later security upgrade, 
all ASB data fi les were encrypted.  
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Because of Federal Governmentwide electronic se-
curity concerns, NASS was successful in receiving 
specifi c funding for strengthening security, starting 
in FY 2001. A full risk assessment of all agency pro-
cessing and communications was completed in 2003.  
About that time, a virtual private network (VPN) 
was created for encrypting all non-primary network 
communications (such as for telecommuters).  Se-
curity training was conducted for all employees and 
new intrusion detection features were added to all 
facilities.  

Many state-of-the-art security features have been 
added to ensure proper security of the NASS network 
and its data, equipment, and facilities.  Vulnerabil-
ity scanning software has been installed, along with 
implementation of an automated security-dispatch 
management system. An intrusion detection system 
has been installed to detect any unusual network ac-
tivity. Outside contractors have been hired to certify 
that all systems have adequate security controls and 
penetration testing has been done to monitor for po-
tential security improvements. One key factor has 
been to install advanced network auditing tools to 
validate that proper security controls are always in 
place and functioning. 

NASS has been a leader in creating and testing disas-
ter recovery and continuity of operations systems. It 
initiated a number of new activities in order to com-
ply with the Best Enterprise Architecture Practices. 
It upgraded the encryption procedures being used in 
order to strengthen the VPN. All operations also have 
been migrated to a more secure operating system and 
plans are in the works to encrypt all fi les on work 
stations. 

One other improvement in the past decade was a 
new approach for implementing agency technology 
priorities and communicating the status of planned 
eff orts.  Th e agency’s Information Technology Coun-
cil meets every two years to set strategic and longer-
term priorities and directions.  Th e agency’s Senior 
Executive Team addresses tactical and shorter term 
technology issues every month. Th e signifi cant new 
agency management approach was creation of the 
agency’s Business Council.  Th e Business Council is 
composed of the branch chiefs of each headquarter 
division, plus representation from the fi eld offi  ces.  
Th e branch chiefs control day-to-day assignments of 
personnel and are acutely aware of progress on most 
agency survey, estimation, and personnel opera-

tions.  Business Council members do not set technol-
ogy priorities, but they can provide up-to-date time 
tables for implementing the priority decisions that 
have been set.

One new approach implemented in response to the 
Clinger-Cohen Act was the creation of the NASS En-
terprise Architecture Council (NEAC).  USDA has 
defi ned four levels of architecture: the business layer, 
the applications and services layer, the data layer, and 
the technology layer.  One example of the Depart-
ment’s standardization eff orts to improve operations, 
reduce costs, and avoid redundancies was the time 
and attendance reporting system that NASS created 
in the 1990s. It was considered for use by all agencies 
as part of the applications and services layer.  How-
ever, the Department’s fi nal decision was to acquire a 
commercial system.

As stated at the start of this section, NASS technol-
ogy is being continually updated to take advantage 
of improved processing advances.  One good ex-
ample is the work underway to create what has been 
dubbed GENESIS (generalized enhanced sampling 
and information system).  Th is new system will en-
hance and replace the mainframe classify and sam-
pling programs.  It will build on present ELMO and 
data warehouse eff orts, and it will specifi cally add 
features that had been proposed in the past but were 
not achievable.

Training Developments in the Past 10 Years

Training in recent years has essentially been a tech-
nology story in itself. NASS has taken advantage of 
online and other computer-based training methods. 
Many new methodologies off er employees the fl ex-
ibility to complete required training on their own 
schedule. For example, USDA has purchased or in-
ternally developed several thousand online employee 
training modules. Examples include modules for 
required annual ethics and security training. USDA 
normally requires all employees to complete certain 
modules each fi scal year, but other modules are avail-
able to employees when specifi c questions or needs 
arise. 

NASS has a learning culture that is committed to 
proper training for all employees. A typical agency 
allocation to training is 3 percent of the total bud-
get. Th e 2000 calculation showed that the training 
expenditure that year was actually 3.4 percent. Train-
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ing programs are constantly evaluated and modifi ed 
as needed. For example, the New Statistician Orien-
tation, which brought groups of new professional 
employees to headquarters after they had worked six 
months or so, has been changed to New Employees 
Orientation. Th is program includes all new fi eld of-
fi ce and headquarters employees. Orientation timing 
and content were adjusted to fi t the expanded goals.

One long-standing commitment has been to devel-
op communication, supervision, and management 
skills. At one time, the U.S. Offi  ce of Personnel Man-
agement (OPM) required 80 hours of training for all 
Federal supervisors. During the 1990s, it was reduced 
to 40 hours. NASS, however, has kept a two-part, 
80-hour guideline for its entire professional staff . 
Th e fi rst 40 hours are provided through contracted 
courses for newer NASS employees. Th e second 40 
hours are normally provided through USDA, OPM, 
or other training opportunities in which NASS em-
ployees participate with employees from other orga-
nizations.

Training on census of agriculture procedures has 
been a major NASS emphasis. Soon after it was 
known that the census responsibility would be com-
ing to NASS, national training sessions were held for 
200 State directors, deputy State directors, census co-
ordinators, and census support leaders. One sign of 
ongoing training improvements was evidenced in the 
1997 Census seminar for all agency managers. It was 
announced that overhead transparencies would not 
be allowed, and all presenters had to use computer-
based presentation tools. Th is forced many present-
ers to examine new tools for the fi rst time and de-
vote considerable eff ort to their message, visual aids, 
and delivery. Th e result was one of the most eff ective 
training sessions the agency had ever presented.

One key agency self-evaluation approach has been a 
long series of climate surveys that ask all employees 
to evaluate a wide variety of organizational issues, 
such as work place, personnel relations, communica-
tions, management and others. To ensure confi denti-
ality, the organizational climate surveys have normal-
ly been conducted by outside organizations such as 
survey research centers at the University of Maryland 
and George Mason University, or through the Joint 
Program in Survey Methodology. Climate surveys are 
now conducted using secure, Web-based methods.

One refl ection of management’s desire to truly learn 

from climate surveys (as well as to respond to em-
ployees’ reactions like “What diff erence does the 
survey make?”) was the appointment of an Organi-
zational Climate Survey Evaluation Team. Th is team 
was designed to thoroughly study current results in 
light of earlier surveys and to make specifi c recom-
mendations to management. Many recommenda-
tions involve training, and those recommendations 
are implemented by the training and career develop-
ment offi  ce (TCDO).

In 2000, TCDO took the lead in contracting for an 
agency leadership- eff ectiveness inventory evaluation 
of all supervisors and managers. Th is included evalu-
ation of each individual by supervisors, subordinates, 
and peers. Th e process, led by experienced contrac-
tors, formed the backdrop for an agency leadership 
workshop. Th e analyses highlighted the agency’s 
leadership strengths and weaknesses as it prepared 
for the future. TCDO also used the results to identify 
and implement additional leadership training.

TCDO has also added many new training features. 
“Train the trainer” sessions have been held for head-
quarters and fi eld offi  ce survey leaders to better pre-
pare them to help with offi  ce training. TCDO leads 
agency personnel in using best practices to prepare 
detailed agendas and learning objectives for each 
training program. Because the agency is using online 
and interactive editing, summary, and analysis rou-
tines, TCDO has scheduled many training sessions 
at the USDA Farm Service Agency facility in Kansas 
City. Th is facility off ers NASS attendees opportuni-
ties to train on new computerized tools. 

Because of the constant assessment of  employee 
training needs and the innovative approaches used to 
providing that training, NASS was nominated dur-
ing the 1990s for the W. Edwards Deming Award for 
Excellence in Federal Government Education, spon-
sored by the Graduate School, USDA. Th e nomina-
tion acknowledged the “cradle to grave” attention 
that NASS gives to employee needs, and it was well-
received by the selection committee. In 2006, NASS 
received another Deming Award nomination for TC-
DO’s design, development and delivery of an online 
leadership course on performance management for 
all supervisors. 

Several new action-learning approaches have been 
successfully implemented by TCDO since 2003. 
Field offi  ce and headquarters staff  members have 
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worked together to learn new problem-solving tech-
niques while learning about leadership. Th e fi rst ap-
proach included four face-to-face sessions, followed 
by individual introspection and action follow-ups. 
A later approach included face-to-face, online, and 
teleconference sessions for the participants, which 
utilized electronic white board technology. Partici-
pants were very pleased with the confi dence they 
gained by using new problem-solving and leadership 
skills; they also increased their comfort with technol-
ogy. Th e agency’s cutting edge eff orts to employ these 
new learning methods have been recognized across 
Federal agencies. TCDO has been invited to speak at 
several human resource sessions and to consult with 
other organizations on implementing innovative 
leadership training. 

Remote Sensing Developments in the Past 10 Years

A 2001 remote sensing paper suggested that the 
Cropland Data Layer (CDL) Partnership Program 
might expand to cover the top 15 to 20 cropland 
States. Indeed, this idea did seem to have strong in-
terest from many sources, particularly State govern-
ment agencies looking at watershed issues. By 2001, 
data analysts were located in Illinois, North Dakota, 
Mississippi, and New Mexico. Th ere also were ongo-
ing negotiations for a partnership with Florida A&M 
University and one to create a CDL product for the 
Middle Atlantic States.

However, the partnership program did not expand 
as anticipated. Few State governments had research 
or information staff s with remote sensing interests 
or skills. State government organizations seemed to 
be interested in tackling a few specifi c research ques-
tions, but they often did not seek additional applica-
tions. If one person was designated and trained for 
the CDL project, there was usually no technology 
transfer when the analyst moved on to other assign-
ments—and the entire eff ort would close. In univer-
sity settings, only one or two people were trained; 
when those individuals completed their studies and 
moved on, they were not usually replaced. Another 
factor was that having the CDL for one point in time 
seemed suffi  cient for many other research interests 
because cropland does not change much from year 
to year. 

Th ere was, however, some excellent CDL partnership 
program work done. Th e State of Illinois added ad-
ditional ground data to the eff ort and created a land 

cover layer, instead of just a cropland data layer. CDL 
products were helpful in making some agribusiness 
economic decisions in North Dakota by adding data 
layers such as transportation. Much of the document-
ed use of the CDL products related to within-State 
watershed and other water-quality eff orts for which 
the CDL approach was extremely appropriate.

Th rough 2006, CDL products had been created for 
Arkansas, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North 
Dakota, and Wisconsin (with multiple dates for 
all but Idaho, Louisiana, and Wisconsin). In addi-
tion, combined States products are available for the 
Midwestern States, which cover crop years 2005 and 
2006 (the State of Washington is included in the 
2006 product), and the Mid-Atlantic States for the 
2002 crop year. Th ere has been considerable inter-
est in these products—198 requests were made in 
2005; 139 in 2006; and 118 in the fi rst seven months 
of 2007. As of midyear 2007, products were avail-
able over the Internet through the USDA Natural 
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Geospatial 
Gateway. 

An interesting new line of remote sensing and Geo-
graphical Information System (GIS) research and 
application has arisen in the past three years or so. 
Th ere is a great amount of interest in building an ex-
panded information system for citrus fruit. Th is in-
cludes using remote sensing products (perhaps from 
satellites with higher-resolution sensors) to identify 
plantings of citrus trees and, perhaps, to count or es-
timate the numbers of trees. Th ere is also interest in 
being able to judge the maturity and health of indi-
vidual blocks of trees as possible indicators of crop 
size. Th e Florida citrus industry, the State of Florida 
Department of Citrus, and major citrus companies 
are all interested in the research, and they have ob-
tained research funding from NASA. NASS is con-
tracting to do much of the basic GIS research. Be-
cause the new goals are to not only improve Florida 
industry information but also evaluate citrus indus-
tries in Brazil or elsewhere in the world, the research 
is bringing in concepts from both the LACIE of the 
1970s (discussed in chapter 3) and the AgRISTARS 
early warning and crop condition assessment project 
of the 1980s (discussed in chapter 5).

Th e NASS remote sensing eff orts and the research 
into uses of GIS-registered data fi les, such as USDA 
Farm Service Agency’s (FSA) digitized fi eld boundar-
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ies for all farms signed up for Federal farm programs, 
have both reached an advanced level of maturity and 
have set the stage for new research in 2007. Many 
of the time-consuming technical issues involved in 
rectifying and registering ground and satellite data 
have been solved by registering new satellite data to a 
standard available mosaic of the entire United States, 
which is based on 30-meter Th ematic Mapper data. 
For the fi rst time in 2007, remote sensing interpreta-
tions of current-season crop acreages for major States 
were available by October 1, instead of by the end of 
the harvest season. Th ose interpretations were based 
on samples selected from FSA’s digitized fi eld bound-
aries and certifi ed crop uses for 2007. Th e satellite 
data were from the moderate resolution imaging 
spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor aboard NASA’s 
Aqua and Terra satellites, which provide more scenes 
than Landsat satellites.

Th e biggest development is that P-EDITOR, which 
has been a tremendous workhorse research and ap-
plication system, may soon be replaced. A new ar-
tifi cial intelligence system built on the classifi cation 
and regression tree (CART) analysis approach is 
being tested. Th e CART approach is non-paramet-
ric and uses decision tree techniques, which should 
improve on the P-EDITOR parameter-driven ap-
proach. CART can handle many satellite- imagery 
dates at once (P-EDITOR was limited to two) and 
can combine other data sources, such as slope and 
elevation data, at the same time. Th e CART approach 
will also be able to accept cloudy satellite scenes by 
ignoring cloud problems, assuming there are other 
non-cloudy scenes in the same analysis.

Other Research Directions in the Past 10 Years

Many Research and Development Division (RDD) 
activities over the past 10 years have already been 
covered in chapter 7 and in the remote sensing and 
reimbursable material sections discussed earlier in 
this chapter. However, there were many other active 
research eff orts.

Several important results came out of ongoing sam-
pling and estimation investigations. A new State-by-
State sample allocation for the June Area Frame Sur-
vey (using a national sampling approach) reduced the 
total number of area segments by 20 percent while 
maintaining the same U.S.-level precision. A key 
breakthrough was the implementation of multivari-
ate probability proportional to size (MPPS) sample 

designs for surveys such as quarterly crop/stocks and 
for environmental surveys that have multiple crops 
of interest. Th e new design provided better targeting 
of rare commodities, lowered overall sample sizes and 
survey costs, and reduced respondent burden.

A number of other eff orts were aimed at reducing 
respondent burden. An approach to better commu-
nicate with large producers called the “Top 100” was 
started. Th is method would summarize data for the 
top producers of specifi c commodities, evaluate their 
impact on estimates, and develop communication 
strategies to establish rapport, in order to collect the 
best, most consistent data for each operation. An im-
proved, more detailed respondent-burden tracking 
and management system was also developed to bet-
ter understand and hopefully minimize respondent 
burden. A related eff ort tested the eff ectiveness of 
designating personal enumerators for some large or 
otherwise important producers.

Cognitive research methods were used in a number 
of investigations. Small group meetings were held 
with producers to gain their evaluations of NASS 
survey approaches to make data collection more 
convenient. Th ese interviews were also designed to 
identify services and information that the respon-
dents desire. Cognitive interviews were conducted 
with reluctant survey respondents in South Dakota, 
which led to a new enumerator training program for 
handling reluctant respondents. RDD staff  members 
also participated in the testing and evaluation of a 
new short version of the Agricultural Resource Man-
agement Survey (ARMS) core questionnaire and the 
2007 Census of Agriculture form design pretesting.

A special respondent-incentives research eff ort was 
conducted in conjunction with the 2005 ARMS data 
collection. A debit card was used as the incentive, and 
various treatments were tested, such as providing the 
debit card with the mail questionnaire versus prom-
ising to deliver a debit card when the questionnaire 
was returned. All incentive treatments resulted in 
higher response rates than mailings without incen-
tives; they were, therefore, cost eff ective. Th e largest 
additional increase in treatment response was mea-
sured at 9 percent.

An ongoing research theme for NASS is the improve-
ment of data analysis tools for fi eld-offi  ce and head-
quarters statisticians. In the late 1990s, new graphic 
tools were developed and added to the interactive 
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data analysis system. A new agricultural generalized 
imputation edit system (AGGIES) was developed 
and tested that had many advantages over traditional 
editing procedures. Since editing and imputation 
were fully automated, manual operations inconsis-
tencies were avoided. Functions were performed ob-
jectively and more consistently than with multiple, 
independent operations. Other statistical agencies in 
the United States and several other countries have re-
quested information on the system.

U.S. Agriculture, Circa 2007

Th e biggest story in American agriculture in 2007 
was the tremendous increase in the acreage planted 
to corn for the production of ethanol. Government 
policies promoting the blending of ethanol with 
gasoline for automotive fuel and the construction of 
ethanol plants led to a proliferation of such plants. 
Th e amount of corn being used to produce ethanol 
has increased tremendously. Some 3 billion bushels 
of the 2007 corn crop were used for ethanol—42 
percent more than a year earlier and double the fi g-
ure from 2005. Economic projections predict the 
amount of corn used for ethanol will increase for an-
other three years before leveling off . 

Th e 93.6 million acres planted to corn in 2007 was 
the highest total since 1944, an increase of 20 per-
cent from 2006. (Th e 86.5 million acres harvested 
in 2007 represent the highest total on record since 
1933.) Much of the extra acreage came from a 16-
percent decline in the acreage of soybeans planted. 
Th e 63.6 million acres of soybeans planted in 2007 
was the lowest since 1995. In spite of the large in-
crease in corn acreage and hot, dry conditions in 
many Eastern States, the average U.S. corn yield for 
2007 was the second highest on record. 

In general, crop yields have continued to increase 
over the past 10 years. Soybean average yields have 
been above 40 bushels per acre ever since 2004—a 
level that had only been reached once before 2000. 
Average corn yields have been above 140 bushels 
per acre since 2003, with a record 160.4 bushels per 
acre in 2004. All winter wheat average yields seemed 
to have leveled off  since the big increases of the late 
1990s. 

U.S. cotton acreage harvested had stayed between 12 
and 13.8 million acres for 2000–06 before dropping 
to 10.5 million acres in 2007. Cotton yields have var-

ied from 632 to 871 pounds per acre for 2000–07; 
the 2004–07 yields all stayed above 800 pounds per 
acre. Th e 2007 average cotton yield of 871 pounds 
per acre set a new record.

Most of the corn, cotton, and soybean acreages are 
planted to biotechnology varieties, which have been 
modifi ed for resistance to insects, herbicides, or both. 
In 2007, 73 percent of the corn acreage, 83 percent 
of the cotton acreage, and 91 percent of the soybean 
acreage were of biotechnology varieties. Th e variet-
ies contributed greatly to further increases in farm 
operator effi  ciencies. In 2004, the effi  ciency had im-
proved 16 percent from 1997 and stood at 253 per-
cent of the 1957 effi  ciency level.

Farmland values have essentially doubled across the 
country in the past 10 years. Th e 2006 U.S. average 
value of farmland was $1,900 per acre, compared to 
$926 in 1997 ($1,168 in 2007 dollars). Some States 
selected for comparisons of 2006 values with those 
for 1997 were: California ($5,390 vs. $2,500); Illi-
nois ($3,800 vs. 1,980); Indiana ($3,630 vs. $1,870); 
Iowa ($2,930 vs. $1,600); Kansas ($930 vs. $565); 
Nebraska ($1,090 vs. $524); and Texas ($1,250 vs. 
$554).

Livestock production continued to become more 
specialized. Cattle continued to be the agricultural 
commodity raised on more farms than any other, but 
the number of farms with cattle was under 1 mil-
lion (971,400 compared with nearly 1.15 million 
in 1997). Most cattle operations (762,880 in 2006) 
had beef cows. Given this, there were 75,140 farms 
with milk cows in 2006. Hog farms totaled 65,540 
in 2006, a decrease from 122,160 in 1997 and from 
more than 1 million in 1965. Sheep farms declined 
from 72,680 to 69,090 between 1997 and 2006.

Table 11 indicates that per capita consumption of 
meat, poultry, and fi sh increased in total from 1997 
to 2005 by 17.2 pounds (7.9 percent). Chicken con-
sumption continued its steady rise and totaled 86.2 
pounds per person (up from 71.4 pounds). Th us, the 
average per capita chicken consumption has increased 
252 percent in slightly less than 50 years. Total beef 
consumption changed little during the period (65.5 
pounds in 1997 and 65.3 pounds in 2005), but pork 
consumption increased almost 2 pounds (from 47.6 
to 49.5). Total fi sh consumption rebounded from 
14.3 pounds in 1997 to 16.1 pounds in 2005, the 
same level as in 1987.  Turkey consumption declined  
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slightly (17.2 to 16.6 pounds), lamb held steady at 
1.1 pounds, and veal consumption continued to de-
cline (from 1.0 to 0.5 pounds per person) between 
1997 and 2005.

Table 11. Per Capita Consumption of Meat, Poultry, 
                  and Fish, United States  2005  
  
Total Population  296,639,000 
  
Category                     Total     Percent  
                            Consumption   of Total
                        (Pounds/person) 
  
  Beef                                          65.3       27.8
  Veal                                            0.5         0.2
  Lamb                                          1.1         0.5
  Pork                                          49.5       21.0
  Chicken                            86.2       36.6
  Turkey                            16.6         7.1
  Total Fish                            16.1         6.8
   
  Total Meat, Poultry & Fish     235.3     100.0

Table 12.  Cash Receipts from Farm Marketings, by
                  Commodity Groups, United States  2006 

Category                         Total         Percent  
                                 Cash Receipts      of Total
                              (Million dollars)  
  
All Cash Receipts                239,272     100.0
  
Total Crops                              119,951        50.1
  
  Food Grains                                  9,106         3.8
  Feed Grains                                  27,962       11.7
  Cotton                                  6,173         2.6
  Oil-bearing Crops                  18,193         7.6
  Tobacco                                  1,156         0.5
  Fruits and Tree Nuts                  17,011         7.1  
  Vegetables                                17,935         7.5
  Nursery, Greenhouse & Flowers  16,892         7.1
  Other Crops                                  5,524         2.3
 

Total Livestock and Products  119,320       49.9
  
  Cattle and Calves                 49,148        20.5
  Hogs and Pigs                               14,085         5.9
  Sheep and Lambs                       473         0.2
  Dairy Products                 23,422          9.8
  Eggs                                               4,340         1.8
  Broilers and Farm Chickens    18,905         7.9
  Turkeys and Other Poultry      4,248         1.8
  Wool                                                    24         0.0
  Other Livestock and Products       4,674         2.0

Cash receipts from livestock and crops were almost 
equal in 2006 (i.e., 50.1 percent of receipts were from 
crops). However, there has been considerable shift-
ing in the livestock/crops mix since 1997. Crops cash 
receipts were 51 percent or more of all cash receipts 
in 1998, 2002, and 2003, but they were 49 percent or 
below in 1999–2001, 2004 and 2005. 

Cash receipts for fruits and tree nuts, vegetables, and 
nursery, greenhouse and fl owers were all up from 
1997 to 2006, in terms of dollars received and per-
cent of total cash receipts. Nursery, greenhouse and 
fl owers products now accounted for 7.1 percent of 
total cash receipts, which equaled fruits and tree nuts 
and neared the contribution from vegetables (7.5 
percent).

Cattle and calves cash receipts once again exceeded 
20 percent of total receipts (20.5 percent). Hogs and 
pigs cash receipts continued their pattern of increas-
ing in dollar values during each decade since 1957. 
However, they made up a lower percentage of total 
receipts in each subsequent period. Cash receipts 
for broilers and farm chickens continued to increase 
their proportionate share of total receipts to 7.9 per-
cent. Wool cash receipts, at $24 million, made up 
only 0.01 percent of total cash receipts.

International Assistance in the Past 10 Years

Th ere has been a wide variety of international as-
sistance eff orts in the past 10 years. All assistance 
was provided through a temporary duty (TDY) and 
training approach, except for a resident assignment 
in Ethiopia early in the period. Much of the work 
continued to be funded through the U.S. Govern-
ment Emerging Markets Program.
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Some contact and assistance was provided to coun-
tries such as China, Ecuador, Kazakhstan, Mexico, 
Russia, and Ukraine nearly every year of the past de-
cade. Th ree to fi ve years of TDY eff orts were provided 
to South Africa, Ethiopia, Brazil, and El Salvador. 
TDY visits in only one or two years were made to 
Armenia, Belize, Chile, Costa Rica, Georgia, Ghana, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Mongolia (which was funded 
through the World Bank), Morocco, Nepal, Nicara-
gua, Oman, Panama, Pakistan, Philippines, Roma-
nia, and Sudan.

Discussions are well underway for assistance to Bra-
zil, and a project for Argentina may open up. One 
interesting new development is a three-year agree-
ment to aid Madagascar, which is being well-funded 
by the U.S. PL-480 program. Th e Agricultural Trade 
Development and Assistance Act of 1954 established 
the U.S. policy of using the Nation’s abundant ag-
ricultural resources to enhance food security in the 
developing world. Th is was commonly referred to as 
the PL-480 Food-for-Peace Program.

NASS continued to actively provide training to for-
eign visitors. Every year NASS hosted a minimum of 
150 to 200 visitors from 20 or more countries (30 in 
2005).  For instance, 219 people visited in 2004, and 
220 came in 2005. 

In addition to making recommendations for improve-
ments to a country’s ongoing agricultural statistical 
program, NASS also assisted with the preparation, 
conduct, and evaluation of censuses of agriculture in 
China and Russia. 

Th e 1997 China Census of Agriculture was likely 
the largest statistical data collection eff ort in history. 
Some 6 million enumerators were trained for con-
tacting over 200 million households, and the total 
amount of data processed and tabulated was stagger-
ing. For example, 335 computer centers were created; 
they were staff ed by 10,000 newly trained people. 
Th e Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of 
the United Nations was an active participant in the 
Chinese agriculture census, along with statistical 
personnel from several countries. Th e Italian gov-
ernment contributed $17 million to the project. For 
its part, NASS assisted by presenting data collection 
seminars and helping design questionnaires. NASS 
staff  also participated in data collection monitoring. 
China conducted its second census of agriculture in 
2007; it has been billed as an even larger eff ort de-

spite the fact that less thorough planning and coor-
dination were done. 

NASS Staffi  ng, Circa 2007 

Th e present profi le of NASS employees is signifi cant-
ly diff erent than the USDA statistical unit of 50 years 
ago. As of FY 2005, there were 513 agricultural stat-
isticians and 95 mathematical statisticians on board, 
compared with 246 total statisticians (agricultural 
and mathematical) in 1955 and 451 in 1965. Nearly 
all the statisticians in 1955 and 1965 were white men. 
As of 2005, 164 of the agricultural statisticians and 
34 of the mathematical statisticians were women. In 
addition, 93 of the agricultural statisticians and nine 
of the mathematical statisticians were racial or ethnic 
minorities. 

Th ere have been considerable changes in the past 10 
years—particularly the past two years. As of midyear 
2007, eight of the 46 NASS State directors (includ-
ing Puerto Rico) were nonminority women, and fi ve 
were minority employees. Only 4 State directors in 
mid-2007 had been in the same positions 10 years 
earlier. Five 1997 State directors are in diff erent po-
sitions than 10 years ago, and the rest of the 1997 
cadre have retired. Six of the nine people in NASS Se-
nior Executive Service (SES) positions in 1997 have 
retired, and the remaining three employees each are 
in diff erent SES positions. Nearly half of the 2007 
mid year State directors attained their positions in 
the past two years.

An even bigger change in 50 years is that 132 indi-
viduals were employed as information technology 
specialists in 2005—a career that did not exist in the 
1950s. Nearly half (65) are women, and 56 are racial 
or ethnic minority employees.

As of mid-2005, the agency had 163 statistical assis-
tants on board, which is much lower than 50 years 
prior, but down only slightly from 20 years ago. 
However, statistical assistants today are using dif-
ferent skills and taking on more responsibility than 
they did 20 or 50 years ago.

Reimbursable activities have a major impact on 
NASS staffi  ng. Eleven percent of the total NASS 2007 
budget comes from reimbursements (8 percent from 
USDA agencies, 1 percent from other Federal agen-
cies, and 2 percent from other sources).    More than
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10 percent of NASS staff  years are currently paid with 
the reimbursable funding. 

Family Organizational Values

Th roughout the past 50 years NASS has been known 
as a family organization. Early in the period, most 
professional employees hired for agricultural sta-
tistics work had similar backgrounds. Even as hir-
ing changed and new practices provided a diversity 
of educational backgrounds and gender, racial and 
ethnicity composition, the NASS career development 
approach has off ered all employees comparable ca-
reer experiences. Employees are encouraged to try 
various types of positions in order to fi nd a comfort-
able, rewarding role within the agency.

One factor that has helped to nurture a family atmo-
sphere is that NASS has a single, well-defi ned mis-
sion to provide timely, accurate, and useful statistics. 
Although there are many occupational specialties at 
NASS, all employees feel a connection to the mission 
and know that their eff orts are supporting agency 
goals. In contrast, many other Government agencies 
have several missions or are administering a broad 
array of unconnected programs. Th is often results in 
employees having little in common with one another 
from offi  ce to offi  ce.

Th e NASS functional organizational structure also 
brings people together to carry out most operational 
surveys and planning eff orts. Th is provides a good 
understanding of and appreciation for the back-
grounds, talents, and eff orts of other team members. 
Th e team approach has become the modus operandi 
for informal activities as well as for accomplishment 
of major new projects. For example, in the mid-
1990s when interest was growing in telecommuting 
or fl exible workplace options, NASS management 
did not set policies unilaterally. Instead, a small com-
mittee that represented all major NASS occupations 
was formed to create the parameters and provisions 
for the agency. Th e committee did a thorough review 
of Government policies and considered the unique 
confi dentiality and security concerns of NASS opera-
tions. Th eir review eff orts were very thorough and re-
sulted in a well- defi ned pilot program proposal.

As the agency has evolved in the past 50 years, so 
have personnel selection procedures. No longer does 
a small group of managers create its own list of best-
qualifi ed candidates for each new opening. Positions 

are announced and all interested individuals are 
encouraged to apply. Management referrals are ac-
cepted for nonsupervisory positions, but individuals 
must apply for supervisory positions. Since the 1995 
reorganization, the associate administrator chairs 
the Human Resources Council (HRC) that makes 
the fi nal selection decisions and serves as an advocate 
to ensure that each applicant receives full consider-
ation. Each of the four headquarters division direc-
tors serves on the HRC, along with the two deputy 
administrators for fi eld operations.

People working with NASS often comment on the 
professionalism and esprit de corps of the organiza-
tion. Several recent outside evaluations have docu-
mented the organization’s positive spirit. In 2005, 
the Partnership for Public Service ranked NASS 26th 
out of 277 Federal subagencies in the Offi  ce of Per-
sonnel Management (OPM) Best Places to Work in 
the Federal Government Survey. In the same year, the 
American Customer Satisfaction Index showed the 
NASS overall index score to be 77.5 points—higher 
than the average private sector score. (NASS had an 
index score of 91 for courtesy and professionalism.) 
In 2006, NASS received a Telly Award for Outstand-
ing Documentation of an eight-minute fi lm entitled 
“Safeguarding America’s Agricultural Statistics.” In 
2007 OPM ranked NASS higher than any other Fed-
eral Government statistical organization, and ranked 
the agency 27th out of 222 Government units includ-
ed in the 2007 Best Places to Work in the Federal 
Government Survey.
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                                                EPILOGUE
Th e foreword of this publication asserted that by 1957 the United States had the world’s foremost agricultural 
statistics organization. Hopefully, this account has documented how the Statistical Reporting Service/Na-
tional Agricultural Statistics Service has constantly improved survey and sampling techniques, report contents 
and formats, and customer service awareness in order to further enhance that standing.

However, this publication has also demonstrated that the agency’s impact has been much greater than just on 
U.S. agricultural statistics. NASS is truly a world-class Federal Government statistical organization. 

NASS has demonstrated its statistical procedures leadership in many ways. It was the organization that brought 
common sense, proper statistical sampling designs, and improved estimation approaches to the application of 
satellite remote sensing techniques for agricultural and land resources inventories. It even took on leadership 
roles for other Federal and international organizations. Th ose eff orts also greatly improved the creation and 
documentation of area sampling frames.

In addition, NASS was the leading organization in the development of computer-assisted survey techniques 
that could handle the intricacies of agricultural and economic surveys with many internal survey logic re-
lationships. Also, procedures were developed for the proper use of previously reported survey data without 
biasing the present survey responses.

NASS became a leader in the development of data warehouse techniques to capture myriad data fi les, survey 
indications, and offi  cial estimates created by the agency. Th ese techniques also improved editing, summariza-
tion, and estimation procedures. Data warehousing is an excellent example of one of the critical roles statisti-
cians play in designing NASS systems.  Th e NASS data warehouse was designed, developed, and implemented 
by statisticians with consultation from private industry data-warehouse experts.  Th e system was therefore 
designed from the statistician vantage point with a full understanding of the business needs for ready access to 
historical data—data that would improve NASS survey and census operations.  Th is data warehouse expertise 
then paved the way for exploring the use of additional sampling frames, such as Federal Farm Program geo-
graphic fi eld boundary fi les, and for creating calibration estimators for census of agricultural publications.

Particularly because of the unique Federal and State agricultural statistics responsibilities, NASS has always 
been extremely customer service- oriented. Th e agency listened to data users and other customers, and con-
stantly improved data products and assistance eff orts. It also embraced electronic data services ahead of most 
USDA and Federal statistical organizations. 

NASS has always been a leader in employee-based programs—in great part because all employees realize that 
they have an important role to play in accomplishing the NASS mission. Th e movement of many agency 
personnel  from offi  ce to offi  ce as part of the career development experience also provides employees with a 
greater appreciation for the diverse roles and abilities of their colleagues.  New approaches to training, awards 
and other recognition, and benefi ts such as telecommuting have been implemented with input from all em-
ployees, and not from management-imposed mandates.

Fifty years ago, the USDA statistical organization faced many challenges in modernizing to probability survey 
procedures and developing proper staffi  ng to properly conduct and interpret the new surveys. Twenty-fi ve 
years ago, SRS had implemented most of the feasible goals of the 1957 Long-Range Plan and set out to im-
prove operations through a new approach for documenting standards for all operations. Th e 1982 Long-
Range Plan did prepare the organization for new surveys and challenges as the United States and world’s 
information needs changed. 
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Ten years ago, NASS embraced the addition of the agricultural census responsibilities to its ongoing current 
statistical programs. Instead of maintaining two diff erent statistical systems, a new combined culture resulted. 
Th e result was creation of some of the most signifi cant additions to U.S. agricultural statistics in history. Th ese 
include information on multiple farm operators, a better understanding of livestock and poultry production 
contractees, and creation of agricultural census publications adjusted for list frame incompleteness and non-
response. 

NASS has once again reached a maturity level similar to that of 1982, and the agency should reconsider its fu-
ture emphases.  It seems certain that the next few years will be eventful.  However, there is an experienced staff  
in place to maintain the present quality of operations, tackle new challenges, and develop new approaches that 
will improve procedures.
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                                                                        REFERENCES
A wide variety of materials, publications, and databases were reviewed in compiling this publication.  Most 
items were from the Charles E. Caudill Library located at the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) 
headquarters. A collection of nearly all past agency research reports has been compiled in the Houseman-
Huddleston Research Library in the agency’s Statistical Research Division.  

Some of the invaluable reference materials used included annual budget submissions to Congress. Th ese docu-
ments contained summaries of year-to-year changes in programs, budgets, and staffi  ng, as well as explanatory 
staffi  ng and budget data tables for each fi scal year, and “Status of Programs” narratives recounting program 
increases and decreases.

Many internal NASS documents also served as useful references. Th ese documents included: archived agency 
staffi  ng and position rosters, annual listings of employee names and addresses, agency staff  letters, and posted 
personnel changes. Th ese materials clarifi ed changes in organization subunit names, timing of specifi c indi-
vidual’s relocation to new positions, and fl uctuations in the agency’s number of employees.

Many non-agency references were also essential for this publication. 
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